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Abstract 

Andrea Palladio's I q u m o  libn' del1 'architenura, pub1 ished in Venice in 1570, has 

generated a weaith of scholarship, especialiy during the past several decades. While much 

has k e n  written about the theories irnplicit in the treatise and its relation to Palladio's 

executed designs, surprisingly little of this literature focuses on the production of the book 

itself. This thesis examines the Q w o  libB as a physical object. 

Palladio's treatise is widely regarded as the culmination of architectural writing in 

the Renaissance. Although earlier writers, such as Sebastiano Serlio, had previously 

introduced practically-oriented subject matter written in the vernacula. and had developed 

illustration into a didactic device, Palladio surpassed his predecessors in the refinement 

and clarity that he brought to the Quartro libri. He consistently executed his woodcuts in 

orthogonal projection and regularized his measured surveys according to a uniform system 

of mesurement. 

The publication of the Quanro Iibri was preceded by a protracted period of 

preparation, during which time Palladio compiled and revised his architectural studies. 

This thesis examines the surviving fragments and preparatory drawings that test@ to 

Pailadio's evolving vision of his treatise. What began as a practical manuai 

complementing Daniele Barbaro 's commentary on Vitruvius eventuall y became an 

ambitious enterprise. The final version included not only an extensive catalogue of 

Palladio's own designs but also a comprehensive compilation of classical temples. More 

books on antiquities were planned, but were never published. 

printed 

Despite its Iengthy period of evolution, in the end the treatise seerns to have been 

under rushed circurnstances. By examining the treatise using bibliographie 

. . 
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methods as they apply to book publishing during the hand-press era, it is possible to gain 

insight into the revealing final stages of the Qumtm [ibn's preparation. In particular. a 

pagination error points to a last-minute reorganization of Book II in order to allow Palladio to 

add more of his own designs, perhaps in an effort to appeai to the Venetian readership. The 

analysis of the layout of Book II also demonstrates that for these recent domestic projects 

Palladio adopted innovative two-page layouts and lengthier descriptions that indicate more 

fully his artistic intentions. Thus careful scruriny of the genesis and publication of the Quarrro 

libri sheds light on its author's developing conception of architecture to an exrent not 

previously reaiized. 



1 fust became interested in the topic of this thesis while taking a graduate seminar course 

with Professor Pierre du Prey on the historiography of architectural writings offered 

during 1994-95. The ultimate goal of the course was to mount an exhibition and publish 

an accompanying catalogue on the subjea of architectural books collened by architects. 

Despite their modest scale. the exhibition and catalogue offered considerable insight into a 

somewhat neglected area of art history and bibliography. More irnportantly, in rny 

opinion, the project also allowed the students not only to be involved in the process of 

planning an exhibition but also to prepare an essay for the catalogue titled Architects, 

Books & Libraries. Each student was to write on a book assigned by Professor du Prey; 

mine was Lord Burlington's copy of Andrea Palladio 's I qumro Iibn den 'architettura. 

The following year, after completing a course on Palladio's architecture at Vicenza's 

Centro internazionale di studi di architemira "Andrea Palladio," I decided that my thesis 

would continue the line of investigation begun in that essay. 

Over the past three years my work on the Quonro libri has evolved considerably, 

and it continues to do so. I am extremely fortunate that these studies have led to rny 

employment at the Canadian Centre for Architecture, where I am cataloguing books for 

an exhibition on architectural treatises and drawings of the Renaissance and have the 

opportunity to explore other facets of this field of research. 

1 would like to thank Professor du Prey, who first encouraged me to pursue this 

topic, for sharing his wealth of knowledge and providing moral support. 1 was initially 

uncertain about my capacity to conduct a bibliographical analysis of the Quanro iibri and 
- 

whether 1 would yield worthwhile results. But Professor du Prey's conviction both in my 
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ability and the value of such a study contributed tremendously to my confidence in 

tackling this rewarding topic, and 1 am greatly indebted to him. 

1 would like to sincerely thank my farniiy and friends whose continued support 

over the years has been the source of my motivation as well as my peace of mind. In 

particular, 1 am most gratefui to my mother, whose unwavering interest in the progress of 

my thesis spurred on its completion. Her amusing and very heartfelt poem, "Rayer for a 

Finished Thesis," did much to help me maintain my spirits. 

1 would also like to extend my deepest gratitude to Dr. Myra Rosenfeld, Senior 

Research Curator of the Canadian Centre for Architecture who, in the past rnonths, has 

generously offered me both encouragement and guidance which has proved invaluable 

during the final stages of writing my thesis. 

In addition, 1 would like to thank al1 those who have kindly offered suggestions, 

advice, and assistance: Dr. J. Douglas Stewart, Dr. David McTavish, Dr. Bruce 

Laughton. and Sdly Hickson of Queen's University; Gerald Beasley, Cammie McAtee, 

and Elyse Murphy of the Canadian Centre for Architecture; and the Iibrary staffs of the 

Art History Library at Queen's University and the Canadian Centre for Architecture. 
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Chapter 1 

Andrea Palladio's I q ~ o  [ibn' dei1 'archirenrtra (The Four Books of Architecture), first 

published in Venice towards the end of 1570, is arguably the most influentid architectural 

book ever printed. Palladio was a prolific and accomplished architect of the Italian 

Renaissance, designing numerous villas, palaces, and churches throughout his native 

Veneto. And aithough his many surviving buildings are better known today than his book, 

it is his Qzmwo libri, which has since been reprinted in numerous editions and 

translations, that was primarily responsible for securing Palladio's enduring international 

fame. 

Given its importance in Palladio's body of work, the Quanro libri has generated 

considerable scholarship, especially over the past several decades.' His prodigious 

number of both buildings -and drawings, however, has tended to overshadow his treatise. 

In the major monographs on Palladio by Gian Giorgio Zorzi, James Ackerman, and 

Lionello Puppi, the Quattro libri generally is discussed only as evidence of his building 

projects and his studies of antiquities.' When Zorzi and Puppi do treat the Quunro libri, 

' On the enormous body of literature on Palladio, see Deborah Howard, "Four Centuries of 
Literature on Palladio, " Journal of the Society of Archifectural HLrtoBonF 39 (1980): pp. 224- 
41. 

Gian Giorgio Zorzi, I dkegni delle anrichird di Andrea Palladio (Venice: Neri Pozza, 
1959); Zoni, Le opere pubbliche e i palaui privari di Andrea Palladio (Venicg: Neri Pozza, 
1965); Zorzi, Le chiese e i ponti di Andrea Palladio (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1966); Zorzi, Le 
ville e i r e m  di Andrea Palladio (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1968); James Ackerman, Palladio 
(1966; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 199 1); Lionello Puppi, Andrea Palladio: 7Re Complete 
Work;, trans. Pearl Sanders (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1975). 
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their interest lies primarily in cornparhg its rnanuscript to the published book.' And 

Ai l e  rnuch has b e n  written about the theories implicit in the treatise and its relation to 

Palladio's executed designs, surprisingly 1ittIe has been written on the book itself. The 

srnaIl body of literanire devoted specifically to the Qumro libn typically focuses on its 

aesthetic merit, yet gives liale insight into iu production. The more recent studies by 

Licisco Magagnato, Giorgio Ferrari, and Bruce Boucher provide the most thorough 

analysis of the Q w o  libri but offer linle more than a surnmation of what has already 

been ~ r i t t e n . ~  

This thesis wiil attempt to fiIl this lacuna in Palladio studies and will investigate 

the Q-O libri as a physical object. 1 will begin by reviewing the precedents and 

possible sources for the treatise. Based on the documents related to the preparation of the 

treatise, I will then discuss the stages of its genesis. Finally, using bibliographic methods 

to analyse the book, 1 wiIl examine the process of printing the book and the effects of that 

process on the content and appearance of the Quanro libri. 

In 1416 the Florentine scholar Poggio Bracciolini made the much celebrated 

discovery of a manuscript of De nrchireaura libri decem (c .  27AD) by the Roman 

' Zorzi, "La preparazione de I Quanro libri del1 'archirenura, " in I dhegni delle antichird, 
pp. 147-93; Lionello Puppi , Andrea Palladio: Scritti sull 'architertura (1554-1579) (Vicenza: 
Neri Pozza, 1988) pp. 57-105 

Licisco Magagnato , introduction, I quamo libri del2 'architenura, b y Andrea Palladio 
(Milan: Polifilo, 1980) pp. XI-LXXII; Giorgio E. Ferrari, "La raccolta palladiana e 
collaterale di Guglielrno Cappelleni di CISA di Vicenza. Seconda puntata," Bollenino del 
Centro internazionale di storia di orchitettura "Andrea Palladio" 22, part 2 (1980): no. 57, 
pp. 231-412; Bruce Boucher, Andrea Palladio: Tne Archirecr in HLT Time (New York: 
Abbeville, 1994) pp. 23 1-263. 



architect Vitruvius in the library of the monastery in St Gall in Switzeriand. Vitnivius's 

kxt--the only complete treatise on architecture to survive from antiquity-albeit obscure, 

in fact, had never been lost.' By the fourteenth century, knowledge of Vitruvius had been 

relatively cornmon among the Florentine humanisu, including Boccaccio and Petrarch 

among others, when it was studied as a work of classical literature in the interest of 

restoring its t e ~ t . ~  Rather the importance of Bracciolini's discovery cm be attributed to 

its concurrence with the growing interest in classicai architecture during the fifteendi 

century.' Bracciolini's fortuitous find also came at a tirne when architects began to 

emerge as educated speciali~ts.~ Although Vitnivius's treatise contained much information 

of a practical nature--including advice on building materials, building sites, recipes for 

colours, stucco, fresco painting--the more theoretical passages provided a mode1 for 

fifteenth-century successors seeking to distinguish themselves from artisans. In particular, 

~ i t n i v i u s  was known throughout the rniddle ages. Extant manuscripts date as early as the 
eighth century, and knowledge of Vitruvius is evident in the writing of several medieval 
authors. Carol Herselle Krinsky, "Seventy-eight Vitruvius Manuscripts, Journal of rhe 
Warburg ami Cowauld Inszizures 30 (1967): pp. 36ff; Frank Granger, introduction, 
Vitnrvius. On Archirecture, Loeb Classical Library, 2 vols. (London: Heinemann; New York: 
Putnam, 1931) vol. 1, pp. xvi-xxi. 

On the philological interest in Vitruvius in fourteenth-century Florence, see Lucia 
Ciapponi,"Il 'Dp_ architectura' di Vitruvio ne1 primo urnanesimo," Italia medioevale e 
wnonktica 3 (1960): pp 72ff. 

Hubemis Gunther, "The Renaissance of Antiquity , " me Renaksance fiom Brunelleschi zo 
Michelnngelo: n i e  Represenrarion of Archizecrure, ex. cat. (Venice: Palazzo Grass i, 1994) 
pp. 259-64. 

On the rising status of the architect in the Renaissance, see Franklin Toker, "Alberti's Ideal 
Architect: Renaissance - or Gothic?" Renaissance Studies in Honor of Craig Hugh Smyrh, 
2 vols, ed. Andrew Morrogh (Florence: Giunta Barbera, 1985) vol. 2, pp. 667-74; Catherine 
Wilkinson, "The New Professionalism in the Renaissance," n e  Archirect: Chaplers in the 
Hatory of the Profession, ed. Spiro Kostof (New York: Oxford UP, 1977) pp. 124ff. 
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the first chapter of Book I provides a detailed account of the extensive knowledge 

required by architects: 

Let [the architect] be educated, skilfùl wirh the pencil, inswcted in geometry, 
know much history, have followed the philosophers with attention, understand 
music, have some knowledge of medicine, know the opinions of the jurists, and 
be acquainted with astronomy and the theory of the heavens.' 

In the fifteenth century, Vitmvius's 'architect' justified the synthesis of humanisrn and 

architecture;1° architects reaiized that a sirnilar approach to their training could help 

eievate the practice by endowing it with an aura of emdition." Catherine Wilkinson 

further suggests that Vitruvius hirnself may have acted as a mode1 for Renaissance 

architects who saw of the act of writing on architecture as a means of establishing their 

professional status. She writes: "The fact is that, like Vitruvius before them, Renaissance 

architecîs were anxious to unite theory with practice because the definition of their 

profession depended upon it. The development of a professiona1 literanire in the sixteenth 

Vitruvius, nie Ten Books of Architecrure, t ram Morris Hicky Morgan (1914; New York: 
Dover, 1960) pp. 5-6. 

On the reception of Vitruvius by fifieenth-century architects, see Richard Krautheimer, 
"Alberti and Vitruvius," Renaissance and Mannerism. Studies in Western A n ,  Acts of the 
Tkrenriefh Internarional Congress of the Hirrory of A n  2 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1963) pp. 
48-49; Leopold Enlinger, "The Emergence of the Italian Architect during the Fi fieenth 
Century , " ï3e Archirem Chopters in the History of the Profession, ed. Spiro Kostof (New 
York: Oxford UP, 1977) pp. 98ff. 

As Christof Thoenes justifiably argues, ultimately the architects motive for "ennobling the 
profession" was social emancipation. By fusing humanism with architecture, architects could 
convince patrons that it was necessary to cal1 upon a professional; liberated from the 
restrictions of city guilds, "the 'artist of the coun' could consider himself an intellectual in 
the circle of poets, scholars, and literati.. ." Such statu also made him immune to the stigrna 
of manuai labour. Thoenes, "Notes on the Architectural Treatises of the Renaissance," 
Zodiac 15 (1996): p. 17. 
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century was largely the result of their coping with this problem. ''* 
discovery, in effect, signaileci the renewed fascination of archiîects 

writing . 

Thus, Bracciolini's 

with architectural 

Perhaps the most widely known of the early architect-authors was Leon Battista 

Alberti (1404-1472). Albeni's De re aedifimtfa, which he worked on from the 1450s 

until his death,13 was organized in ten books in homage to Vitruvius. There are, 

however, significant differences between the approaches of the two authors: l4 most 

notably, the intended audience of each book. Vitruvius wrote a manual addressed to 

craftsmen, while Alberti spoke to patrons as a "counsel lor-at-antiquity . "Is This 

distinction is reflected in their use of illustration. Vitmvius's treatise originally included 

iIlustrations in order to demonstrate its technical passages? Alberti, on the other hand, 

did not envisage his text to be accompanied by illustrations because his approach was 

decidedly more humanist. As Leopold Ettlinger explains, "there really was no need for 

[illustrations] for he had written as a social philosopher, addressing an educated audience 

l2 Wilkinson, p. 149. I would like to thank Sally Hickson for drawing my attention to this 
article and its relevance to the Quanro libri. 

I 3  A complete draft was presented to Nicholas V c. 1450. Joseph Rykwert, introduction, On 
the An of Building, by Leon Battista Alberti (Cambridge/London: MIT Press, 1988) p. mi. 

l4 For a cornparison of Vitruvius and Albeni, see Krautheimer. pp. 42-52, especially the 
table @p. 51-52) outlining the contents of each treatise which serves to emphasize the 
different approaches of the two authors. 

'' Krautheimer, p. 46 

l6 Granger, p. xxvii; Krinsky, "Seventy-eight Vitruvius Manuscripts," p. 41. Only a few 
medieval manuscripts such as the British Museum Harley 2767 contained illustrations, 
however, it is unlikely that the drawings in the eighth or ninth century archetype surviveâ 
from antiquity in their original form. Krinsky , "Seventy-eight Vitmvius Manuscripts, " p. 43. 
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wtio would know something about the morphology of architecture past and present. "'' 

M e r  ardiitect-authors of the fiffeenth century, however, were certainly aware of 

the shortcomings of the written word. The manuscript treatise of Antonio Averlino," 

otherwise known as Filarete (c. 1400-1469), written around 1460, made limitai use of 

explanatory illustrations. Small drawings appear occasionally in the margins but are 

generally dwarfed by the size of the text itself (fig. 1). In contrast to Alberti, Filarete was 

a craftsman and knew only a srnattering of Latin; thus, rather than writing in a learned 

discourse, Filarete creatively framed his Libro archirenonico within a narrative form of 

dialogue in the tradition of a Medieval romance.lg Writing in a Tuscan dialect, Filarete 

describes the daiIy stages of the planning and buiIding of the fictitious t o m  of Sforzinda, 

and in the process provides the reader with information on the art of architecture and 

urban design." Unfortunately, the treatise's fantastical content precluded its having any 

widespread influence; a century later Giorgio Vasari castigated it as "perhaps the rnost 

l7 Ettlinger, p. L 13. 

On Filarete's treatise see John R. Spencer, introduction, Filme S Treatire on Architecture 
2 vols. (New Havenlhndon: Yale UP, 1965) vol. 1, pp. xvii-xxxvii. 

l9 John Onians attributes the originality of the Libro architenonico to Filarete's ignorance and 
independence. He explains that "lacking Alberti's profound knowledge of ancient 
architecturai theory and practice, [Filarete] was forced to formulate his own rules both for 
the design of architectural forms and for their application." In Dora Wiebenson, ed. 
Archirecn~raI nieory and Pranice Rom Aibem' to Ledou (Chicago: University of Chicago 
P, 1982) no. 1-2. 

*O Spencer explains: "The primary aim of Filarete's treatise is instruction. However amusing 
the treatise may have been for the fifteenth century reader.. . Filarete had a specific didactic 
goal in mind. His divenimemi were intended to make the reader's rnind receptive.. ." 
Spencer, introduction, p. XX. 



stupid book that was ever writîen. "" 

The rnanuscripts of the Sienese architect, Francesco di Giorgio Martini (1439- 

1501), known today as the T r d  di architem~a (c. 1470-c. l49O), were richly i Ilustraieci 

and more praaicaily oriented (fig. 2)." His conviction in the effiicacy of images was so 

vehement that he expiicitly advocated its importance as a vital component of instruction. 

In the second version of his treatise, Francesco di Giorgio makes his most articulate 

pronouncements on the necessity of drawing, reinforcing its importance in several 

passages throughout the text." On the assumption that the architect must have been 

familiar with the recently-printed, unillustrated editions of Vitruvius and Alberti," John 

Z1 "...e non dirneno per 
Giorgio Vasari, Le vite 
Milanesi, 9 vols. (1568; 

Io più ridicola, e tanto sciocca, che per avventura è. nulla più." 
de ' pzù eccellenti archileni, pinori, ef architerton, ed . Gaetano 
Florence: Sansoni, 1906) vol. 2, p. 457. 

* Four manuscripts survive in two different versions. The first version of the treatise is 
represented by two manuscripts dating from the 1470s: Saluzziano 148 (Turin, Biblioteca 
Reale) and Ashburnham 361 (Florence, Biblioteca Laurenziana). The second version is found 
in nvo other manuscripts written in the 1490s: Magliabecchianus II,I,141 (Florence, 
Biblioteca Nazionale) and S.IV (Siena Biblioteca Cornunale). Before 1977 Richard Betts 
discovered another manuscript (Spencer 129, New York, Public Library) which was written 
during the years behueen the first and second versions. Betts, "On the Chronology of 
Francesco di Giorgio's Treatises: New Evidence frorn an Unpublished Manuscript," Journal 
of the Sociery of Architectural Hisroriam 26 (1977): pp. 3-14. On the chronology of al1 the 
manuscripts see "Table of autographs and affiliated copies, " in Gustina Scagiia, Francesco 
di Giorgio. Checklkt and History of Munuscripts and Drawings (Bethlehem: Lehigh U P ;  
London Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1992) pp. 25-39. 

Codex Magliabecchianus fols. Mlr, M56v, M98v, in Francesco di Giorgio Martini, 
Trmati di architem~ra ingegneria e arte militare, ed . Corrado Maitese, tram. Livia Maltese 
Degrassi, 2 vols. (Milan: PolifiIo, 1967) vol. 2, pp. 293-93, 44-4-45, 489. Discussed in 
Onians, pp. 171-74. 

- 
Onians maintains that improvements--in both form and content--in the later manuscripts 

reveal an awareness of the printed texts of Vitruvius and Alberti. John Onians, Bearers of 
Meoning: me Classicul Orders in Antiquity. the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance 
(Princeton: Princeton U P )  p. 171. 
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Onians argues that these texts serveci to draw Francesco di Giorgio's attention to the 

limitations of purely verbal description. Citing a passage in the Codex Magliabecchianus, 

ONans further contends that Francesco di Giorgio saw his use of drawings as his "daim 

to superiority over his predecessors: "" 

There have ofkn been worthy authors who have written at length about the art of 
architecture, but they have used characters and letters and not representational 
drawings and so, aithough to the writers themselves it seerns that they have 
elucidated their designs according to their intentions, to us it seems that through 
lack of drawings there are few who can understand thern.'' 

Accordingly, throughout the Tranati, drawings f i l 1  entire pages as well as margins. 

Though they were never published, his writings circuiated widely arnong architects and 

becarne a mode1 for the architect-authors of the sixteenth century. 

By the end of the century, the desire for architecture nll'anrica continued to 

expand throughout Itaiy, and the writings of Vitruvius and Alberti were finally published 

in 1486 and 1485, re~pectively.~~ The printing press had only been introduced into ltaly 

25 Onians, p. 173. 

26 "Sono per rnolti tempi stati dignissimi autori i quali hanno diffusamente descritto dell'arte 
dell'architettura e di rnolti edifizi e macchine, quelli con carattare e lettare dimostrando e non 
per figurato disegno, et in tali modi hanno esp licato li concetti della mente loro; e per bench6 
ad essi compositori li paia molto largamente tale opere secondo la mente loro avere illucidate, 
pure noi vediamo che sono rari quelli lettori che per non avere disegno intendare possino." 
fol. 88r, in Francesco di Giorgio, vol. 2. p. 489. Translation from Onians, pp. 173-74. 

Vitmvius Pollio, De architectura libri dicem, Rome, Johannes Sulpitius Vernianus, 1486; 
Leon Battista Alberti, De re aedijicatoria, Florence, Nicholaus Laurentius, 1485. On the 
interest in Vitmvius at the end of the fifteenth century, see Manfredo Tahiri, "Cesare 
Cesariano e gli snidi vitruviani ne1 quattrocento," Scrini ririascimenmli di archimura, eds. 
Arnaido Bruschi, et al. (Milan: Polifilo, 1987) pp. 392-97. 
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from Germany two decades earlier at S~biaco,~'  yet its advent had significant 

ramifications for the way that architecturai writing was conceiveci. Manuscripts, which 

were laboriously copied in scriptoria, were prohibitively expensive to dl but churches, 

nilers, and the wealthy elite. But with the comparative ease of reproduction enabled by 

the hand press, books could be produced in unprecedented numbers, and their 

increasingly lower costs made them affordable to greater numbers of people. 

Furthemore, mechanical reproduction also meant that images as well as texts could be 

easily duplicated, and thus stimulated the production of illustrated books as well." But 

while De architecrwa had become available to a wider audience,'' its difficult and often 

obsolete Latin discourse precluded al1 but the most Iearned scholars from comprehending 

the text." In response to the ever-growing demand among architects, engineers. and 

patrons for information on the practicai application of Vitruvian principles, the first 

illustrated edition of Vitruvius finally appeared in 151 1 (fig. 3), followed by a vernacular 

2g On the introduction of printing in Italy, see Horatio F. Brown, The Veneriarz Prinring Press 
1469-I8(X): An Hisroric~l Smdy Bued upon Docwnenrs for fhe Most Pan Hirheno 
Unpublirhed (1 89 1; Amsterdam: G h r d  Th. van Heusden, 1969) pp. 1-8. 

29 Sigfried Steinberg estirnates that one-third of books printed in Italy before 1500 were 
illustrated. Steinberg , Five Hundred Years of Prinring , 3rd ed . (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1958) p. 158. 

'O Two other editions followed soon after: one by an unknown printer of Florence in 1496; 
the other, published by Simone Beviiacqua in Venice in 1497. 

'' As Lucia Ciapponi describes: "Any Quattrocento architect whose attention Jvas drawn to 
the De Archiremru had to face a text in Latin (and most of them did not know Latin), 
compt, and without illustrations, a text which was intrinsically difficult for both its 
technicalities and its obscure style." Ciapponi, "Fra Giocondo da Verona and His Edition of 
Vitruvius, " Journul of the Warburg and Courtnuid Institutes 46 (1984): p. 72. 
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edition in 1521 (fig. 4)." Although these luxury folio editions would have been very 

costly, the Giunta press in Florence published cheaper, octavo versions of Fra Giocondo's 

edition feaîuring crudely-executed, reduced copies of the original woodcuts in 1513 and 

1522." And from the 1520s until the publication of Daniele Barbara's comrnentary on 

Vitnivius of 1556, both copies were plagiarized by printshops seeking to capitalize on 

their popularity? Not surprisingly, the need for vernacular editions of Albeni's emdite 

De re aedflcmoria was less urgent; the first translated edition of Alberti did not appear 

until 1546, and the first illustrated edition followed four years later? 

These iIIustrated editions certainly helped to elucidate the contents of the text; 

however, the written word remained the primary means for conveying information. Over 

the course of the sixteenth century, the printing press gradually revolutionized the way in 

which illustration itself was used. A direct consequence of the proliferation of printed 

- - - - - - 

32 Vitruvius, [De architectura] , ed . ,  i lis., Fra Giovanni Giocondo (Venice: Tacuino, 15 1 1); 
Vitruvius, De architema Iibri dece, trans., ills., commentary, Cesare Cesariano (Corno, 
Gotardo da Ponte, 1521). On the audience for these editions, see Tafiiri, "Cesare Cesariano, " 
p. 399; Carol Herselle Krinsky, introduction, Vitmviicr. Re architectura. NacMricck der 
kommenîierren ersren italîenischen Aurgabe von Cesare Cesariano (Corn, 152 1 )  (Munich: 
Wiihelm Pink, 1969) p. 5 .  

" Ciapponi, "Fra Giocondo," p. 74. 

" Ciapponi. p. 74; Amaldo Bruschi, introduction, De architecm. Tramiato . cornmentaro 
et uJTguram da Cizesare Càesariano, trans. Barbara Luigia la Penta (Milan: Polifilo, 1981) 
pp. LXX-Lm.  

" Leon Batîista Alberti, I dieci libri de f 'archirenura, trans. Pietro Lauro (Venice: Vincerw 
Vavgris , 1546); Leon Battista Alberti, L 'archirenura di Leonbatrista Alberti. tradoni in 
linguofiorenri~ da Cosimo Banoli gentil 'huom & accademico florentino. a n  la aggiunra 
de disegni, trans. Cosimo Bartoli (Florence: Lorenzo Torrentino, 1550). 



books was the refinement of illustration techniques?' Although hand-copied illustrations 

aimost invariably distorted the original image, the printing press could offer an 

unprecedented fidelity to copied images. Architectural writers could therefore confidently 

employ them as a reliable rneans of communication. As James Ackerman describes of 

scientific iIIustration: 

The printed image.. . offered two revolutionary potentials: first, that, in contrat to 
individually produced manuscript illumination, every copy of a printed picture 
exactly duplicated the original plare made or approved by the author, so that 
didactic effectiveness of a text could be safely extended by graphic illustrations; 
second, that, beyond its capacity to extend the author's written statement, the 
mechanically duplicated image could itself be the statement. In al1 fields of 
technology and descriptive science, books could be produced in which the 
substance was cornmunicated primarily by images. Ultimately , in an abrupt 
reversai of functions, texu were partly or wholly devoted to elucidating the 
accompanying pict~res. '~ 

Architectural writers recognized the potential of the printed image, and by the mid- 

sixteenth century, developments in book illustration had led the way for less theoreticai 

and copiously illustrated architectural books. 

With knowledge of Vitruvius increasingly comrnon among architects, it had 

become apparent that not only was Vitruvius's text an inadequate source of information 

about the Roman monuments, but often the buildings were 3t variance with Vitruvian 

36 Brown notes "the immense advance in the art of illustration between 1476 and 1500." 
Brown, p. 32. David Landau and Peter Parshall similarly anribute the maturation of the 
woodcut to the proliferation of printed books. Landau and Parshall, The Renaissance Prim 
1460-1550 (New Haven/London: Yale UP, 1994) p. 103. - 

" James Ackerman, "The Involvement of Artist in Renaissance Science," Science and the 
Ans in the Renaksance, eds. John Shirley and F. David Hoeniger (WashingtonlLondon: 
Folger Books) p. 103. 



do~trine.~' As a result, it becarne customary for architects to travel to Rome in order to 

saidy its classical remains first-hax~d.'~ Because accurately surveying these buildings was 

both expensive and time-consuming, especiaily for those architects based outside of 

R ~ r n e , ~  architects typically copied drawings as a means of supplementing their own 

studies." Since the middle ages, drawings of contemporary buildings circulated freely 

'' During the Renaissance, architects failed to realize that Vitmvius predated the esteemed 
architecture of Imperia1 Rome and most ofien referred to much earlier examples. For 
example, Fra Giocondo wrote to Julius II: "...and do noi think that my effort was slight, 
since everyone knows that to understand Vitmvius, 1 laboriously compared the meanings of 
his words again and again with the remains of mins and ancient buildings ..." fol. AA2r. 
Quoted in Ciapponi, "Fra Giocondo," p. 76. And the reconciliation of Vitruvius with Roman 
mins later became a recurring theme in Sebastiano Seriio's early books on architecture. 
Throughout his book on antiquities, in particular, he notes those monuments which violate 
the orders of architecture according to De architectura. See for example, Serlio, II reno libro 
nel q u i  sifigurano. e descn'vono le anriquirà di R o m  (Venice: Francesca Marcolino , 1540) 
pp. XVII, XLW, XLVIII, CVI, CXXII, CXVI, CXXIIII, CXXVIII, CXXXII. On Serlio's 
preoccupation with Vitnivian mies, see Vaughan Hart and Peter Hicks, introduction, On 
Architecture, by Sebastiano Serlio (New HavenILondon: Yale UP, 1996) pp. xxi-xxiv. 

39 James Ackeman, "Architectural Practice in the Italian Renaissance, " JSAH 13 (1954), rpt. 
in Disrance Points= Essays in Theory and Renaissance A n  and Architecrure, ed. James 
Ackerman (Cambridge/London: MIT Press, 1994) p. 363. For an overview of antiquarian 
researches in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries, see Ema Mandowsky and 
Charles Mitchell, Pirro Ligorio 's Roman Anfiquities (London: Warburg Institute, University 
of London, 1963) pp. 7-20, esp. pp. 10-12. 

" Howard Burns draws attention to a passage in Philibert de l'Orme's Le premier tome de 
l'archirecture (Paris, 1567) describing the difficulty of surveying the Roman monuments: 
"Étant B Rome du temps de ma grande jeunesse, je mesurais les edifices & antiquitez.. .ainsi 
que je faisais ordinairement avec grand labeur, frais & dbspense, selon ma petite portee, tant 
pour les eschelles & cordages, que pour faire fouiller les fondements Ci fin de [es connaître. 
Ce que je ne pouvais faire sans quelque nombre d'hommes qui me suivaient, les uns pour 
gagner deux Iules ou Carlins le jour, les autres pour apprendre.. . " fol. 131r. Burns, "1 
disegni, " Mostra del Palladio, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Basilica Palladiana, 1973) p. 136, note 15. 

41 Arnold Nesselrath, "1 libri di disegni di antichità. Tentativo una tipologia," Memrie 
dell'anrico nell'arte iraliana, ed. Salvatore Settia, 3 vols. (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1986) vol. 
3 pp. 134-40; Norman Canedy, he R o m  Sketchbook of Girolnmo da Carpi (London: 
Warburg Institute, University of London, 1976) pp. 15-18. 



among architects who copied them for their own reference? and by the early 

Renaissance, reconstmctions of ancient buildings were included alongside medieval and 

contemporary ones. By the sixteenth century, the architect's sketchbook usually consisted 

of an increasingly standardized repertory of ancient and modem buildings along with 

drawings of the architect's own projects." Thus, with Vitmvius widely available in print 

and with accurate records of classical monuments a prerequisite for architectural practice, 

the mid-sixteenth century saw the publication of illustrated books of antiquities. 

Sebastiano Serlio's (1475-1554) early publications are indebted to the tradition of 

the Renaissance architectural sketchbook? Having trained as a painter in Bologna, 

Serlio was active in Rome from c. 1515 to c. 1525 and was among the nurnerous 

architects, artists, and antiquarians studying its r~ ins .~ '  As the student of the painter- 

architect Baldassare Peruzzi (148 1 - 1536) who had been 

42 Nesselrath, pp. 94-99. 

43 A signifiant number of these copybooks survive today 

preparing an illusuated 

and inchde the Codex Barberini 
at the Vatican (c. 1465), the Codex Escurialensis at the Escorial in Madrid (1490s), and the 
Codex Coner (c. 1500) at the Soane Museum in London. These are discussed in Wolfgang 
Lotz, "The Rendering of the lnterior in Architectural Drawings of the Renaissance," Srudies 
in Irafian Renaissance Archirecrute, tram, Margaret Breitenbach, et al. (1977; 
CarnbridgelLondon: MIT Press, 1990) pp. 1-65; Nesselrath, pp. 129-37. 

See Wilkinson, p. 15 1 ; Albert Elen, Italinn lare-Medieval and Renaissance Drawings 
Booksfrom Giovannino de ' Gracsi to Palma Giovane, diss., Leiden Rijksuniversiteit, 1995 
(Leiden: A. Eien, 1995) p. 92. 

Serlio first worked in Pesaro from 151 1 to 15 14, before moving to Rome around 15 15. 
Myra Rosenfeld suggests that Serlio was active in the Vatican workshop during the tenures 
of Bramante (1505-15 14), Raphael (15 14- 1520). and Petuni (1520- 1527). Rosenfeld, 
Sebasriano Serlio on Dornesric Architecture ( 1  978; New YorkIMineola: Dover, 1996) p. 18. 

It is tempting to think that the Sienese Peruzzi, as a pupil of Francesco di Giorgio, created 
a conduit between Francesco and Serlio, two of the rnost important architectural writers of 
the Renaissance. The exact nature of his relation to Francesco di Giorgio, however, is 
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commentary of Vitmvius, Serlio would eventualiy inherit his master's drawings of Roman 

antiquities and incorporate them in the preparation of his own  publication^.^' Upon 

arriving in Venice in 1 5 2 8 , ~ ~  he promptly published a series of nine engravings of the 

Doric, lonic, and Corinthian orders. His petition for copyright of 18 September 1528 aiso 

unknown. Although Peruui was certainly influenced by Francesco, there is no evidence that 
Peruzzi was his pupil. Burns maintains that Peruzzi's contact with Francesco di Giorgio was 
significant and is documented by sketches by Peruui and annotations by his son Sallustio 
which were added to several of Francesco di Giorgio's drawings. Howard Burns, "Baldassare 
Peruzzi and S ixteenth-Century Architectural Theory , " Les traites d 'archirenure de la 
R e ~ h s a n c e .  Actes du colloque renu d Tours du 1" nu 1 juillet 1981, ed.  Jean Guillaume 
(Paris: Picard, 1988) p. 215. Nicholas Adams more cautiously proposes that " Although he 
was probably too young to have worked long with Francesco di Giorgio himseif,*it is likely 
that he came into close contact with the latter's workshop and its architectural rnethods." 
Adams, "Baldassare Peruui," Dictionary of A n ,  ed .  Jane Turner (New York: Grove's 
Dictionaries-Macmillan, 1996) vol. 34, p. 529. 

" On Peruzzi's unfinished rreatise see Burns, "Baldassare Peruzzi," pp. 208-14. Serlio 
acknowledges his debt to Peruzzi in the preface to the first of his books, Regole generali di 
architenuta di Sebaviûno Serlio bolognese supra le cinque rnaniere degli edtfici (Venice: 
Francesco Marcolino, 1537) fol. IlIr. In his biography of Penizzi, Vasari later irnplied that 
Serlio plagiarized his master's drawings. Vasari, vol 6, pp. 606-07. Serlio's use of such 
materiai, however, must have been sanctioned, and it seems more likely that Peruzzi's 
drawings served as a point of departure for his student. Cfr. Lionello Puppi, "Il problema 
dell'eredita di Baldassarre Peruzzi: Jacopo Meleghino, i l  'mistero' di Francesco Sanese e 
Sebastiano Serlio, " BaIdassurre Peruzzi: pittura scena e architemra nef Cinquecento , eds. 
Marcello Fagiolo and Maria Luisa Madonna (Rome: Enciclopedia italiana, 1987) pp. 492-97; 
Hart and Hicks, p. xiv-xv. 

48 Until recently it has been thought that Serlio was arnong the artists and architects who 
migrated to Venice following the Sack of Rome. Loredana Olivato and Richard Tuttle have 
since argued that Serlio was active in Bologna from around 1525. Olivato, "Con il Serlio tra 
'i dilettanti de architeaura' veneziani della prima metà del '500. II molo di Marcantonio 
Michiel, " Les troitks d 'archilecture de [a Renaissance. Actes du colloque tenu r f  Tours du 1" 
au I I  juillet 1981, ed. Jean Guillaume (Paris: Picard, 1988) pp. 248-49; Tuttle, "Sebastiano 
Serlio Bolognese," Sebastiano Serlio. Sesto semmrrzario infernazionale di storia 
dell'archizretura. Vicenza 31 ûgostu-4 senembre 1987, ed. Christof Thoenes (Milan: Electa, 
1989) p. 27. 



indicates that he planned a series of illustrations that would include ancient b~ildings.'~ 

No doubt Serlio was drawn to Venice due to iü preeminence as a publishing centre,50 as 

well as its expertise in the production of woodcuts and engravings, both as book 

illustrations and as independent w o r k ~ . ~ '  But Serlio also may have seen Venice as a 

market eager for architectural  publication^.'^ Both Loredana Olivato and, more recently, 

Paîricia Fortini Brown have suggested that the keen interest in classical architecture in 

Venice was perhaps stimulated by the simpie fact that while Venice wished to bolster her 

new-found prominence with the status and credibility that antiquity conferred, the city was 

the only major centre in Italy that lacked mins of ancient Rome." 

49 The copyright is transcribed in Deborah Howard, "Sebastiano Seriio's Venetian 
Copyrights, " Burlinglon 1 15 (1 973): p. 5 12. 

The first Venetian book appeared in 1469, and the press grew so rapidly that it was the 
largest in Europe by the end of the incunabular period. Venice benefitted from its geographic 
location: its prominence as a trade centre meant that it had easier, and therefore cheaper, 
access to paper via sea trade, and it had an established market for the distribution of goods. 
Brown, Venetian Prïnring Press, pp. 1-8. In addition, the Venetian governent offered 
further incentives for authors with its policy of awarding copyright to protect both authors' 
and publishers' rights. and its relatively iax policy of enforcing religious censorship. Brown, 
pp. 60-72. During the sixteenth century, Venice produced over fifty per cent of al1 books 
printed in Italy. Paul Grendler conservatively estimates that Venetian presses published 
15,000-17,000 editions. Paul Grendler, The Roman Inquisirion and the Venetian Press. 1540- 
1605 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1977) pp. xvii, 6. 

" David Chambers, et al., eds., Venice: A Docwnentary Hisrory (Oxford/Cambridge: 
Blackwell, 1990) p. 369. 

'' Loredana Olivato has suggested that the quick publication of these engravings afier Serlio's 
arriva1 in Venice suggests that the rnaterial would have been already prepared and that his 
move may have been first and forernost motivated by advantages he expected to gain in 
Venice. She proposes that he may have been encouraged to corne to Venice to act as an 
expert on classical architecture by Marc'Antonio Michiel, a prominent humanist with an 
interest in architecture. Olivato, pp. 47-54 

53 Olivato, 250-5 1; Olivato in Architenuru e utopia nella Venezia del Chquecento, ex. cat. 
(Venice: PaIazzo Ducale, 1980) pp. 167-68. Brown notes that Serlio's petition for the 



In 1537, the first of his series of influential and innovative architectural books 

appeared, Book IV (On the orders)%, and was followed three years later by Book I I I  

(On ancient buildings)55, both published by the prominent Venetian printing shop of 

Francesco Marcolini da Foril. Following Serlio's move to France in 1541, he published 

Books 1 and II (On geomerry andperspe~n 've )~~  together in 1545, followed by Book V 

(On churches)" in 1547. Unlike the scholarly Vitruvian cornmentaries, these richly 

illustrated books were overwhelmingly practical in their orientation and should be 

considered as manuals rarher than theoretical treati~es.~' The brief commentary , written 

in the vernacular, instructs the reader, step by step, through the elements of classical 

design begiming with the rudiments of basic geometry. As Myra Nan Rosenfeld has 

convincingly demonstrated, these publications were a key tuming point in the evolution of 

copyright of his nine engravings of the orders addressed this need in Venice for a "more 
authoritative modem interpretation." Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquiry (New 
Haven: Yale UP, 1997) p. 277. Carol Herselle Krinsky's has similarly proposed that such 
circumstances had prompted Cesare Cesariano's 1521 edition of Vitruvius, which was 
published near Milan, a city lacking a strong humanistic culture and possessing few ancient 
remains. Krinsky , introduction, p. S. 

Y Regole generali di architenura sopra le Cinque maniere de gli edifci, Venice, Francesco 
Marcolino, 1537. 

Il  t eno  libro ne1 quai si figurano. e descrivono le anriquita di R o m .  Venice. Francesco 
Marcolino, 1540. 

% Il  primo (-seconw libro d'archirenura, di Sebmimo Serlio bolognese. Le premier [- 
second] livre d'architecture de Sebasfiano Serlio . Bolognois. Paris, Jean Barbe, 1545. 

'' Quiru0 libro d'architenura di Sebastiano Serlio bolognese, nel quale si r m  di diverse 
fonne di rempij sacri. Paris, Michel de Vascosan, 1547. 

- 
Myra Nan Rosenfeld, "Sebastiano Serlio's Contributions to the Creation of the Modem 

Illustrated Architectural Manual, " Sebasriano Serlio. Sesro Seminario internationale di storia 
del1 'architettura. Vicenza 31 agoszo-4 settembre 1987, e d .  Christof Thoenes (Milan: Electa, 
1989) p. 102; Wilkinson, p. 150. 
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architectural writing in the Renaissance: illustration had replaced text as the primary 

means of comrnunicating ideas (Fig. 5).59 Serlio sri11 adhered to traditional modes of 

book design, however, and Books 1 to V follow the layout characteristic of manuscript 

illumination in which the text and image are hilly integrated: text was inserted around the 

edges of and sometimes within the hdf- and full-page  illustration^.^ But his random use 

of both perspectival and orthogonal illustrations and lack of any unifonn system of 

measurement tended to impede the comprehensibility of these images? Serlio's later 

books, Book VI (On Domestic ~rchi tec ture)~~ and Book VI1 (On Architectural 

Problems)" featured a standardized layout; full-page illustrations on the right page faces 

59 Rosenfeld, On Domesnc Architenure, pp. 35-41; Rosenfeld, "Sebastiano Serlio's 
Contributions, " pp. 102-10. 

Rosenfeld has obsemed that this layout was preferred by Giocondo, Cesariano. Torello 
Sarayna, and resembles that of manuscripts. She notes that early printers mrned to 
manuscripts for models and simulated their arrangement of text and image on the sarne page. 
Rosenfeld, On Domestic Archirecrure, p. 39; Rosenfeld. "Sebastiano Serlio's Contributions," 
p. 102-04. For the relationship of early printed books to manuscripts, see Sandra Hindman 
and James Douglas Farquhar, Pen to Press: Illfcstrated Manuscripts and Prhed Books in the 
First Cenfwy of PnntUg (College Park: Art Depamnent Gallery, U of Maryland, 1977) pp. 
102ff. 

" Unlike one-point perspective, in which al1 lines converge on a single vanishing point and 
objects appear to recede in the distance, orthogonal projection simultaneously represents al1 
parts of a building as if viewed head on and without foreshortening. 

Sebastiano Serlio's Sesto libro delle habitationi di tutti li gradi degli huomini was never 
published. Two manuscripts survive, an earlier version in the Avery Library at Columbia 
University (1541-1549) and a presentation version now at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in 
Munich (1547-1550), as well as one set of printer's proofs based on a lost manuscript (1551- 
1553). Rosenfeld, On Domestic Architecture, p. 1 .  

a Sebastiano Serlio, Il settimo libro di Sebastiano Serlio bolognese ne quale si trana di min' 
accidenti (Frankfurt: Jacopo Strada, 1575). 



text on the left, and orthogonal projection is consistently used (fig. 6)." 

During the course of compiling his monumental treatise, Serlio must have gained 

considerable experience in composing an illustrated book. Indeed, his volumes exhibit a 

progression of both their layout and accuracy, with Books VI and VI1 presenting the most 

significant advancemenü." The iayout of Books VI and VI1 enabled the reader to 

compare the information provided by the text with the illustration without having to flip 

the pages,66 while onhogonal projection ensured that his designs could be accurately 

reprodu~ed?~ Although Serlio's training as a painter favoured his use of per~pective,~' 

" According to Rosenfeld a precedent for this layout may have been Albrecht Dürer's 
Apocalypse, published in 1498, which was one of the tirst printed books to feature full-page 
illustrations separated from text pages. As Dürer lived in Venice from late 1505 to early 
1507, no doubt this exarnple was well-known in the Serenissima. Rosenfeld, On Domestic 
Architecture, pp. 36-39. As evidence of Dürer's influence, David McTavish points out that 
in the second part of the Apocafipsis iesu chriai, published in Venice by Alessandro Paganini 
in 1516, fifteen woodcuts were based on Dürer's woodcuts and are also placed opposite the 
corresponding text. McTavish, "Illustration and Text in Venetian Books of the Sixteenth 
Century: High and Low and Far and Wide," B e  Book fiom Gurenberg ro the Microchip. 
Proceedings of a Symposium Heu on Ocrober 28-30, 1994 at Queen S University, eds. 
Johanne Bénard, et al. (New York/Ottawa/Toronto: Legas, 1996) p. 27 

" On the progressive refinements in Books 1-V, see Rosenfeld. "Sebastiano Serlio's 
Contributions, " p. 104. 

" Rosenfeld, "Sebastiano Serlio's Contributions, " p. 107. 

" Orthogonal projection had been used in architectural drawings during the Gothic era. 
Christof Thoenes, "Reflections on Early Architectural Drawings, " ïïze Renaissance pom 
Bnurelleschi to Miche Lang elo: The Represeruation of Architecture, ex. cat. (Venice: Palazzo 
Grassi, 1994) p. 101; Valerio Ascani, "Le dessin d'architecture medieval en Italie," Les 
bdrlsevs des cahedraies gorhiques, ex. cat. (Strasbourg: Ancienne Douane, 1989, pp. 255- 
77. The method was not perfected until the second decade of the sixteenth century, however, 
when Antonio da Sangallo transformed it into a scientifically-accurate, measured system. 
Lotz, pp. 31-32. - 

" Since the begiming of the fi fieenth century ltalian architects, who, like Serlio, had trained 
as painters, began integrating perspectival drawings with orthogonal sections. It is now clear 
this practice was not retardataire as has previously been imptied. Thoenes has drawn attention 



he must have realized that whiie perspectival drawings conveyed a sense of volume and 

plasticity, their inherent distortions and omissions Iirnited their didactic effectiveness. 

Though both books were begun during the 1530s, Book VI remained in manuscript and 

Book VI1 was not published until 1575." As a result, the extremely innovative format of 

Books VI and VI1 is seldom recognized and, consequently , Serlio's contributions to the 

developrnent of architecturai writing, perhaps, have been underestimated. 

In 1556, Serlio's printer, Francesco Marcolini also published another notewonhy 

architectural treatise: Daniele Barbaro's (1514-1570) translation and commentary on 

Vitmvius, I dieci libri del2 'archirenura di M. Virruvio rraduni et cornmenfafi da 

Monsignor Barbaru eleno Patriarca d Aquileggia. in its precision and depth of 

knowledge, Barbaro's treatise surpassed ail preceding editions." The treatise also 

benefitted from the contributions of Palladio, who created the designs for the theatres, 

temples, and basilicas and acted as a consultant for the more difficult passages of 

to Raphael's celebrated Ietter addressed to Leo X and notes that in a revised draft of the letter 
apparently intended for publication Raphael appends rernarks on the use of perspectival 
drawing. Christof Thoenes, "La 'lenera' a Leone X," Ruffaello a Rom. Il convegno del 
1983 (Rome: Elefante, 1986) pp. 373-8 1, esp. p. 375. 

* Tancredi Camnchio and Francesco Paolo Fiore argue that Serlio began compiling material 
for his series of architectural books well before the publication in 1537 of the first instalment, 
Book IV. That he had begun work on Book VI1 before moving to France in 1541 is 
supported by its inclusion in the plan of the series included in the preface of Book IV. 
Camnchio and Fiore, premessa, Libro Senimo, Archifettura Civile, by Sebastiano Serlio 
(Milan: PolifiIo, 1994) pp. 249-51, esp. p. 249, note 3. 

In addition to the previously mentioned editions of 151 1 and 1521, Barbaro's treatise was 
preceded by editions of 1524 by Francesco Lutio; 1526 by Diego de Sagredo; 1536 by 
Giovanni Battista Caporali; 1544 by Guillaume Philander; and 1590 (prepared c. 1550) by 
Giovan Antonio Rusconi. Hanno-Walter Kruft, A Hisrory of Architectural Theory from 
Wtruvius to the Presenf Day, tram. Ronald Taylor, et al. (New York: Princeton UP, 1994) 
pp. 69-72. 
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Vitruvius." By this time Palladio had aiready been schooled in Vitmvian theory by 

Count Giangiorgio Trissino (1478-MO), Vicenza's preeminent humanist and dilettante 

architect? Trissino--with whom Palladio carne into contact around 1538 while stil1 a 

stonemason--had become Palladio's mentor and patron and initiated the stonemason's 

architectural education which entaileci both theoretical and fitst-hand study of classical 

remains? They travelled to Rome together in 1541, and agah in 1545 for a more 

extended sojourn." It is not known when Palladio and Barbaro first met although it 

generally assumed that they were working closely together by the early 1550~.'~ and 

At the end of Book 1, Barbaro states: "...ne i dissegni delle figure irnponanti ho usato 
l'opera di M. Andrea Palladio Vicentino Architetto." Barbaro, p. 40. On Palladio's 
involvement with Barbara's edition of Vitruvius, see Gian Giorgio Zorzi, "Gli studi sui dieci 
libri di Vitruvio," I disegni delle amichirit, pp. 11 1-26; Vicenzo Fontana, " Il 'Vitruvio' del 
1556: Barbaro, Palladio, Marcolini," Tranmi sciem@ci nel Venerofra il XV e il ?W7 secolo, 
ed. Ezio Riondato (Vicenza: Neri Po-, 1985) pp. 62-65; Manfredo Tafuri, "La noma e 
il programma: il 'Vitruvio' di Daniele Barbaro," Vitruvio. / dieci libri deif'architertura. 
Trudoni e commemi da Daniele Barbaro 1567 (Milan: Poiifilo, 1987), pp. XI-XL. 

On Palladio's relationship to Trissino, see Franco Barbieri, "Giangiorgio Trissino e Andrea 
Palladio, " Convegno di srudi su  Giangiorgio Trissino. Vicenza 3 1 marzo-l aprile 1979, ed. 
Neri Pozza (Vicenza: Accadernia Olimpica, 1980) pp. 191-21 1. Also Ackerman, Palladio, 
19ff. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, pp. 5-15. 

7, Rudolf Wittkower describes the rigorous academic program of Trissino's Academy at his 
villa at Cricoli. Witîkower, Architecrural Principles in the Age of Hwnanism, 4th ed. 
(London: Academy Editions; New York: St Martin's, 1988) pp. 61-62. 

" The latter joumey is often considered as two trips since this stay was interrupted by 
Pailadio's brief return to Vicenza in 1546. Palladio returned to Rome alone in 1549. On 
Palladio's Roman trips see Zorzi, I disegni delle anrichirà, pp. 17-23. 

75 Bruce Boucher has recently drawn attention to Michele Maylender's discussion of Padua's 
Accademia degli Infiarnmati. Maylender, Storia delle accademie d 'lfalia, 5 vols. (Bologna: 
L. Cappelli, 1926-30) vol. 3, pp. 266-70 . Since the acaderny counted both Barbaro and 
Giovanni Cornaro, the son-in-law of Trissino's friend Alvise Cornaro, arnong its members, 
Boucher deduces that Palladio and Barbaro were in contact during the late 1530s and 1540s. 
Boucher, p. 24, note 39. 



1554 they undertook a final trip to Rome in preparation for Barbara's forthcoming 

Palladio's studies in Rome also yielded two brief, unillustrated guidebooks of 

Rome: L 'mfi~hirà di Rom (Rome, 1554) and Descririane de le Chiese (Rome, 1 554). 

These purely textual, pamphlet-like books were popular enough to warrant nurnerous 

firrther editions." 

Having acquired the requisite knowledge of Vitmvian theory through his studies 

with Trissino and his collaboration with Barbaro and having enjoyed modest success as a 

published author, Palladio was weli prepared to embark on a more ambitious project that 

would encompass an extensive repenoire of reconstmctions of antiquities as well as his 

own projects. His magnum opus, the Qumo libri dell'archirettura, was published in 

Venice before the end of 1570 by Domenico dei Franceschi (fig. 7)." The four books 

concem the general principles of architecture and the orders: domestic buildings, mostly 

of Palladio's design; public and urban design; and Classical temples, mostIy of ancient 

Rome, with the addition of Bramante's High Renaissance Tempietto in Rome as an 

exemplar of the new classici~rn.~~ 

76 Zorzi, I disegni delle anrichitd, p. 23. 

L'michird, in particular, was immensely successful. A second edition was printed in 
Venice by Matteo Pagan the sarne year, and at least 90 subsequent editions have been 
identified. Giorgio E. Ferrari 1976, "La raccolta palladiana e collaterale di Guglielmo 
Cappelleai al CISA di Vicenza. Sez. 11. Edizioni dell'antichità di Rorna," Bollenino del CISA 
19 (1976): pp. 475-550. On the reception of Le chiese, see Eunice Howe, Ihe Churches of 
Rome. Andrea Palladio, Medieval & Renaissance Studies 72 (Bingharnton: Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 1991) pp. xi-xv. 

The dedication to Count Giacorno Angarano is dated 1 November 1570. Bk. 1, p. 3. 

79 Bramante is the only modem architect, besides Palladio, whose designs are featured in the 
-ru libri. The inclusion of the Tempietto among the monuments of ancient Rome 
demonstrates the high regard in which Palladio's held for the architect. " . . .Bramante sia stato 



Like other architecturai writers of the rnid-sixteenth century, including Pietro 

Cataneo, Antonio Labacco, and Giacomo Vignola,80 Palladio was deeply influenced by 

Serlio's richly illustrated series of books. Palladio probably knew Serlio, an acquaintance 

of both Trissino and Cornaro, and could have had access both to SerlioTs drawings 

inherited from Penizzi as well as his own studies for this upcoming  publication^.^' Like 

Serlio, he wrote in the vemacular, explicitly declaring his desire to be widely understood 

in the preface by writing " .. . I  shall avoid being long-winded and will sirnply provide the 

advice that seems most necessary to me, and will make use of those tems widely used 

nowadays by craftsmen. "'* But more important for Palladio was Seriio's reliance on 

visual rather than verbal communication. Following the exarnple of the Bolognese 

il primo a metter in luce la buona e bella architemira, che dagli antichi fin a quel tempo i3 
stata nascosa, m'é pamto con ragione doversi dar luogo, fra le antiche, alle opere sue.. . " Bk. 
IV, ch. 17, p. 64. From Palladio, I quamo libri dell'architenuru, eds. Licisco Magagnato 
and Paola Marini (1570; Milan: Polifilo. 1980) p. 324. 

Pietro Cataneo, I quanro primi iibri del1 'archirenura (Venice: sons of Aldo Manuzio, 
1554), and L 'architenura (Venice: Sons of Aldo Manuzio, 1567); Antonio Labacco, Llbro 
apporteneme a i 'architenura (Rome: Valerio Dorici, 1559); Giacomo Vignola, Regoie delli 
cinque ordine (Rome, 1562). 

" Puppi, Andrea Palfadio. 1975, p. 10, notes 53, 54. Both Puppi and Burns have pointed 
out that the simiiarities between Serlio's elevation of the Raphael's Villa Madama in Rome 
and Trissino's villa at Cricoli suggest that Trissino saw the designs for Book III before its 
publication in 1540. Lionello Puppi, "Un letterato in villa: Giangiorgio Trissino a Cricoli," 
Ane Venero 25 (1971): pp. 85-86; Bums, n e  Ponico and the Fannywd, p. 80. More 
recently, Manuela Moressi has proposed that Serlio may have been directly involved in the 
conriere of Trissino's villa at Cricoli. At the very ieast, Serlio was certainly well integrated 
in Venetian society during the late 1530s, competing in the project to rebuiid the Basilica in 
1539 and designing a stage set for Francesca da Porto. Moressi, "Giangiorgio Trissino, 
Sebastiano Serlio e la villa di Cricoli: ipotesi per una revisione attributiva," Annali di 
architeltura 6 (1994): pp. 126ff. 

82 '...;O fbggirb la lunghezza delle parole, e sernplicemente darb quelle avertenze che mi 
parranno piii necessarie, e mi servirb di quei nomi che gli artefici oggidl communemente 
usano." Bk. 1, preface, p. 6. From Palladio, 1 quanro libri, 1980, p. 11 



architea, Palladio's text defers to illustration as the primary means of conveying his 

Palladio exceeded his predecessors in the refinement and clarity that he brought to 

the Quamo libri. Unlike previous writers, he convened his nurnerous surveys and copied 

drawings into a uniform system of rneasurement and presentation in which plan, section, 

and elevation were consistently executed in accordance with orthogonal proje~tion.'~ 

Orthogonal projection clarified the correspondence between plan and elevation and 

ensured that the proportions that were fundamental to Palladio's understanding of classicai 

architecture were drawn to scale. In only a handful of instances were perspectival 

illustrations used. Woodcuts depicting wall and bridge construction were rendered using 

perspective because it was the rnost effective rneans of depicting their intemal structure 

(fig. 8)." Indeed, Palladio was fùndamentally concerned with the didactic effectiveness 

of his treatise. Although the arrangement of text and image is not standardized--Books 1 

and IV contain mostly full-page illustrations which are preceded by text, while Book LI 

features many half-page illustrations with the corresponding text on the same page--it is 

likely that Palladio adapted the layout according to what would be most effective in 

communicating his ideas? For exarnple, the exquisitely-detailed, full-page woodcuts of 

83 On the use of orthogonal projection on the Quanro libri, see Rupprecht "Proiezione e 

realtà," pp. 165-74; Rupprecht "Prinzipien der Architeknir-Darstellung in Palladios I quattro 
Libri del1 'architetturn , " Vierhunden Jahre Andrea Palladio (1580-1 980). Colloquium 25-28 
November 1980 (Heidelberg: Car1 Winter Universitatsverlag, 1982) pp. 25-39. 

" Bk. 1, pp. 11-14; Bk. III, p. 12. Discussed in Robeno Pane, "1 quattro libri," Bollenino 
del CISA 11 (1967) p. 129. - 

" Licisco Magagnato ventures to classi@ the illustrations in six categories: srnall ilIustrations 
of paiazzi, villas, and antique domestic buildings; large scale details of palazzi and temples; 
medium format plans and elevations of the Rotonda, and temples; woodcuts of the orders; 
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elevations and details of classical temples in Book IV, which bear witness to Palladio's 

painstaking study of the Roman monuments, record the unique characteristics and 

variations on the classical orders of each temple (fig. 9). In contrast, the sumrnarily 

executed, but visually striking, series of twenty-one villa projects of Book II (al1 feaniring 

a ground plan and elevation and rendered in half-page format beneath the corresponding 

text) emphatically expressed the architectonic concept of Palladio's villa designs :86 a 

symmetrically-planned, cubic block with living quarters flanked by barchesse that served 

agrarian functions (fig. 10) ." Palladio delineated only the essential elemenu of his 

designs, creating abstractions that could be instantly understood by the reader." 

woodcuts of the classical rooms; and various technicai iIlustrations. He describes Palladio's 
use of each type as purposeful: "Il Palladio ha distribuito con apparente disordine i vari tipi 
di illustrazioni; ma in realta per ogni caso diverso, diverse sono la resa e le stesse 
proporzioni grafiche." Licisco Magagnato, introduction, p. LXIV. This strict system of 
categorization, however, is perhaps too rigid. Bernhard Rupprecht more reasonably argues 
that the layout complemenied Palladio's didactic intentions, "II numero e I'ordine dei disegni 
dipendono di volta in volta dalle necessità della dimostrazione O della documentazione." 
Rupprecht, "Proiezione e realta," p. 159. 

Pane, pp. 121 -38; Rupprecht, "Proiezione e realta." pp. 159-75; Magagnato, introduction, 
P- = 
87 On the typology of Palladio's villas see James Ackerman, Pallaàio 's Villas (New York: 
J.J. Augustin, 1967) pp. 15-17. 

These woodcuts cm perhaps be seen in the context of sixteenth-century scientific 
illustration which was evolving from mimetic to didactic irnagery. Though James Ackennan 
limits his discussion to botanical and herbal illustration his observations can be applied to 
Palladio's abstracted designs. In discussing Otto Brunfels' Herbanun vivae icones 
(Strasbourg, 1530) and Andreas Vesalius ' De h m i  corpuris fabrica (Basei, 1543), 
Ackerman speculates that faithful, detai ied stud ies were simp ii fied , idealized , and d istorted 
for the purpose of publication. Ackerman "Early Renaissance 'Naturalism' and Scientific 
Illustration," n e  Natural Sciences and the Ans. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis 22. (Upsula, 
1985), rpt. in Dktunce Points: Essays in î3eory and Renaissance An and Archisecture, ed. 
James Ackerman (CarnbridgeLondon: MIT Press, 1994) pp. 199-20 1 ; Ackerman "The 
involvement of Artists in Renaissance Science," pp. 1 13ff. 



The illustration in Book II for the celebrated Villa Almerico, commonly known 

today as the Villa Rotonda (fig. 1 l), epitornizes the economic lucidity of the Q u m o  libn. 

The full-page illustration faces the brief, explanatory text on the opposing page. The 

ground plan is placed above the elevation which is rendered in orthogonal projection. In 

turn, the right half of the elevation reveals a cross-section of the interior. The ground plan 

and elevation tangentMy overlap, a device which serves to emphasize the correspondence 

between the two. Measurements of the length and width of rooms are displayed on the 

ground plan, while the height is featured on the elevation so that the reader is not 

required to search the text for the relevant dimensions. There are no further 

A cornparison of the woodcut of the Villa Rotonda with the building itself (fig. 

12) reveals that the building varies from that published in the Q u m  libri; most notably, 

the pronounced, hemispherical dome replaces the flatter, stepped dome in the executed 

building (c. 1566-1569). Such variances between the building and its published image are 

typical of the treatise and demonstrate that Palladio modified his own designs expressly 

for the purpose of publication. l9 Palladio intended his projects of Book II, in particular, 

89 The discrepancies berneen the Quanro iibri's woodcuts and his works was first addressed 
in Ottavio Bertotti Scamozzi's Le fabbnche e i disegni di Andrea Palladio raccolti e illustrafi 
(Vicenza, 1796). Until recently the woodcuts have been dismissed as the result of the 
intervention of his sons or the errors of block-cutters. See for example, Gian Giorgio Zorzi, 
"1 disegni delle opere palladiane pubblicate ne '1 quattro libri' e il  loro significato rispetto 
alle opere eseguite," Bollenino del CISA 3 (1961): p. 12; Gian Giorgio Zorzi, "Errori, 
deficienze e inesatteue de '1 quanro libri dell'architettura," Bollenino del CISA 3 (196 1): pp. 
145-46. More recent scholarship tends to favour the view that Palladio idealized the designs 
for publication. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, p. 34; Decio Gioseffi, "Da1 progetto al trattato: 
incontro e sconuo con la realtà," Bollenino del CISA 20 (1978): pp. 27-45; Martin Kubelik 
1979, "Pet una nuova ternira del secondo libro di Andrea Palladio," Bolletrino del CISA 21 
(1979): pp. 177-97. 
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to fùnction as paradigms illusuating the principles of al1 'arnica architecture applied to 

contemporary building ypes. Thus, he amended those projects which had been 

constrained by patrons' tastes and budgets, irregular sites, or preexisting s u u c t ~ r e s , ~ ~  

and idealized his designs so that they would have the maximum visual impact on the 

printed page.9' 

In fact, Palladio was the first architect-author to prominently feature his own 

buildings in his treatise." Moreover, in Book II, he gave priority to his own projects by 

discussing thern before their classical counterpart~.~~ Palladio's palazzi and villas, 

Palladio himself testifies to these problerns: "...ma spesse volte fa bisogno all'architetto 
accommodarsi più alla volontà di coloro che spendono che a quel10 che si devrebbe 
osservare. " Bk II, ch. 1, p. 3. From Palladio, I qumro libri, 1980, p. 96; "Ma perche nelle 
città quasi sempre O i muri de' vicini, O le strade e le piazze pubbliche assegnano certi 
termini oltra i quali non si pub l'architetto estendere, fa dibisogno accommodarsi secondo 
I'occasione de' siti ,..." Bk. II, ch. 2, p. 4. From Palladio, I quanro libri, 1980, p. 97. 

91 Both Roberto Pane and Franco Barbieri note that on pages featuring both text and image, 
the woodcuts are harmonious with the arrangement of the text and the "architecture of the 
page." Barbieri further points out that some adjustments were made, such as the addition of 
side wails to the Villa Malcontenta, so that the elevation occupies the full width of the page 
and balances the text above. Pane, p. 123; Barbieri, "Il valore dei 'Quattro Iibri', " Bollertino 
del C'SA 14 (1972): pp. 72-74. 

Serlio's Books on domestic projects, too, feature many of his own designs. But since few 
of his projects were ever executed, most were not based on actuai buildings. Myra Nan 
Rosenfeld notes, however, drawings in the Avery Manuscript of Book M related to Ancy-le- 
France @Is. XTV-XVIII), the Cour de l'Ovale at Fontainebleau @Is. XLV-XLVII), and the 
Gmne des Pins at Fontainebleau (pls. XMNI-XXXVII). Rosenfeld, On Dornesric 
Architecture, pp. 52-54. Instead, most of his designs were invenzioni created expressly as 
rnodels which the architect or patron could adapt to suit his needs and tastes. Rosenfeld, 
"Sebastiano Serlio's Contributions," p. 102. Bruce Boucher also argues that Jacques 
Androuet de Cerceau's Livre d'architecture of 1559 offered a precedent, but that its influence 
in Italy was limited. Boucher, p. 243. 

" As Hellmut Lorenz points out, Palladio uses antique examples to comment on his own 
work, rather than vice versa. Lorenz, "II trattato corne strurnento di 'autorappresentazione': 
Palladio e J.B. Fischer von Erlach," Bollenino del CISA 2 1 (1979): p. 149. 
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however, not only precede the corresponding chapters on classical domestic architecture, 

numerically they overwhelm them. Rather than represent a typology of general problems, 

his designs are variations on a generai theme, each of which is presented as unique and 

wonhy of comment? As a student of Vitruvius, Palladio was surely aware that the 

treatise offered an opportunity, not only to make his oeuvre known to a wider audience 

but aiso to preserve the ideal forrn of his designs for p~sterity.~' 

" Lorenz, p. 149. 

95 In the introduction to Book VI, Vitruvius speaks explicitly on the enduring fame to be 
gained through publication: ". . .but still, my hope is that, with the publication of these books, 
1 shall become known even to posterity." Vitruvius, p. 168. Cfr. Thoenes, "Notes on the 
Architectural Treatise " p. 19. 



Chapter 2 

This ultimate version of the Quuftro libri was the result of a long and laborious process 

spanning more than two decades, during which time Palladio continudly revised the scope 

and contents of his treatise. This chapter examines the documentary evidence related to 

this period with a view to determining how Palladio's vision of his treatise evoived over 

the course of its preparation. 

The irnpetus to write the Q u m o  [ibn tikely had its origins in Trissino's humanist 

circle. Given his role in the developrnent of Palladio's architectural career, Trissino's 

influence on Palladio is undeniable. ' As a distinguished scholar and amateur architect 

who cultivated a strong interest in architecturai theory and antiquarianism, Trissino 

himself had intended to publish his own treatise on archite~nire.~ No doubt he 

encouraged his pupil in his own scholarly pursuits. Trissino's colleagues also contributed 

to Palladio's literary education. Most notable is the Paduan Alvise Cornaro (1475- 1566) ,' 
a fellow architectural dilettante, whom Palladio encountered when Trissino resided with 

' Palladio, in Nm, offers high praise to Trissino in the preface to Book 1: "...molti 
gentilhuomini vi sono stati studiosissirni in quest'arte; i quali e per nobilita e per eccellente 
domina non sono indegni di esser annoverati tra i più illustri: corne il signor Giovan Giorgio 
Trissino, splendore de' tempi nostri. " Bk 1, proernio, p. 6. From Andrea Palladio, I quafrro 
libri dell'architem~ru, eds. Licisco Magagnato, and Paola Marini (1570; Milan: Polifilo, 
1980) p. 10. 

' Trissino's brief, surviving fragment on architecture, which dates from 1535-37, is linle 
more than the announcement of his intention to write a treatise. Lionello Rippi, Scrîtfori 
vicemini d 'architetrura nef secob X M  (Vicenza: Accademia Olimpica, 1973) pp. 79-8 1. The 
text is transcribed in Puppi, Scrinoti vicemini, pp. 82-85. 

For a succinct discussion of Cornaro's life see Paul Holberton, PalMo S Villac Life in 
the Renaissance Cowryside (London: John Murray, 1990) pp. 81-89. 



Cornaro from 1538 to 1540.4 As author of the ceiebrated Tranaro delh vira sobn'a, 

Cornaro was a more pragmatic humanist than Trissino and eschewed rhetoric and 

academic saidy .' Like Trissino, Cornaro wrote on archite~ture,~ but he ernphasized 

observation and experimentation, claiming to have learned more "from the ancient 

buildings than from the book of [Vitnivius]. "' Palladio, given his background as a 

stonemason, must have felt an affinity to Cornaro's practically-oriented outlook, and his 

l iM reveals Cornaro's influence in its direct, unembellished approach 

Although Trissino and Cornaro may have given their pupil the necessary education 

and instilled in him the motivation to compose his own treatise, Palladio first needed to 

assemble rnaterial for publication. Although it is not known when work began on the 

treatise proper, Palladio's drawings dating from his Roman studies of the early 1540s- 

On Trissino's sojoum in Padua see Gian Giorgio Zorzi, I disegni delle amichità di Andrea 
Palhdio (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1959) p. 16. Palladio's acquaintance with Cornaro is 
confirmai by his praise of the Paduan in the Quanro libri as a "gentil'huomo di ecceilente 
giudicio." Bk. 1, ch. 28, p. 61. From Palladio, I qunnro libri, 1980, p. 84. 

' For a cornparison of Trissino and Cornaro see Lionello Puppi, Andrea Paliudio: nte 
Complere Works, trans. Pearl Sanders (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1975) pp. 10- 1 1. 

The manuscript is reproduced in: Giuseppe Fiocco, Alvire Cornaro. Il suo rempo e le sue 
opere (Vicenza: Neri Poua, 1965) pp. 155-67. I t  was written around 1555. On the dating 
of the manuscript see Paulo Carpeggiani "Alvise Cornaro: gli scritti di architemira" Alvise 
Conuuo e il suo tempo, ex .  cat. (Padua: Palazzo della Ragione, 1980) p. 29. 

7 n ... io più dalli edifitii antichi ho imparato che dai suo libro." Cornaro in Fiocco, p. 162. 
Cfr. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, p. 5 ;  Robert Tavernor, introduction, f ie  Four Books on 
Architecture, by Andrea Palladio (Carnbridgel London: MIT Press. 1997) p. xi. 

As Hanno-Walter Kruft points out Palladio's insistence on using widely h o u  terminology 
closeiy echoes Cornaro's deciaration in his treatise: "et userb paroli et vocaboli, che hora 
sono in uso. " Cornaro in Fiocco, p. 162; Kmft, A Hisrory of Architemral Iheory fiom 
Vimvius to the Presem Day, trans. Ronald Taylor, et al. (New York: Princeton 
Architecturai Press, 1994) p. 85. 



during which time he surveyed its monuments and had the opporhmity to copy the 

drawings of other architects as a means of supplementing his own studiesg-must have 

contributed significantly to the preparation of the treatise." Through Trissino and later 

Barbaro, Palladio was introduced into humanist circles in Rome where he was exposed to 

ideas circulating among the architectural avam garde, and is known to have exchanged 

drawings with the noted antiquarian, Pirro Ligorio (c. 15 10-83)." In devising the 

Quartro libri's prograrn, Palladio also drew from the repertoire of classicai monuments 

feahired in Serlio's Book III (On anriquiries, Venice 1540) and Antonio Labacco's 

cornparatively recent Appaneneme a I'archifemra (Rome. 1552).12 As was discussed 

above, Palladio doubtless was well acquainted with Serlio's Venetian publications. That 

On the circulation of drawings among architects and Palladio's use of such drawings, see 
Wolfgang Lotz, "Osservazioni intorno ai disegni palladiani," Boflenino del Centro 
intemionale di stuùi di archilenuru "Andrea Palladio " 4 (1 962) : pp . 6 1 -68 ; Howard Burns, 
'1 disegni," Mosna del Pallado, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Basilica Palladiana, 1973) pp. 136-57; 
Howard Bums, "1 disegni del Palladio," Bollenino del CISA 15 (1973): pp. 172ff. 

'O Cfr. Howard Bums in Andrea Palladio 1508-1580: The Ponico and ihe Fannyard. ex. cat. 
(London: Arts Council of Great Britain. 1975) p. 102. 

l a  Gian Giorgio Zorzi draws attention to Barbara's reference to his encounter with Ligorio 
in his Vitmvian commentary (p. 162). Zorzi, I disegni delle aniichitd, p. 22. Bums further 
suggests that Palladio would have met Ligorio while he was in Rome with Trissino frorn 
1545-1547 on the ba is  that Trissino and Ligorio had numerous acquaintances in common. 
Bums argues that Palladio's drawing of the Temple of Clitumnus (Vicenza D. 22) is based 
on a sirnilar drawing by Ligorio is evidence of their acquaintance. Bums, "1 disegni" p. 153. 

l2 Palladio's familiarity with Labacco's Libro appanenenie is confirrned by the plan and 
elevation of Mars the Avenger (Bk. IV, ch. 7, p. 16) which are exactly copied from Labacco 
@p. 7-10). Erik Forssman, Palladios Lehrgebdude (S tockholm/G6teberg/ Uppsala: Alrnqvist 
& Wiksell, 1965) p. 170; Forssman, "Palladio e I'anrichita," Mostra del Palladio, ex. cat. 
(Vicenza: Basilica Palladiana, 1973) p. 20. Funher evidence for Palladio's knowledge of 
Labacco is found in the Quanro libri's frontispiece which seems io have been modelled after 
that in Labacco's treatise. In both illustrations, two female allegorical figures stand before 
an aedicule; the figures are sirnilarly dressed and together they carry a mler, square, 
callipers, protractor, and a tablet bearing one circular and one triangular geometric design. 



Palladio studied from Serlio is strongly suggested by a sheet by Palladio at the Royal 

Institute of British Architects (RIBA) (VIII/7; fig. 13) which features copies made after 

successive illustrations of Roman mausolea on pages 33 and 34 of Serlio's Book III (figs. 

14a, 14b).I3 At Padua, Palladio also could have seen the Roman studies of Cornaro's 

former collaborator, the recently deceased Giovanni Maria Falconetto (1468- 1535). l4 

By the mid-ISSOS, work on the treatise was well under way. The remarks by the 

popular writer Anton Francesco Doni and Daniele Barbaro shed light on the contents of 

Palladio's treatise at this stage in the book's produ~tion.'~ Both authors were personally 

farniliar with Palladio's material and refer to the same manuscript, indicating that the text 

was at an advanced stage and that it would soon be printed.I6 Doni writes in his Seconda 

libraria (Venice, 1555)'' that Palladio had alread y written " and designed numerous 

l3 Cfr. Heinz Spielmann, Andrea Pallndio und die Anrike (MunichBerlin: Deutscher 
Kunstverlage, 1966) no. 7. p. 137. Zorzi rejects the attribution of these drawings to Palladio 
and designates their authorship as anonymous. Zorzi, I disegni delle anrichirà, pp. 106-07, 
fig. 272. More recently, Douglas Lewis has argued that the drawings are unquestionably in 
Palladio's hand, although he  does admit that such copies are rare among his drawings. 
Moreover, he notes that the demonstrably early style of the drawings chronologically relates 
to the publication date of Serlio's prototypes. Lewis in The Drawings of Andrea Palladio, 
ex. cat. (Washington: National Gallery of Art, 1980) no. 21, pp. 42-43. It is also possible, 
however, that Palladio copied the drawings from an intermediary source and not from the 
woodcut itself. 

l4 Erik Forssman, "Falconetto e Palladio," Bollenino del CISA 8 (1966): pp. 62ff. 

lS Zorzi, I disegni delle amichird, pp. 147-48. 

l6 Puppi suggests that two or three copies of this manuscript probably existed and would have 
circulated amongst a srnall circle of experts. Lionello Puppi, Andrea Palladio: Scrini 
sull 'archimura (1554-1579) (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1988) p. 62. 

- 
l7 Doni's Libraria, originally published in Venice by Giolito in 1550, was a bibliography-- 
the first in Itaiian and the second in European literanire--of contemporary authors and past 
masters who wrote in Itaiian. On the Libraria, see Paul Grendler, Crirics of the Italian WorU 
I53û-IS6û: Amon Francesco Doni. Nicold Franco & Onensio Lando (Madison/Milwaukee/ 
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beautifid things pertaining to al1 sorts of buildings, and it is a very great pity that they are 

not in print. His book has no title, but from its contents it could be called 'Principles of 

True Architecture'. " l8 According to Barbaro's more extensive comments published the 

following year, the contents would include fundamentals of building and the orders, 

Palladio's own private commissions, as well as some reconstructions of ancient 

buildings.19 Barbaro further implies that this program was conceived in collaboration 

between the two men as a practicai complement to Barbaro's more theoretical treatise. He 

writes: "1 should have exerted rnyself to describe in detail many things, measurernents and 

styles not mentioned by Vitruvius, but knowing that a book will soon appear on private 

houses composed and designed by Palladio and having seen that it lacks nothing, 1 have 

London: U of Wisconsin Press) p. 57. 

l 8  "...et dissegnato molte et bellissime cose pertinenti a tutte le sorti di Edifitij, le quali k 
grandissirno peccato che non si stampino. E '1 Libro non ha Titolo ma da quello che in esso 
si pub imparare, si pote chiamare 'Norma di vera Architemira'. " Doni 1555, p. 155. From 
Licisco Magagnato , introduction, I quamo libn del1 'archimura. by Andrea Palladio (Milan: 
Polifilo, 1980) p. XI. 

l9 "Ivi si vederà una pratica mirabile del fabricare, gli sparagni et gli avantaggi, et si 
cominciera da1 principio dei fondamenti insino al teno, quanti et quali deono essere i pezzi 
delle pietre che vanno in opera, SI nelle Base corne ne i Capitelli et altri membri che vi vanno 
sopra; ci seranno le rnisure delle fenestre, i dissegni de i carnini, i modi di adornar le cose 
di dentro, i legarnenti de i legnami, i compmirnenti delle scale d'ogni maniera, il cavamento 
de i poui et delle chiaviche et d'altri loughi per le irnmonditie, le cornmodità che vogliono 
haver le case, le qualità di tutte le parti corne sono Cantine, Magazzini, Dispense, Cuccine, 
et finalmente tutto quello che alla fabrica de' privati Edifici pub appartenere, con le piante, 
gli inpi&, profili di tutte le case et pallazzi che egli ha ordinati a diversi nobili, con l'aggiunta 
di alcuni belli Edifici antichi ottimamemte dissegnati. " Barbaro , I dieci libri di M. Vifmvio 
tradom' e commenriui (Venice: Francesco Marcolino, 1556), p. 179. From Magagnato, 
introduction, p. XII. 



not wished to use the work of another as my own."20 The evidence provided by these 

testimonies suggests that Palladio's early conception of his treatise emphasized the 

principles of correct building and his own projects, rather than the antique. Both authon 

indicaîe that Palladio's treatise was at or near completion. But the publication was either 

suspended or annulleci, and it was another fifteen years before the Quamo libri fuiaily 

appeared in print. Presumably, Palladio must not have been satisfied with this initial 

treatment and, consequently , it was abandoned. 

Unfortunately no rernnants of this first draft have survived. Howard Burns and 

Ursel Berger have recently proposed, however, that the series of highly finished drawings 

at RIBA of Palladio's early villas, now collectively known as the ville giovanile (figs. 

15a, 15b), rnay be part of this early version of the Quanro libri.*' Although most of 

these drawings cannot be C O M ~ C ~ ~  with the contents of the published treatise, it is 

unlikely, as has been suggested by Lewis and Holberton, that they were intended for 

practical use." Working drawings, most often of details, were discarded by the masons 

*O "Io mi estenderei in discrivere particolmente molte cose, le misure et i modi de le quali 
non sono posti da Vitruvio, ma sapendo che presto venir2 in luce un libro delle case private 
composti et dissegnato da1 Palladio, et havendo veduto che in quel10 non si pub desiderare 
alcuna cosa non ho voluto pigliare la fatica d'altri per mia." Barbaro, I dieci Zibn, p. 179. 
From Magagnato, introduction, pp. XI-XII. 

2' Burns refers to RIBA drawings XVIII 1, XVII/2, XVW 15, and XVIII Lï See Burns, " 1 
disegni," p. 136 and note 13, p. 139. Ursel Berger discusses RIBA drawings XVIIl27, 
XVI I/ 15, XVII/2r, XVI II 1 6, XVII / 1 r. Berger, Palladios Frühwerk: Bauten und Zeichnungen, 
diss. U Munich, Dissertationen m r  Kunstgeschichte 5 (CoiogneNiema: Biihlau, 1978) pp. 
62-86. Also cfr. Bruce Boucher, Anùrea Palladio: nie Architen in Hk TNne (New York: 
Abbevill Press, 1994) p. 234. 

Lewis vehemently contests the view that the drawings were intended for publication, 
arguing that the drawings were "perversely held to represent 'abstract' or 'theoretical' studies 
from an 'ear1y' period (very hazily defined) in which he was assumed to have had so much 
leisure as to be able to produce a whole host of projects merely for practice (or, as has more 



in the process of constmcting the building, and those that survived the building process 

b e r n e ,  dong with presentation drawings, the property of the patron and typically 

disappeared over the years? Most surviving architectural drawings from the 

Renaissance therefore are either architects' studies of buildings or preparatory designs for 

projem. Furthemore, the drawings of the latîer category were usually rapidly-sketched 

prelirninary sketches. Given the treatise's program as described by Doni and Barbaro, it is 

quite plausible that these drawings of Palladio's own designs were created in preparation 

for the forthcoming treatise. Moreover, Howard Burns argues that the uniformity of their 

presentation-featuring both plan and elevation rendered in orthogonal projection--suggests 

that the drawings were intended for publ ica t i~n.~~ 

By the mid-1560s Palladio had again reassembled a significant dossier of materiai 

for publication. Giorgio Vasari's brief biography on Palladio which appears in the Iife of 

Sansovino of the 1568 edition of Lives of the Artisrs briefiy describes rhis second 

compilation. Referring to his meeting with Palladio in May 1566 in which Vasari 

recently been proposed, for publication)," and instead attributes them to Palladio's youthful 
enthusiasm which drove him to invent several designs for his earliest commissions. Lewis 
in Drawings of Palladio, p .  72. Lewis's protests c m  be easily dismisseci because the eventual 
publication of the Q w o  [ibn' necessarily means that Palladio indeed had enough time to 
execute such studies. Holberton, on the other hand, sees the drawings as a kind of 
"presentation portfolio" in which 'the likely patrons.. .might have chosen an appeaiing design, 
which Palladio subsequently adapted in response to the exigencies of the site or to their 
preferences." Holberton, p. 206. There is no evidence, however, supponing this description 
of Palladio's working method . 

James Ackeman, "Architectural Practice in the Italian Renaissance, " JSAH 13 (1954), rpt. 
in Distance Points: Essays in Ilteory and Renaissance An and Archiiecture, ed .  James 
Ackeman (Cambridgelbndon: MIT Press, 1994) p. 370; Lewis in Drawings of Palladio, 
p. 7. 

24 Burns, "1 disegni," p. 136. 



presumably saw this redaction, he writes that "there is soon to corne into the light of day 

a work of Palladio in which will be printed two books of ancient edifices and one book of 

those that he himself has built. Like Barbara's description of more than ten years 

earlier, Vasari implies a tripartite division of the book that would include Palladio's own 

designs . 26 

Vasari's comrnents are based on a manuscript now preserved in the Cicogna 

Codex no. 3617 at the Correr Library in Venice, a collection of preparatory material for 

the Q w o  liiri executed between 1561 and 1565 with additions and corrections written 

towards the end of the decade (Table 1). The fragments of the manuscript roughly 

correspond to the first three books of the Q w o  libn conceming the principles of 

building, domestic projects, and public architecture, and closely resemble the final version 

of the ~ea t i se .*~ The Cicogna Codex has been intenseiy scrutinized by Gian Giorgio 

Zorzi, and most recently by Lionello Puppi with a view to establishing its chrono~ogy.~~ 

According to Puppi, this manuscript was recopied, organized and expanded by Palladio's 

"...tosto verra in iuce un'opera del Palladio, dove saranno stampati due libri d'edifizi 
antichi e un0 di quelli che ha fatto egli stesso editicare.. . " Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de ' più 
ecceilenfi architeni, pinon', et archimon, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols. (Florence: Sansoni, 
1906) vol. 7, p. 531. 

Vasari's comments, however, should not be considered authoritative. Both Magagnato and 
Puppi have noted that, in several instances, Vasari inaccurately cites the narnes of Palladio's 
patrons and suggests that these errors indicate that Vasari's consultation of PaIladio's 
manuscript was rushed. Magagnato, introduction, p. XIII. note 1; Puppi, Scnm' 
suil 'architema, p p. 62-63. 

27 Puppi, ScrW sull'architenura, p. 63. See Table 1 for the correspondence between the 
Cicogna manuscript and other fragments with the published treatise. - 

28 Zorzi, "La preparazione de I Quanro Iibri dell'archifetiura," in I diregni delle antichita, 
pp. 147-93; Puppi, Scrini sull'architettura, pp. 57-105. Both studies reproduce the 
manuscript. 



son Silla from maîerial lefi over from the first compilation referred to by Doni and 

Barbara? Xn the second of two draft prefaces of the Cicogna Codex," Palladio 

explicitly declares that this treatise will be divided into three books: the first on 

construction techniques; the second on domestic and public urban architecture; and the 

third on viIIas, both ancient and of his own design: 

My work will be divided into three books. The first will deai with those things 
that seem to me most worthy of consideration when building; that is, first, the 
preparation of materials, and once prepared, how and in what form they should be 
used from the foundations to the roof. The second will deal with the types of 
buildings suitable to various classes of men as follows; several plans and 
elevations will be designed of houses in die city so that each building, according 
to its needs and tastes, can be treated, and further, atriums and some ancient 
public buildings will be discussed. In the third, and final book, 1 will deal with 
well-chosen and convenient sites for buildings in the country, of which many will 
be designed, including an illustration of an ancient villa at the end so that once 
f ~ s h e d ,  one will recognize, for example, the entrance buildings and other uses 
related to villas, and those rooms in the patron's residence which should be 
separate from the rest." 

Corrections to the manuscript indicate a reorganization that brought it closer to the 

" Puppi, Scrini sull'archirenura, pp. 63-69. 

The third preface, now lost, was recorded in the collections of Consul Smith. Puppi. Serini 
sull 'architenura , p p. 63, 7 1 -72. 

"Sera questa mia operem in tre libri divisa; ne1 primo si tratteri quelle cose che mi sono 
parse più degne di considerazione nelle fabriche, ciok prima della preparatione della materia 
e, preparata, come et in che forma si debba mettere in opera dalle fundamenta fin al coperto; 
ne1 secondo tratteremo della qualità delle fabriche a' diversi gradi de gli huomeni si 
convengono, et appresso vi seranno dissegnate alcune piante, et impiedi di case nelle Cittii 
ordinate, accib che ogn'uno secondo il suo bisogno et appetiti se ne possa servire, et oltra 
cib si dira de gli Atrij et d'alcuni publici edificij antichi; nel terzo, et ultimo, si trattera de 
i siti opornini e commodi per le fabriche di villa, delie quali molte ve ne seranno dissegnate 
ponendo in fine anche la figura della casa di villa de gli Antichi; accib che a pieno si conosca 
come le fabriche all'entrate et aitri usi della Villa peninenti, e quelle che all'habitatione del 
Padrone si attribuiscono, debbano essere companiti. " Cicogna Codex, fol. Cv. From 
Magagnato, introduction, pp. XIII-XIV. The significance of this passage is discussed in 
Magagnato , introduction, p. XTV-XV; Puppi, Sc&i su11 'architemra, 1988, p. 65. 
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definitive version of the Q u m  libri.12 Most important is Palladio's redistribution of 

materid among the three proposed books.33 Palladio changed the heading of Chapter XII 

on villas (Del sito da eleggersi per le fabriche di villa) from "Il  feno iibro " to "Il 

secondo libro" (fig. 16)." Conversely, at the end of the second book on public 

architecture, he adjusted the end of his discussion of public architecture from "Ilfine del 

secondo libro " to "Ujine dei tenu libro. " Palladio appears to have decided to collate al1 

of the domestic projects into the second book, thereby suengthening the presentation of 

his own designs. The published version of the third book, in mm, focuses on public 

architecture and is augmented by an extensive discussion of bridges that similarly 

emphasizes Palladio's own projects. As late as 21 April 1570 when Palladio's publisher, 

Domenico dei Franceschi, petitioned the Venetian Senate for copyright, still only three 

books were envisaged? It was only when the treatise was tinally published that Book 

N--the most extensive and richiy iilustrated of the four books--was included in the 

program of the Q w r o  libn'. 

Yet even when the treatise was printed, there remained one final revision. The 

32 The variances between the Cicogna Codex and the Quonro [ibn' presuppose an 
interrnediary manuscript. Magagnato, introduction, p. LXVIII. This manuscript would have 
been used and later discarded by the printer. 

" On the significance of the alterations to the manuscript, see h p p i  , Scrini sull 'architemua, 
pp. 57-69. 

" Cicogna Codex, no. 3617, 16v. Cfr. hppi ,  Scritti siill'architenura, p. 63. 

'' Archivio di Stato, Venezia, Senato Terra, reg. 48, c. 20; dso the petition from Domenico 
de' Franceschi "Con sua grandissima industria, fatiche et spesa sl di dissegno corne di 
intaglio fano m'opera di architemira intitulata "L'Architemira di Messer Andrea Palladio," 
divisa in tre libri; et volendo hora ponerla in luce a commune utilita." Francesca Tiepolo in 
TestVnonicrnre veneziane di interesse palladiano: mostra do cwnentaria , ex. cat . (Venice : 
Archivio di stato, 1980) no. 190, p. 71. 



treatise was initially published in RHO separate volumes of which oniy a smail number 

were printed before they were combined together in the definitive format? The first, 

entitled I due libri dell'architemra (The Two Books of Architecture), and dedicated to 

Giacomo Angarano, consisted of Books 1 and II (fig. 17a); the second. called I due prVni 

libn deLi 'antichiid (The First Two Boa ks of Antiquities) , dedicated to Emanuel Filiberto, 

Duke of Savoy included Books III and IV (fig. 17b). These volumes were virtuaily 

identical to the complete volume with the exception of the necessary adjustments to the 

title pages." The separation of the Q m r o  iibrz' into these distinct volumes reflects the 

36 It is traditionally thought that the two volumes preceded the complete Quanro libri: 
Tommaso Temanza, Vite dei più celebri architeni e scuhri veneziani (1778; Milan: Labor, 
1966) p. 342; Leopoldo Cicognara, Caralogo dei libri d'ane e d'anrichird (Pisa: Niccolb 
Capurro, 1821) nos. 592, 593, p. 106; Jacques-Charles Brunet, Mmuel du libraire et de 
l ' m e u r  de livres, 6 vols (Paris: Firrnin Didot, 1863, vol. 4, pp. 319-20; G.K. Nagler, 
Neues allegemeines KPnrtler-Lexicon, 25 vo 1s. ( 1 84 1 ; Leipzig : Schwarzenberg & Schumann, 
2924) vol. 12, p. 43; J.G.T. Graesse. Trésor de livres rare et prkcieux, 8 vols. (1898; New 
York: Hacker, 1950) vol. 5, p. 108; Lawrence Hall Fowter, and Elizabeth Baer, 77ze Fowler 
Architecrural Collecrion of the J o b  Hopkins Universiiy Caralogue (Baltimore: Evergreen 
House Foundation, 1961) p. 175; Puppi, Andrea Palladio, p. 441 ; Theodore Besterman, OLd 
A n  Books (London: Maggs Bros., 1975) p. 78; Giorgio E. Ferrari 1980, "La raccolta 
palladiana e collaterale di Gugiielmo Cappelleni al CISA di Vicenza. Seconda puntata," 
Bollenino del CISA 22, part 2 (1980): pp. 234-35; Puppi, Scrini sui1 'architemra, 1988, pp. 
59-60; Boucher, p. 252. Recently this chronology has been challenged: Shon-7ïtle Coralogue 
of Books Printed in Imly and of Italiun Books Primed in other Coumriesfrom 1465 to ZaX) 
now in the Bnrirh Museum (London: Trustees of the British Museum 1958) p. 485; Ruth 
Mortimer, Italian Saeemh-Century Books, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Belknap Press, Harvard UP, 
1974) p. 5 10; Magagnato, introduction, pp. XIV-XV. The double volumes must have been 
an extremely small edition which c m  be adduced since very few survive today. Since editions 
of 1000 copies was the preferred minimum among Venetian printers (except when the 
anticipated demand was high), it seems highly unlikely that they were a re-edition of the 
successful Qunnro libri. On the size of editions, see Paul Grendler, m e  Roman InquLsiîion 
and the Venetian Press, 2540-1605 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1977). 

" Several minor variances between the two editions are noted in Magagnato, introduction, 
note 1, p. XIV. As Professor J. Douglas Stewart has astutely observed, the frontispiece 
cartouche more comfonably accornmodates the titles 1 due libri del1 'architemra and I due 
primi libri deii 'anrichità than that of the Q w r o  libri, further suggesting that the frontispiece 
was designed with this two-volume format in mind. 
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shifi in the treatise from the more practical concerns of the first two books to the 

ernphasis on Roman architecture in the second half of the treatise." 

Clearly, Palladio had been compiling material for Book IV well before the 

treatise's evenhiai publication in 1570, yet there is no indication of iis existence in the 

program outlined in the draft prefaces or in the petition for copyright. At this point it is 

usefùl to turn Our attention to the preparatory drawings done for the Q u m  libri at the 

Royal Instinite of British Architects (RIBA) (Table 2)." Arnong the four books, most of 

the surviving drawings relate to the Q m r o  libri's most refined and elaborate woodcuts: 

the full-page ("forma maggiore") details of the palazzo facades and courtyards and the 

four ancient hall-types of Book II, and the temples of Books IV. As opposed to Palladio's 

preliminary studies and measure surveys of the Roman monuments, which were often 

rendered in perspective, and his presentation drawings, which used shading to make the 

drawings more reaiistic, and hence, more appeding to patrons, the preparatory drawings 

are distinguished by their consistent use of orthogonal projection and the flat, Iinear style 

characteristic of the Quanro libri's woodcuu. As can be seen by cornparing the drawings 

of the Palazzo Porto (RIBA XVIIB; fig. 18) and the corresponding woodcuts in the 

Quanro /ibn' (figs. 19a, 19b), for example, not only do their dimensions correspond to 

that of the book, they are almost reverse variants of the treatise's il~ustrations.~ The 

38 Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980, p. 236. 

39 See Table 2 for the correspondence between the preparatory drawings and the woodcut 
illustrations. 

" Since pages were trimmed in the process of binding, it is impossible to determine the 
original size of the pages. The Quuztro libri's pages measure approximately 300 x 210rnm 
and the woodcuts range in size from 31 x 61rnrn to 273 x 179mm. 



conneaion between the drawings and the treatise, however, has been established in 

surprisingly recent times. The drawings of the domestic projects were long believed to 

represent a stage in the projects' design." Drawings of antiquities done in preparation 

for Book IV similarly have been misidentified. Zorzi's monumental study of Palladio's 

drawings of Roman monuments, I disegni de Lle cuzfichità di Andrea Palladio, only 

sporadicaily notes the resemb lance between the drawings and those published in the 

Q u m 0  librLQ Heinz Spielmann's more recent catalogue of Palladio's studies after 

antiquities, Paliuàio und die Aruike, however, draws a distinction bebveen generai studies 

and drawings relating directly to the publication in Palladio's treatise." 

That more preparatory drawings do not exist is attributable to the sixteenth- 

cenhiry process of pasting the drawing ont0 the woodblock itself as a rneans of 

transferring the image? The block would then be cut directly through the drawing? 

For example, Zorzi notes the similarity of the drawing of the Palazzo Porto (RIBA XVI113) 
to the woodcut published in the Quattro libri, but views the woodcut as derived from the 
drawing, which represents a "new project": "L'architeao giunse cos1 alla planimetria 
riprodotte nei 'Quanro libri' e a un nuova projetto della facciata e dell'alzato del cortile 
mediante un altro disegno della Raccolta Burlington. Gian Giorgio Zorzi, Le opere pubbliche 
e i p a k i  privai di Andrea Palladio (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1965) p. 192, pl. 168. Puppi 
similarly describes the same drawing as " . ..the final, coherent, design which.. .should be 
considered the version show to the patron. " Puppi, Andrea Palladio, no. 3 1, p. 279. These 
drawings have since been identified as preparatory drawings for the Q w r o  [ibn by Lynda 
Fairbairn in m e  Ponico and the Fannyard, no. 414, p. 233, no. 420, p. 236; Lewis in 
Drawings of Palladio, no. 52, pp. 91-92, no. 67, pp. 1 16- 17 no. 93, pp. 161-62. 

42 Zorzi, I disegni delle anrichitd, pp. 47- 1 O8 

43 Spielmann, pp. 134-82. 

Arthur Hind draws attention to a passage describing this process in Philiben de l'Orme's 
Le premier tome de l'architecmre (Paris, 1567) which is conternporaneous with the 
preparation of the Quanro libn: "les tailleurs ont coutume de mouiller, & quelquesfois faire 
un peu bouillir le papier de la protraicture, premier que de le coller sur la planche, pour la 
conduite de leur taille. " fol. 106v. Hind, An Inrroducrion m the Hisfory of the Woodcut, 2 
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The very survival of these drawings indicates that they must have been revised because 

the defmitive version would have been destroyed in the process of cutting the block." 

indeed, close scrutiny of the preparatory drawings of the facade and courtyard of the 

Paiauo Porto confms severai minor variances with the Quant0 libri's iltustrations, most 

notabty in the surrounds of the ground floor windows and frieze of the facade, and attic 

windows of the ~ourtyard.*~ 

The drawings of the Palazzo Porto are among only a handful related to Book II. 

This is not surprising considering the surnmary treatment of the twenty-one villa designs 

which dominate Book II. As previously discussed, Palladio designed these very basic haif- 

page illustrations in order to econornically cornrnunicate his conception of villa 

architect~re.~~ It should not be overlooked, however, that these designs would have 

been the easiest for Palladio to produce. Simple drawings, which 

ornamentation, could have been designed for the woodcutter in a 

omit ail unnecessary 

single draft and 

- 

vols. (1935; New York: Dover, 1963) vol. 1, p. 17. 

45 Myra Nan Rosenfeld has kindly brought to rny attention a surviving example of a 
woodblock with a drawing still pasted on it, is the woodblock of the Morriage of Mopsus and 
Nisa by Pieter Brueghel the Elder in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Catalogued in Ludwig 
Münz, Bmeghel: nie Drawings, trans. Luke Herrman (London: Phaidon, 1961) no. 153, p. 
230, pl. 50. 

" Lewis argues that Palladio's desire to improve his treatise rneant that he often redrew the 
monuments in preparing the book, and it is only through this process of refinement that any 
of these drawings have survived at all. As well, he points out that many sheets were redrawn 
specifically for the block cutters. Lewis in Drawings of Palladio, p. 8. 

" For a discussion of the variances beween the drawing and woodcut in the Q w r o  libri see 
Zorzi, Le opere pubbliche, p. 192; Fairbairn in 7he Ponico and the Farmyard, no. 414. p. 
233; Lewis in Drawings of Palladio, no. 67, pp. 1 16-17. 

See Chapter L, note 86. 
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subsequently would have been destroyed. Book II, in fact, provides evidence that it was 

prepared for the printer in a considerable degree of haste, with Palladio working on the 

Quarrro libn' until the very moment that it werit to press. Palladio himself testifies to this. 

In the text accompanying the Pal- Barbarano, he laments that after the enlargement of 

the site he could not make a new woodcut in time to be p r in t e~ i .~~  Funhermore, Book 11 

includes Palladio's recent designs for the Villa Rotonda (c. 1566-70) and the Villa Sarego 

at Santa Sofia (c. 1568-69), which necessarily could have been prepared only shortly 

before the publication of the treatise. Thus, these villa designs may have been among the 

last executed before the publication of the treatise. In cornparison, given both the quantity 

and quality of the woodcuts of Book IV, it seems rnost likely that it was intended for 

publication from a relatively early date. As discussed above, Palladio probably began 

compiling this material during his trips to Rome between 1541 and 1554, during which 

time he studied Roman architecture. Book IV was probably not intended, however, to be 

published in conjunction with the book of his own designs. Palladio's last-minute decision 

to publish Book IV along with the other three books may have been motivated by a desire 

to balance his initial bias towards his own buildings," as well as to present them in a 

flattering light by placing them alongside those of ancient Rome. 

"Non ho posta anm il disegno della pianta secondo che B staio ultimamente concluso, e 
secondo che sono ormai state gettate le fondamenta, per non avere potuto fado intagiiare a 
tempo che si potesse stampare. " Bk. II, ch. 3, p. 22. From Palladio, 1 quamo libri, 1980, 
p. 118. Cfr. Burns in nie Ponico and rhe Fannyord, p. 102. In addition the f o m  muggiore 
woodcut of the facade feanires superimposed orders while the elevation depicts giant order 
colurnns. Puppi, however, speculates that as construction progressed, Palladio was faced with 
a restrictive budget that severely compromised his design, and thus deliberately omitted the 
definitive solution. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, pp. 393-95. 

sa Boucher, p. 238. 



Rather, Book IV was likely conceived as part of an ambitious series of books on 

Roman classical architecture. As outlined in the preface that begins the Quamo !ibn', 

PdIadio planned further publications which would have concernai theatres and 

amphitheatres, arches, bathes, aqueducts, fortifications, and doors," and throughout the 

treatise are numerous references to upcoming books.S2 This program, which deals with 

various caîegories of classical architecture, is reinforced by the title of the separate 

volume of Books In and IV: n ie  Firsr %O Books ofAntiquities. This title not only 

suggests that the focus of this volume was separate from that deait with in Books 1 and II, 

which treated construction techniques and models of practical types, but also that other 

books on ancient architecture were to follow. An account of Palladio's life of 1616 by 

Paulo Guaido (1553-1621), a Vicentine nobleman and priest, provides further evidence 

that more books were to be published irnrninently. Gualdo writes: 

In the tradition of Vitruvius and Alberti, Palladio probably intended ten books. See Lewis 
in Drowings of Pa lMo,  note 16, p. 10. Indeed, Palladio acknowledges his admiration for 
the writings of his predecessors. Bk. 1, preface, p. 5. 

** "Io dunque tratîerb ... dei theatri e degli anfitheatri, degli archi, delle terme, degli 
acquedotti, e finalmente del modo di fortificar le CM, e dei poni. " Bk. 1, proemio, p. 3. 
Other references to subsequent books in Pailadio's treatise are: Bk. 1, ch. 9, p. 14; ch. 14, 
p. 19; ch. 18, p. 49; ch. 20, p. 52 ("...ne' miei libri dell' antichiW); Bk. 1, ch. 14, p. 19; 
ch. 19. p. 51; Bk. III, ch. 16, p. 31 ("ne1 mio libro degli archi"); Bk. 1, ch. 16, p. 33; ch. 
28, p. 64; Bk. III, Dedication to Emanuel FiIibeno, p. 3 (". . .mi disponga a dar fuori il 
rinamente dell'incominciata fatica, ne1 quaie si tratterà di theatri, d'anfitheatri e d'altre 
anfiche e superbe moli. "); Bk. III, proemio, p. 5 (" . . . altri (libri sull'antichità] che piacendo 
Iddio seguiranno.. . "); Bk. III, ch. 21, p. 45 (". . .delle quali [terme], ne' libri che seguiranno, 
piacendo al Signore Iddio); Bk. IV, ch. 25, p. 98 ("...corne si vedera ne libro degli 
anfitheatri che spero dover rnandra tost fbori. "). The fact that Palladio refers to the published 
book on temples (Book IV) in the same manner as the other books on antiquities reinforces 
the hypothesis that these books would have constituted a series on classicd architecture. Bk. 
III, ch. 17, p. 32 ("ne1 rnio Iibro dei tempiin); See Licisco Magagnato and Paola Marini, 
notes, I q u m o  lion dell'archtrettura, by Andrea Palladio (Milan: PolifiIo, 1980) p. 415, 
note 26; Lionello Puppi, Palladio Drawings, trans. Jeremy Scott, (New York: Rizzoli, 1989) 
p. 13. 



Palladio prepared the materials for another book, including many designs 
of ancient temples, arches, tombs, baths, bridges, observatories, and other 
public buildings of Roman antiquity. Just when he was ready to have it 
printed he was overtaken by death, and al1 these noble efforts remained in 
the hands of his most devoted friend, the Venetian noblernan Sir Giacomo 
Contarini ... But since the Senator died in mm everything was dispersed, 
and there has been no means of recovering the slightest bit of it." 

Palladio's intention to publish these books was indeed sincere? A large nurnber of 

highly-finished drawings of baths, arches, and amphitheatres at RIBA can be related to 

this program (fig. 20), indicating that the preparation of these projeaed books was at an 

advanceci stage before Pailadio's death in 1580. The fact that these books were never 

published has helped ensure that these drawings have survived as they were not destroyed 

in the process of cutting woodblocks. In 1581, his son SilIa wrote to the Accademia 

Olimpica of his wish to "republish the Libri delZ'archimura of his lace father, extending 

them to include other modem and ancient  building^."^^ Before Silla could publish this 

expanded edition of the Qwfrro libri, the second edition was printed in 158 1 by 

Translation from Lewis in Druwings of Palladio. pp. 3-4. Accounting for the discrepancies 
behween the prograrns outlined by Palladio and Gualdo. Lewis favours Gualdo's descriptions. 
Lewis note 16, p. 10. Puppi traces the subsequent history of Contarini's drawings in Puppi, 
Palladio Drawings, pp. 17-20. 

Y Cfr. Burns who advises that references to unpublished treatises be interpreted cautiously: 
"References to unfinished or lost architecturai treatises are common in the artistic literature 
of the Renaissance. They are indeed so frequent that one sometirnes has the suspicion that 
some of these lost works never in fact existed, except perhaps as unrealized ambitions on the 
part of their authors, and that references to them are merely a topos reflecting the feeling that 
great and learned architects should, Iike Vitnivius or in modem tirnes, Alberti, write 
treatises ..." Howard Burns, "Baldassare Peruzzi and Sixteenth-Cenniry Architectural 
Theory , " Les traites d'architecture. Actes du colloque tenu d Tours du 1" au I l  juillet 1981, 
ed. Jean Guillaume (Paris: Picard, 1988) p. 207. 

" " . . . far ristarnpa de' libri d'architettura del quondam signor suo pader, arnpliandoli d 'altri 
edifici antichi e modemi. " 27 January 158 1. Archives of the Accademia Olimpica (Bertolina 
Library, Vicenza), b. 1, reg. D. Quoted in Lionello Puppi "Gli 'altri' libri dell'architetîura 
de Andrea Palladio,'' Bollenino del CZSA 22, part 1 (1980) p. 69, note 24. 
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Bartolomeo Carampello, an associate of the Franceschi press, in violation of the 

copyright." During 1581, Silla was involved in a presurnably unsuccessfd legal suit to 

recover the woodblocks from the Franceschi press so that the revised edition could be 

printeû . 

Lionello h p p i  has speculated on the reasons surrounding Palladio's abandonment 

of the project. He contends that Palladio was overwhelrned by grief following the 

untimely deaths of his sons Leonida and Orazio within two months of each other at the 

begiming of 1572 as well as the grave illness of his wife, ~llegradonna.~' hpp i  

continues that the deaths of his sons induced Palladio to tum his attention to I Commentan 

di C. Giufio Cesare (Venice, Pietro de' Franceschi, lSïS), his final publication; Palladio 

had inherited the drawings that his sons had made to illustrate Caesar's Commeruaries and 

completed the project so that it could be pub~ished.'~ Palladio also planned to publish an 

edition of Polybius of which a mock-up book with a manuscript introduction and 

56 On the basis that the historiated initials of the 1581 edition appear in other books printed 
by the Franceschi farnily, Demis Rhodes argues that Carampello was likely a bookseller 
working frorn the same address as the Franceschi press, and that his 1581 edition of Palladio 
was printed for him by Francesco de' Franceschi. Rhodes, Silem Primers: Anonymus 
PriMng at Venice in the Sineenth Cemwy (London: British Library , 1995) no. Pl, p. 192. 

Puppi discusses documents pertaining to Silla's legal suit although not trace of the court 
w e  rernains in the Venetian archives. hpp i  mistakenly argues, however, that Silla sought 
to recover the "drawings from which the woodcuts for the original iiiustrations had been 
made, al1 of which remained at the printer's. " As discussed above, the drawings would have 
been destroyed in cutîing the woodblocks, and consequently Silla must have been interested 
instead in recovering the blocks themselves. Puppi, Palladio Drawings, p. 16. 

Puppi, Scrini sull 'archifenura, p. 60. 

59 On Palladio's involvement in the publication, see Puppi, Scrini sull'architemrra, pp. 175- 
85. 
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engravings interleaved with an earlier Italian edition survives in the British Museum* 

Puppi finally allows that Palladio's Venetian career, which was thriving during the last 

decade of his Me, substantially detracted from his ability to work on his publi~ations.~' 

Until J.R. Haie's discovery of the mock-up, this project was only known through a letter 
to the Grand Duke of Tuscany to whom the book was to be dedicated. Haie, "Andrea 
Palladio, Polybius and Julius Caesar, " J o u m l  of the Warburg and Lomauld Institutes 1 1 
(1977): pp. 240-55. Deborah Howard also points out that the engravings had already 
appeared in Venice in Ordini delk militia romnu published by Giovanni Franco in 1573. 
Howard, " Four Centuries o f  Literature on Pd lad io , " Journal of the Society of Architecturai 
HLFrorians 39 (1980): p. 228, note 24. 



Chapter 3 

The documentary evidence discussed in the previous chapter testifies to the gradua1 

development of the treatise over an extended period of time. Given Palladio's admission 

in Book II regarding the haste in which the Qzuüiro libri was printed, the final stages of 

preparation--in which the typeset manuscript and woodcut blocks were arranged for 

printing-must aiso be considered in any examination of the genesis of the QUMTO libn'. 

Since the heyday of the Aldine press around the mm of the sixteenth century, 

Venetian print shops had becorne centres for intellectual exchange, where authors, editors, 

and publishers typically worked closely together.' During the mid-sixteenth century, the 

pre-eminent Venetian printer Francesca Marcolini, who published Serlio's books and 

Barbaro's Vitmvian commentary, enjoyed the friendship of his author9 and was 

sufficiently learned to offer advice on their pub~ications.~ As a result of authors' close 

Patricia Fonini Brown describes the shop of Aldus Manutius as a "gathering place for 
Greek expatriates, distinguished scholars such as Erasmus, and Venetian intellectuals, both 
noble and cornmoner. " Brown, Venice and Anriquiry (New Haven: Yale UP, 1997) p. 222. 
On sixteenth-century Venetian printshops, see Paul Grendler, The Roman Inquisition and the 
Venetian Press. 154-1605 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1977) pp. 19ff. On the phenomenon 
of hurnanist printers during the Renaissance, see Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin. me 
Comng of the Book: nie lmpan of Printing 14Sû-1800, eds. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, and 
David Wootton, trans., David Gerard (London: NLB, 1976) pp. 141-59. 

Scipione Casaii, Gli annali della tipografa veneziana di Fruncesco Murcoiini (1861; 
Bologna: Alfredo Gerace, 1953), pp. V-VI. On Marcolini also see David McTavish, 
Giueppe Porta Gzlled Giuseppe Salviati, diss., Courtauld Institute of Art, University of 
London (New YorklLondon: Garland Publishing, 1981) pp. 64-69; Vincenzo Fontana, "II 
'Vitmvio' del 1556: Barbaro, Palladio, Marcolini," Tranari scientifici ne1 Venetofia il XV 
e XM secolo, ed. Ezio Riondato (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1985) pp. 68-72. 

Marcolini, for example, was well versed in architecture, and in 1545 he had aven designed 
and built a bridge on the island of Murano. Casali, p. VI. McTavish notes Barbaro's praise 
of Marcolini's knowledge in his edition of Vitruvius, Bk. V, ch. XI. McTavish, Giuseppe 
Porta, p. 69. 



association with their publishers, Iast-minute additions and revisions were not uncornmon; 

thus, the actual printing of the book could be an integral component of its development. 

Ruth Mortimer describes Lodovico Dolce's nurnerous revisions to his translation of 

Ovid's Le narfo-one (Venice, 1553) as it went to press at the printshop of Gabriele 

Giolito as characteristic of the "lively interaction" between author and printer during this 

period.' David McTavish further rernarks on the production of illustrated books in 

sixteenth-cenniry Venice that "the intimate comection behveen text and illustration argues 

strongly for close collaboration between printer and artist, and also probably author. "' 
Unfominately, little is known of Domenico dei Franceschi of the Franceschi 

printshop in Venice, which specialized in the production of richly illustrated and highly 

regarded The fan that many of the Franceschi's books dealt with scientific topics 

--hcluding Cosimo Bartoli's Del modo di mirurare in 1564, the first Venetian edition of 

Bartoli's illustrated edition of Alberti, an edition of Vesalius's De humani corporis in 

' Ruth Mortimer, introduction, IraLian Sineenth-Ceruury Books, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Belknap 
Press-Harvard U, 1974) vol. 1, p. xi. Variant copies of this edition reveal Dolce's revisions 
of spelling and punctuation. Mortimer, vol. 2, no. 342, pp. 494-96. 

' David McTavish, "Illustration and Text in Venetian Books of the Sixteenth Century: High 
and Low and Far and W ide," m e  Book Porn Gutenberg to rhe Microchip. Proceedings of 
a Symposium Heki on October 28-30, 1994, eds. Johanne Bénard, er al. (New 
York/OttawalToronto: Legas, 1996) pp. 23-24. 

On Domenico dei Franceschi, see Giorgi0 E. Ferrari, "La raccolta palladiana e collaterale 
di Guglielmo Cappelleai al ClSA di Vicenza. Seconda puntata," Bollenino del Cemo 
intemiortule di storîa di a r c h i ~ u r a  "Andrea PalMio " 22, part 2 (1980) : pp. 239-40; 
Ukich Thieme and Felix Becker, Allgerneines Lericon der Biiiienden Kthstier, 37 vols (1907; 
Leipzig: E.A. Seeman, 1977) vol. 12, p. 288. Domenico seems to have been a relatively 
minor figure in the Franceschi establishment, only publishing eighteen editims during his 
career while Francesco dei Franceschi published at least 126 editions. Ester Pastorello, 
npografi, editori, libroi a Venezia: ne1 sec010 XW (Florence: Olschki, 1924) p. 28. Although 
it is certain that Domenico and Francesco were members of the same family, 1 have been 
unable to determine the exact nature of their relation. 
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1568, and collecteci editions of Serlio's five books in 1566, and seven books in 1584'- 

suggests that knowtedge in such subjects was a considerable advantage, if not necessary 

requirement, for printers of scientific books. Palladio must have worked with the 

Franceschi house, which he doubtless would have known through its simultaneous 

publication of Latin and Itaiian editions of Barbara's I dieci libn dell' orchiremua in 

1567,' because of its proven expertise producing illustrateci architectural books. 

Unfortunately, documents related to the period of the Quanro libri's publication are 

scarce. But by analysing the book itself and considering the process of printing a book 

during the hand-press era, it is possibk to gain insight into the last-minute editorial 

decisions Palladio could have made as his book was about to go to press. 

Indeed, the bibliographie evidence presented by the Quanro !ibn has been largeiy 

neglected as a source of information regarding the book's prod~ction.~ Even so basic a 

faa  as its format has been incorrectly identified. The book's signatures, printed on the 

bottorn right-hand corner of the recto of two sequential leaves followed by two leaves 

without signatures, indicate that there are four leaves or eight pages in each gathering 

(fg. 21).1° Some scholars have mistakenly clairned it is quarto:" that is, one sheet of 

- - - -  - 

' All published by Francesco dei Franceschi. 

Palladio's involvement in the re-editions is not certain, LionelIo Puppi, "Bibliografia e 
letteratura palladiana, " Mosrra del Palladio, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Basilica Palladiana, 1973) no. 
2, p. 175. 

For this saidy, 1 examined two copies of the Quanro libri: the copy owned by Lord 
Burlington at Queen's University at Kingston, and QMCA88-B 1843 at the Canadian Centre 
for Architecture in Montreal. 

l0 Signatures, most often letters of the Latin alphabet (A to 2, omitting 1 or J,  U or V, and 
W), were a convention derived from the manuscript period used to ensure that the book was 
arranged in the proper sequence when the pages were bound together. The collation of the 



paper with four pages printed on each side and folded twice creating eight pages. The 

book's format is actually folio. Four pages are printed on each sheet, two on each side, 

which is folded once verticaiiy. Two sheets are then quired together per gathering, one 

placed inside the other when prepared for binding.12 The fact that the Q u m o  !ibn is 

folio is confimed by the direction of the pages' chain-lines, that is to say the parallel 

lines Iefi from the mould in which the paper was hand made (fig. 22). Folios always have 

vertical chain-lines whereas quartos have horizontal ones. l3 Watermarks also indicate the 

format of a book. During the sixteenth century, moulds for hand-made paper were made 

with a wire design centred on half of the mould, often with a countermark on the other 

half. A folio's watermark therefore appears in the rniddle of a leaf when folded.I4 

Accordingly, on the pages of the Quanro libri, an angel beneath a six-pointed star can be 

Quam-O libri is: A', B-t4; AA-II4, kk4; AA-FFP; AAAA-RRRR4. 

l 1  See Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980, no. 57, p. 237; Loredana Olivato "La scena 
dell'architetiura: i fondamenti teorici della prassi," Archirenura e uzopiu n e h  Venezia del 
Cinquecenro, ex. cat. (Venice: Palazo Ducale, 1980), no. 187, p. 184; Giuseppe Barbieri, 
"La strategia della regola vivente: '1 quatiro libri dell'architettura di Andrea Palladio'," 
Andrea Palladio. II testo. 1 'immagine. la cind, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Museo Civico, 1980) nos. 
21-22, p. 42. 

l2 During the hand-press era, the binding of books was a separate process from printing 
them. Each edition was distributed by publishers through retail booksellers; printers often 
also acted as both publisher and retailer. Each retail bookseller had a few copies of each 
edition bound locally, and sold these books alongside unbound copies. Philip Gaskell, A New 
Innoducrion to Bibliogmphy (1972; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1979) p. 146. 

l3 The patîern of the brass-wire mould always features chains running at intervals of about 
25rnm parallel to the shorter edges of the sheet crossed by closely spaced finer wires. This 
configuration, which rninimizes torque when the mould is shaken during the paper-making 
process, is invariable. Because folios (with rare exceptions) are folded paraileLto the shorter 
edge, they always feature vertical chain-lines. Gaskell, pp. 57-6 1, 84-85. 

l4 The watermark of a quarto occurs in the rniddle of the spine fold. See Gaskell, pp. 84-108 
for the identification of format based on waterrnark location. 



disthguished in the rniddle of the leaves with a corresponding countermark appearing on 

the opposing h d f  of the sheet of paper." 

Based on the manuscript copy and the preparatory drawings of the Q w r o  /ibn, 

Domenico dei Franceschi would have made an estimate of the book's length in order to 

ensure that a sufficient arnount of paper would be on hand.16 Resurnably, the size and 

format must have been determined much earlier so that the preparatory drawings would 

be the appropriate s k  for the book. If several compositors were working on the same 

book, it was necessary to ailot work on the book by 'casting off.' This process entai14 

determining exactly what would appear on each page, and enabled the printer to make 

minor adjustrnents so that the text would not ovemn the 1st  whole sheet by a page or 

two." The compositors set the type in galleys, typically in sequence, which were then 

set in formes and printed. la If the printed text was ruming substantially longer than had 

been estimated, Domenico could either add an extra gathering (creating eight more pages) 

l5 The watermark depicts an blessing angel beneath a six-pointed star. A countermark 
featuring the initials I.C. appears on the sheet's corresponding leaf in the lower corner. This 
family of watermarks was cornrnon in Venice and the Veneto during the mid- to late-fifteenth 
century . C . M. Briquet, Les filigranes. Dictionnaire hisronque des marques du papier des 
leurs appo~rion vers 1282 jusqu'en 1600,4 vols. (1907; New York: Hacker, 1985 ) vol. 1, 
nos. 613-38, esp. no. 636, pp. 44-45. 

l6 On the process of preparing and organizing copy see Gaskell, pp. 40-56. 

'' According to Gaskell. manuscripts "could easily be cast off with such accuracy that the 
exact contents of each type page could be predicted, and even a prose manuscript could be 
cast off with fair accuracy by a skilled man, although this was much more difficult. With the 
copy accurately cast off, sening could begin anywhere in the book, and more than one part 
of it could be set at a time. " Gaskell, p. 41. 

- 
la The gatherings could be composed out of sequence, but the printer then ran the risk of 
ovemnning the allotted pages in mid-book. Because there were no significant advantages to 
composting by formes, by the end of the sixteenth cenairy it had become increasingly 
common to set type continuously. Gaskell, pp. 41-42. 
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or expand the finai gaîherings to include three sheets or six leaves (creating four more 

pages).19 Because the cost of paper was a substantial expense and could exceed the cost 

of labour in printing an editionT2' it rnay have been more desuable to sirnply reduce the 

content of the book if the materiai only slightly overran the final sheet. 

The brief texts and numerous illustrations of the QWO !ibn, however, permitted 

Palladio certain editoriai freedoms not enjoyed by authors of purely textual books. With 

the exception of the introductory remarks and explanatory material which begin each 

book, the Q w o  Libn' consist principally of short tex& either above a corresponding half- 

page illustration or followed by one or more full-page illustrations. Moreover, these texts 

are self-containeci and generally do not carry over from page to page. Because 

adjustrnents to the catchwords, signatures, and page numbers were easily e~ecuted,~' 

Palladio still would have been able to rearrange pages even after the manuscript was 

typeset without disrupting the continuity of the treatise. Furthemore, Palladio's often- 

praised conciseness allowed him even greater flexibility in which to make alterations 

when compiling his treatise. Type was both expensive and curnbersome; an average sheet 

of pure text required about 50kg of type and during the sixteenth-century printers usually 

kept only 225-90kg of type on hand depending on the size of the press." Due to the 

l9 Folios were usually quired using two or more sheets in order to strengthen the gathering; 
a one sheet gathering might easily tear. Febvre and Martin, p. 69. 

Febvre and Martin, pp. 1 12- 14. 

*' Along with headlines and r u ~ i n g  titles, catchwords, signatures and page numbers were 
Iast to be typeset and could be changed without disnipting the body of the text- Gaskell, p. 
50. 

" Gaskell, pp. 38, 1 16. Similarly, Febvre and Martin note that printers usudly bought 60 
000-100 000 of a given sort which was enough to set a few dozen pages at a time; DD. 59-60. 
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fact that the apportionment of sons typically varied frorn that required by the text, only a 

portion of the type could be set before the compositor ran out of a specific typesort and 

could no longer continue. The galleys of type would then be set in formes, proof-read, 

prhted, and dismantled so the type could be redistnbuted for use. Palladio's terse prose, 

however, would have posed less of a problem since much larger segments of the Quamo 

übri could be typeset before being printed. 

It is alrnost inevitable that errors creep into the first edition of any book. Several 

lapses occur in the Quanro lion': in Book 1, pages 40-41 are numbered 42-43 (pages 42- 

43 are correctly numbered); in Book II page 78 is numbered 66; and in Book IV, the 

signature EEEE occurs instead of FFFF, and pages 57 and 61 are numbered 55 and 53, 

respective~y.~ These simple mix-ups suggest that they are the result of compositors' 

errors. Such rnistakes shouId have been detected when the proofs sheets were corrected, 

but the haste in which the Qunnro libn' was printed suggests a less thorough proof-reading 

process that would account for these oversightsZ4 In some copies of this edition, page 41 

of Book III is nurnbered 42, indicating that the error was detected and corrected during 

158 1 edition of the I quanro libri deZZaarchitenura maintains two of these errors: pages 
of Book I are numbered 42-42, and page 55 of Book IV is numbered page 57. Cfr. 
i, "Raccolta," 1980, no. 58, p. 260. 

'' It is likely that the correcting process for the Qumro iibri rnay have been restricted to 
basic proof-reading. Thorough proof-correcting during the hand-press era involved an 
elaborate three-stage process. Once typeset an impression of the forme would be-taken. After 
being checked by a professional corrector, the proofs would then be examined by the author, 
and any adjustments would be made by the compositor. Just as the printing run was about 
to begin, a final press proof would be checked for imposition, headlines, pagination, etc. 
Gaskell, pp. 1 10-16. 



the printing mn itself? Although these mistakes have been noted by Palladio scholars 

and bibliographers, their trivial nature has discouraged any fùrther serious 

exarninati~n.~~ The numbering of page 78 as page 66 in Book 11, however, is difficult to 

characteriz as inconsequential , and warrants more than a casual dismissal. Indeed, th is 

error acts as a point of cleavage which reveals a last-minute re-organization and addition 

tc Book II. 

Page 78, the last printed page of Book 11, features a description, plan and 

elevation of the Villa Mocenigo, vaguely described as being on the River Brenta, although 

the building was never executed (fig. 23)." Assuming that the Villa Mocenigo was 

initiaily intended for page 66, it would have been among the Wenty-one villa designs of 

Chapter 14, "On the designs of the villas of some noble Venetiansn @p. 47-55):' and 

2.' h both copies I examined, the number is blurred. In the facsirnik copy of the QWO libB 
published by Hoepli, however, it is clearly numbered 42 and is documented in the 
accompany ing notes. Ottavio Cabiati , " Nota ai Paîladio , " I quanro libri deZZ 'architeaura, 
Andrea Palladio (1570; Milan: Hoepli 1945) p. 16. The same error is also identified in 
Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980, no. 57, p. 237. In the copy caralogued by Theodore Besterman. 
this mistake is not included arnong pagination errors. Besterman, Old AR Books (London: 
Maggs Bros., 1975) no. 1650, p. 78. 

26 See for example: Besteman, no. 1650, p. 78; Cabiati, p. 16; Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980, 
no. 57, pp. 237-38; Mortimer, no. 352, vol. 2, pp. 509-10; Lawrence Hail Fowler, and 
Elizabeth Baer , ne Fo wler Architectural Collecrion of The Johns Hopkim University 
Catalogue (Baltimore: Evergreen House Foundation) no. 2 12, pp. 175-76. 

'7 "...la invenzione che segue per un suo sito sopra la Brenta." II, p. 78. On the site of the 
Villa Mocenigo see Rodolfo Gallo, "Andrea Palladio e Venezia. Di alcuni edifici del 
Palladio, ignoti O mai noti, " Venezia e f 'Europa. Ani del M I 1  Congresso internazionale di 
storia dell'me (Venice: Casa Editrice Arte Veneta, 1956) p. 399; Lionello Puppi, Andrea 
Palladio: Ihe Complete Workî, tram. Pearl Sanders (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 
1975) pp. 358-360; Licisco Magagnato, and Paoia Marini, notes, I quanro libri 
del1 'arch irem,  Andrea Palladio (Milan: PolifiIo, 1980) pp. 49 1-92, notes 23-27. 

"Dei diregni delle case di villa di alcuni nobifi veneziani. " 



Chapter 15, "On the designs of the villas of some gentlemen of the rerraflntza" @p. 56- 

68).r' The arrangement of the page, which features a brief text concerning the villa 

above a half-page illustration depicting the ground plan dùectly above the elevation of the 

front facade, clearly relates to the presentation of the villa designs.'' As is suggested by 

its erroneous page number, Palladio must have moved the text and woodcut of the Villa 

Mocenigo from Chapter 15 to Chapter 17, "On some projects of diverse sites" @p. 71- 

78)" at an extremely late stage in the preparation of the Q u ~ o  libri. The page (with 

the exception of the concluding colophon crammed in along the bottom margin), and 

presumably the rest of Book II, had already been typeset. 

This last-minute reorganization raises questions regarding Palladio's motives for 

moving the illustration of the Villa Mocenigo to page 78 where it is the last design and 

only villa in Chapter 17, the final chapter of Book II. As Palladio explains at the 

beginning of Chapter 17, which consists of seven unexecuted designs, his intention was to 

inciude only those projects which had been built or were near completion, and that he was 

only Iater persuaded to include these designs as useful solutions for awkward sites: 

My intention was to discuss oniy those buildings that either were completed, or 
were begun and brought to a stage that one couId hope for their completion soon; 
but aware that most of the time it is necessary to accommodate the sites, because 
one is not always building on open land, I was later persuaded that it would not be 
irrelevant to Our purpose tu add to the designs inciuded above a few projects that 1 
made at the request of various gentlemen, which they have not subsequently 

29 "Dei disegni delle case di  villa di alcuni gentiluomini de terrafem." 

Unlike the villas illustrated in Chapters 14 and 15, there is additional text beneath the 
illustration for the Villa Mocenigo. This text, however, is limited to brief closing rernarks 
for Book II. 

"Di alcune invenzioni secondo diversi siti. " 
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completed for those d iffculties that can arise.. .'* 

Palladio must have decided that the unexecuted Villa Mocenigo was better suited to this 

supplemental chapter. Given the likelihood that the Qunnro libn' was prepared for printing 

sequentially, it follows that Chapter 17 was appended only afkr the preceduig material 

was ready to print or had already k e n  printed. Were the chapter not included, Book II 

would have concluded with Chapter 16, "On the villas of the ancients" @p. 69-70),33 a 

two-page chapter consisting of one page of text facing a Ml-page illustration. The 

rernaining leaf (pages 71-72) would have been blank, or panially filled with a colophon or 

salutation such as below the Villa Mocenigo. Since the two volumes were originally 

bound separately, this appropriately would have been the final leaf of the first 

Without the addition of Chaper 17, Book II therefore would have consisted of 72 pages 

and would have required precisely nine eight-page gatherings. The fact that Chapter 17 is 

eight pages long suggests that Palladio knew that at this late stage in the Q w o  libri's 

preparation additional material would have had to fil1 either four or eight additionai pages. 

Unusual among the seven designs in Chapter 17 is the project for paiazzo for 

'* "Mia intemione era parlar solo di quelle fabriche le quali overo fossero compiute, overo 
corninciate e ridotte a termine che presto se ne potesse sperare il cornpimento, ma 
conoscendo il più delle volte avenire che sia dibisogno accommodarsi ai siti, perche non 
sempre si fabrica in luoghi apeni, mi sono poi persuaso non dover esser fbori del proposito 
nostro Io aggiungnere a' disegni posti di sopra alcune poche invenzione fatte da me a 
requisizione di diversi gentiluomini, le quali essi non hanno poi esequito per quei rispetti che 
sogliono avenire. .." Bk. II, ch. 17, p. 71. From Andrea Palladio, I qu- libn 
dell'archi#etiwa, eds. Licisco Magagnato and Paola Marini (1570; Milan: Polifilo, 1980) 
p. 174. 

33 "Della casa di villa degli antichi." 

Y Book IV also contains a final blank leaf, which would have been the final leaf of the 
second volume. It was cornmon during the hand press error to include blank leaves at the 
beginning and end of the book in order to protect the unbound pages. Gaskell, p. 52. 



Francesca and Lodovico Trissino which is featured on pages 73-74 (fig. 24). The other 

six plans, like most in Book II, feature half-page ilIusuations on the same page beneath 

the corresponding text. In this instance, the text is on the recto of the page with the 

illustration on its verso. Thus, the reader cannot examine the description and illustration 

at the same time, and is forced to flip back and forth between text and image. This 

awkward layout is uncharacteristic of the Q u m o  [ibri and was likely the result of a 

unexpectedly lengthy text or and excessively large woodblock. In fact, there are several 

woodcuts of villas in Book II which were designed too wide for the page. Although the 

margins of the page are ample, woodblocks printed on the same page as type had to 

roughiy correspond to the width of the text in order to fit into the forme (fig. 25).35 

With the plan and elevation extending into the outer margin and lacking their outermost 

edge (fig. 26), the woodblocks must have been uimmed to fit the page.36 Because of the 

symmetry of the designs, no vital information was lost; the missing pans sirnply could be 

extrapoIated by the reader. It is more difficult to determine, however, those woodblocks 

which may have been too long. Since they could not be uimrned without detriment to the 

illustration, presumably they would sirnply be moved to the following page. Assurning 

that the text and illustration of the Palazzo Trissino should have occupied only one page, 

it follows that Palladio was forced to remove material so as not to overmn the final 

gathering . 

" Because the galleys of type were locked into the formes using wooden fumiture and 
quoins, there was some flexibility if a woodblock exceeded the width of the type. Woodcuts 
were preferred because, as a relief process, they could be printed in the forme along with 
the type whereas engraving required a dual process. Gaskell, p. 154. 

See the illustrations of the Villa Ragona at Ghizzole (p. 57), Villa Poiana at Poiana 
Maggiore (p. 58), and Villa Trissino at Meledo @. 60). 
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Further support for this theory c m  be found in the additionai woodcuts featured in 

the 1650 French translation of the treatise by Roland Fréart de Chambray , Les quarre 

livres de I'orchi~ecncre.'~ Fr&ut's translation was the last edition to feanire the original 

woodbIocks which were by then wom-eaten and in poor condition as is evident in the 

smudgy lines and white marks (resulting from worm-holes) that rnar its illustrations. The 

re-editions of the Quamo libri tended to be extremely faithful to the first edition, 

transcribing the content and emulating the layout of the original treatise as closely as 

possible." As Anthony Blunt first noted, however. Fréart also included three woodcuts 

that did not appear in any previous editions: a half-page plan and elevation of a villa 

inserted on the last page of Book II (p. 148; fig. 27), and a half-page elevation and full- 

page plan of the Temple of the Pietà included at the end of Book IV @p. 328-29; figs. 

28a, 28b).39 In the text accompanying the illustration of the villa, Freart claims to have 

received the woodblocks dong with the rest of the materiai which he acquired in Venice: 

"This woodcut (with two others by the same artist, that are the plan and elevation of a 

Doric TempIe, which I set aside for the conclusion of this work) were found in addition 

" Andrea Palladio, Les quatre üwes de I'archirecmre d An&& Puilado. MLr en François, 
trans. Roland FrCart de Chambray (Paris: Edme Martin 1650). 

Mer editions using the original woodblocks appeared in 1581, 1601, 1616, and 1642. 
Puppi, "Bibliografia," nos. 12-15, 21, pp. 177-79; Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980, nos. 58-62, 
pp. 258-286. 1 have exarnined the 1581, 1642, and 1650 editions in the collections of the 
Canadian Centre for Architecture, as well as microfilm of the 1601 and 1616 editions. 

39 Anthony Blunt, "Palladio e I'architettura francese, " Bollenino del CISA 2 (1960): pp. 15- 
16. 



to the others thaî were sent to me from Venice? The execution of the woodcuts is 

comparable to those in the Q u m o  fibri, indicating that the blocks were genuine and must 

have been left over from the original publication. Moreover, the poor quality of these 

woodcuts denotes that the woodbIocks were of similar degree of deterioration and confirm 

their authenticity . 

These woodcuts have been noted by scholars, but the reasons surrounding their 

exclusion from the original treatise have remaineci unexplored? Frean himself offers 

several explanations for the absence of these woodcuts from the Qwurro libri though none 

are entirely convincing. He first speculates that "perhaps the block-cutter had not finished 

enough in time for the printers. "42 This assumption regarding the haste of the book's 

publication seems to have been deduced from Palladio's description accompany ing the 

woodcut of the Palazzo Barbarano." It is doubtful, however, that were the blocks not 

ready in time to be printed, they would have been prepared at all. Again inferring from 

'Cette planche (avec deux autres de même Auteur, qui sont le plan & elevation d'un 
Temple Dorique, que je reserve pour la conclusion de cet ouvrage) s'est trouvee de plus entre 
les autres que m'ont étt5 envoyees ici de Venise." p. 148. Cfr. Lia Camerlengo "Tra-dire 
Palladio, " Andrea Palladio. 11 testo, 1 'immagine, la ciztd, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Museo Civico, 
1980) no. 32, pp. 48-49. 

The illustrations were later included along with Frkart's remarks regarding the provenance 
of the woodblocks in Giacomo Leoni's important translation of the Quonro [ibn (London: 
J. Watts, 1715-1720). On the extra woodblocks in Fréart's edition see Blunt, pp. 15-16; 
Lionello Puppi, "La storiografia palladiana da1 Vasari alIo Zanella," Bollenino del CISA 15 
(1973): p. 331; Camerlengo, pp. 48-49; Ferrari, "Raccolta," 1980. no. 62, pp. 280-81; 
Frécierique kmerle, introduction, Les q w e  livres de 1 'architecture, Andrea Palladio, uans. 
Roland Freart de Chambray (Paris: Flammarion, 1997) p VI; Puppi, Pallodio Drawings, 
tram. Jererny Scott (New York: Rizzoli, 1990) p. 16. 

42 ". . .peut-être que le Graveur ne I'eut pas finie assez Zt temps pour les Imprimeurs.. . " Freart 
in Palladio, Les quure livres, Bk. II, p. 148. 

43 See Chapter 2, note 49. 



the rushed circumstances of the 1570 edition, Fr&n argues more saongly that "in my 

opinion [the woodblocks] were mislaid during the confusion of its troublesome 

printing. But there is no evidence that such a heightened state of disorder existed 

during the printing, nor is its likely that an experienced printing house. which specialized 

in the produaion of illustrated books, would rnisplace three woodblocks. Finaily, noting 

several of Palladio's references to forthcoming books, Freaxt further offers the possibility 

that the woodcuts were intended for a later publication: 

...p erhaps they were drawn afterwards, destined for a second edition, which 
[Palladio] doubtless would have augmented with many others of the sarne nature, 
as he testifies in Chapter 25 where he promises to soon publish his designs of 
arnphitheatres, as well as what he had already indicated in Chapter 19 of Book 1 
regarding Triumphd Arches. But these works never appeared, and I imagine that 
he did not live long enough to execute his designs." 

This last hypothesis can be dismissed on the basis b a t  Palladio had already treated 

extensively the subject matter of the woodbIocks (villas and temples) in the Qwm-O libri, 

and nowhere in the numerous mentions of his future publications does Palladio indicate 

that he will deal with these subjects again? 

Freart overlooks the possibility that these woodcuts were intended for publication 

in the 1570 edition but were purposefully edited from the treatise. Indeed, the woodcuts 

"...les avait a mon avis kgarees parmi l'embarras d'une impression difficile." Freart in 
Palladio, Les qrcane livres, Bk. IV, p. 328. 

4"...peut4tre aussi qu'il les dessina dupuis, les destinant 2 une seconde edition, qu'il eut 
sans doute augmentée de beaucoup d'autres Ctudes semblables; ce qu'il témoigne au chapitre 
25 cidessus, où il promet de metue bientdt au jour les desseins des arnphitheatres, outre 
qu'il avait déjà fait esperer au dix-neufiéme chapitre de premier livre, d'en faire autant des 
arcs de triomphes: mais ces ouvrages n'ayant point paru, je m'imagine qu'il ne vecut pas 
long-temps aprés." Freart in Palladio, Les quafre livres, Bk. IV, p. 328. 

These references are cited in Chapter 2, note 52. 
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for the villa and temple are not particularly notewonhy; the villa is virtuaily 

interchangeable with several others in the Qunmo libri. and the temple, although the only 

example of the Doric order in Book N, is represented by a rnodest half-page elevation 

and a somewhat mundane full-page ground plan. Given that the illustration of the viIIa 

cannot be Iinked to an executed pr~ject,*~ it appropriately could have been included 

among the unexecuted designs of Chapter 17. The plan and eIevation share the same the 

same cubic, two-storey scheme with superimposed loggias as the unexecuted designs for 

Giovanni Battista dalla Torre (p. 76; fig. 29a) and Giovanni Battista Garzadore (p. 77: 

fig. 29b). Moreover, these are the only woodcuts in Book II in which the wall surface is 

articulateci with random patterns of bricks suggesting that the three woodcuts were 

executed by the same biock-cutter and Iikely around the same tirne.'' 

Thus, it is plausible that the unidentified villa of Fréart's edition was removed to 

make room for the unanticipateci two-page layout of the Palazzo Trissino. The fact that 

the woodblock had already been prepared confirms that this was an eleventh-hour editorial 

decision. Given the necessity of editing the content, Palladio may have felt that there was 

a certain redundancy between the cubic villa and the Villa Garzadore, which-- with its 

square four-columned atrium and porticos on both principal facades--was a more ideal 

example. A similar sequence of events pertaining to Book IV may explain the removal of 

47 Blunt, p. 16. 

48 The woodcut of the Villa Sarego at Miega (p. 68)--the only example among the 21 villa 
designs of Chapters 14 and 15 that does not feature barchesse, walls, or other projections 
from the central block-shares the same cubic design, and is sirnilarly executed. 
Consequently, it should be included among this group of woodcuts. Since it is the final villa 
of Chapter 15, the block could have been prepared at the same tirne as those of Chapter 17. 



the Temple of Pieta from the treati~e.'~ Although Heinz Spielmann has connected a 

drawing by Palladio of the Temple of the Pieta (Royal Institute of British Architects XX16) 

to the 1567 edition of Barbaro 's I dieci libri deil 'archirenura, it more likely relates to the 

woodcuts omined h m  Q m o  libri.'" 

Aside from Palladio's explanarion offered at the beginning of Chapter 17, his 

reasons for appending this chapter at the last-minute are unclear. Scholars have argued 

that this chapter was based on SerlioTs Book VIL5' Indeed. the premises of Serlio's 

49 The Temple of the Pieta was feahired in Serlio's Book III (p. 26), Labacco's Libro 
appanenente @p. 23,  25), and Barbaro's 1567 edition of I dieci /ibn' dell'architenura (as a 
hexastyle temple, p. 179). As Blunt points out, Palladio copied the plan and elevation almost 
exaaly (even down to the acroteria) from Labacco's illustration of the temple, itself probably 
entirely invented. Blunt, p. 16. Unlike the reconstructions of Serlio and Labacco, Palladio 
expanded the intercolumniation towards the facade's centre in both his illustration for Barbaro 
and the woodcut in Les quame livres. This modification cm be seen in two drawings of the 
temple by Palladio. The first (RIBA X1/5r), a study after Serlio, featuring ground plan, 
elevation, and various deuils, features the even intercolumniation; the second (RIBA XI/6), 
shows the revised facade. Gian Giorgio Zorzi, I dhegni delle antichità di Andrea Palladio 
(Venice: Neri Pozza, 1959) p. 79, figs. 178, 180; Heinz Spielmm, Palladio und die Anrike 
(Munich/Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1966) no. 8, p. 137, no. 19, p. 139. 

Spielmann, no. 19, p. 139. The inclusion of measurements (which are absent throughout 
I dieci libn' del[ 'architenuru) and the p itch of the ped iment suggest it is related to the Quizztro 
libri instead. Cfr. Eric Forssmann, Palladios Lehregebaûde (S tockholrn/G6teberglUppsala: 
Almqvist & Wiksell, 1965) p. 171. 

Renato De Fusco advances that "la presema in uno stesso capitolo di progetti per fabbriche 
da edificarsi in aree irregolari, la coesistenza di palazzi cittadini e di ville, I'intenzione cioe 
di recuperare quegli esernpi che non era stato possibile inserire nei capitoli precedenti, 
specificarnente dedicati a questi rispettivi tipi edilizi, sono tutti elementi che ricordano in 
modo diretto il VI1 libro di Serlio." De Fusco, Il codici dell'archirenura (Naples: Edizioni 
scientifiche italiane, 1968) p. 489. De Fusco also proposes that this dependence on Serlio 
provides further evidence that Book VII had been prepared in Venice well before its 
publication by Jacopo Strada (Frankfurt, 1575). On the preparation of Serlio's Book VII, see 
above, Chapter 1, note 65. De Fusco's opinion has been more recently supported by 
Magagnato and Marini, Bk. II, ch. 17, note 3, p. 489. Burns similarly daims that "Palladio's 
interest in [difficult sites and preexisting structures], as manifestai in plates in the Qunnro 
libri, and demonstrated in his design for Palazzo Valrnarana, may well spring from an early 
contact with Seriio and SerIio's portfolios." Howard Burns, "Baldassare Peruzzi and 





had yet to start constn~ction.~~ Although Palladio coyly avoids providing a specific 

location for of the bridge, its location is unmistakable. Not oniy is the design clearly 

derived from his earlier submissions for the Rialto Bridge, but the corresponding text 

clearly implies its Venetian site? More intriguing are the enigmatic designs for 

Venetian palazzi on pages 71 and 72 of  Chapter 17 which seem to have been conceived 

specifically for this fuial chapter." First, contrary to what Palladio proposes at the 

beginning of Book II, he provides no information concerning the patron or site in either 

p1ad6 Secondly, they are the only projects in Book 11 for sites in Venice; the other 

palazzi are located in Vicenza, as we11 as Verona and Udine. These Venetian designs, 

given their scale and irnposing three-storey, nine-bay facades, would be only appropriate 

for a patrician's palazzo. Efforts have been made to identify these designs with specific 

sites and patrons. Although there is still no consensus, al1 proposed sites have been along 

the Grand CanaLs7 It is clear that in the Q u m m  libri Palladio sought to appeal to his 

*' Puppi, Andrea Palladio, p. 301. 

y Palladio writes: "Bellissima, a mio giudizio, k la invenzione del ponte che segue, e molto 
accommodata al luogo ove si doveva edificare, ch'era ne1 mezo d'una c i a ,  la quafe é delle 
maggiori e delle piii nobili d'Italia, et è metropoli di moite aitre città, e vi si fanno 
grandissimi traffichi, quasi di tutte le parti del mondo. II fiume è larghissimo et il pointe 
veniva a esser ne1 luogo apponto ove si riducono i mercanti a uattare i loro negozi. " Bk. III, 
ch. 13, p. 25. From Palladio, I qumro libri, 1980, p. 2 18. 

" Oniy in the second design on page 72, Palladio specifies that the site is in Venice. The 
many similarities between the two asymmetricai designs, however, indicate that both designs 
were intended for Venetian sites. 

" '...ho posto a ciascuna il  nome dell'edificatore, et il Iuogo dove sono, affine che ciascuno, 
volendo, possa vedere in effetto corne esse riescano. " Bk, II, ch. 3, p. 4. From Palladio, I 
q u ~ r o  libri, 1980, p. 98. 

57 hpp i ,  Andrea Palladio, pp. 133-34; Antonio Foscari, "L'invenzione di Palladio per un 
'sito piramidale' in Venezia," Ane Venera 33 (1979), pp. 136-41; Bellavitis, pp. 55-57; 



Venetian readership by demonstraîing his capacity to create designs expressty for Venice. 

With Trissino as an influentid advocate among Vicenza's patrician elite, Palladio 

established a thriving career in Vicenza quite early in his ~areer . '~  His first building, the 

Villa Godi at Lonedo di Lugo, was begun in the late 1530s, marking the beginning of a 

remarkably prolific career. Soon after Palladio received severai distinguished commissions 

for pdazzi as Vicenza undenvent a period of substantial rebui~ding.'~ More widely 

known are his numerous villas scattered throughout the Veneto, built principally in the 

1540s and 1550s in response to the Venetian economy's increasing reliance on the 

agricultural holdings of the terrafInna.M By 1549 the architect secured the prestigious 

commission to refurbish the Paiazu, della Ragione in Vicenza, defeating such established 

architects as Jacopo Sansovino (l486-1570), Michele Sanmicheli (c. 1484- ISSg), Giulio 

Romano (1492/9-1546), and Serlio in the pro~ess.~' Palladio's wiming design, in which 

he ingeniously cloaked the medievai building behind a Sansovinian arcade, cemented h is 

Foscari and Bellavitis, "Due ipotesi su1 'sito'," Architenura e ufopia nella Venezia del 
cinquecemo, ex. cat. (Venice: Palazzo Ducale, 1980) pp. 270-73. 

Howard Burns, in Andrea Palladio 1508-IS80. m e  Ponico and the Fumyard, ex. cat. 
(London: Arts Council of Great Britain) pp. 77-82. 

" Denis Cosgrove describes the architecturai transformation of sixteenth-cenniry Vicenza as 
an expression of the cultural rivairy between Venice and Vicenza. Cosgrove. nie Palladian 
Landscape (Leicester: Licester UP, 1993) pp. 59-92, esp. pp. 70ff. See also James 
Ackerman Palladio (1966; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 199 1) pp. 83-87; Ackerman, "The 
Geopolitics of Venetan Architecture in the Time of Titian," lïtian: His World and His 
Legucy. ed. David Rosand (New York: Columbia UP, 1982), rpt. in Distance Points: Essays 
in lheory and Renairsance An and Archifecrure, ed . James Ackerman (Cam bridgeKandon: 
MIT Press, 1994) 472-75. 

Ackerman, Palladio, 48ff.; Ackerman, "Geopolitics," pp. 459-66. 

61 Franco Barbieri, ?Re Basilics, Corpus Palladianum 2 (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
UP, 1970) pp. 42-46. 
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reputation in Vicenza and, subsequently, he received rnost major commissions in the 

prosperous ~ i t y . ~ ~  NO doubt after his early successes in Vicenza and the Veneto, Palladio 

sought to estabtish his career in the capital of the Republic. 

Like Trissino in Vicenza, Daniele Barbaro was in a position to help Palladio gain 

architectural commissions in Venice." And as Patriarch-elect of Aquileia, Barban, was 

well positioned to advance his collaborator's career as a church architect; PalIadio's first 

Venetian commission came in 1558 when he received a contract for the facade of San 

Pietro in CastelIo," and was soon foilowed by more arnbitious ecclesiastical projects: 

the monastery of the Carità (1560-61), Santa Lucia (1565) San Francesco della Vigna 

(1562), San Giorgio Maggiore (1560-63, 1564-80), and towards the end of his career. Il 

Redentore (1576/7-80), the Tempieito at Maser (1579-80), and the Zitelle (1580).65 

In Venice, however, both government and private commissions eluded him? 

Palladio had competed unsuccessfully for the post of architect to the Salt Magistracy in 

1554, and his designs for the Scala d'oro in the Palazzo Ducale and the Rialto Bridge in 

Ackerman Iikens the extent of Palladio's Vicentine patronage to "a communal decision to 
assign to Palladio the decoration of the entire city.. . " Ackerman, "Geopolitics, " p. 458. 

" Puppi notes Barbara's intervention in the commission for the facades of San Pietro in 
Caste110 and San Francesco della Vigna. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, pp. 322, 347. 

" The patron, Vicenzo Diedo, died before much work had been done and construction was 
halted until after Palladio's death. Puppi, Andrea Palladio, p. 322. 

" For a discussion of Palladio's ecclesiastical projects, see Bruce Boucher. Andrea Palladio: 
me Archirecz in Hk Tme (New York: Abbeville, 1994) pp. 171-203. 

That Palladio remained unsuccessful in both civic and private commission is not surprising. 
As Ackerman explains: "Most of the major private commissions [in the Veneto] were given 
to architects also employed by the government; either type of patronage could ease an entry 
into the other. " Ackerman, "Geopolitics, " p. 456. 



1555 were rejected in favour of those by sans ovin^.^^ Likewise, the recent and highly 

prestigious private commissions for the Paiauo Grimani and the Palazzo Corner had been 

awarded to Sanmichele and Sansovino, respectively." It is widely argued that Palladio's 

uncomprornising classicism met with resistance among the Venetian establishment who 

were accustomed to the more lavish classicism exemplified by Sansovino's 

architecture.* Furthemore, scholars have observed that Palladio received his Venetian 

commissions from groups outside the e~tablishrnent,'~ and that the buildings themselves 

were not prominent within Venice's urban fabric but rather inhabited its rnargin~.~' The 

Carita was hidden behind an imposing wdl, and even San Giorgio Maggiore, today an 

67 Donm Battilotti, "Palladio e Venezia: regesti per un itinerario, " Palladio e Venezia, ed. 
LionelIo Puppi, (Florence: Sansoni, 1982) pp. 177-79. On Palladio's submissions for the 
bridge project, see Puppi, Andrea Palladio, pp. 298-302; Puppi, Palhdio Drawings, no. 44, 
pp. 98-99. 

" These commissions have been co~ec ted  to Palladio's Venetian projects of Chapter 17. 
Puppi, Andrea Pallndio, pp. 289-92; Foscari and Bellavitis, pp. 270-23. 

* Cfr. Manfredo Tahiri, "Sansovino vs Palladio," BoMtino del CISA 15 (1973): pp. 160ff; 
Puppi, Andrea Palladio, pp. 300-301; Deborah Howard, The Architectural Himry of Venice 
(London: B.T. Batsford, 1980) p. 160; Franco Barbieri, "Giangiorgio Trissino e Andrea 
Palladio, " Convegno di srudi su  Giangiorgio TNsino. Vicenza 31 marzo - I apriie 1979 
(Vicenza: Accademia Olimpica, 1980) pp. 205ff. ; Tafuri, Venice and Renaissance, tram. 
Jessica Levine (CambridgeLondon: MIT Press, 1989) pp. 122-30. 

70 In the case of the Carità, for example, Elena Bassi argues that the Lateran canons, given 
their ties to their superiors in Rome, considered themselves to be Romans and that "their 
natural propensities, therefore, predisposed them to accept a classicizing project for their 
building." Bassi, m e  Convento delia Caritd, Corpus Palladianum 6 (University Park: 
Pe~sylvania  State UP, 1973) pp. 16, 21. With regard to San Francesco della Vigna, 
Ackerman argues that familial rivalries may have led to Palladio's commission. Vettor 
Grimani, a procurator of San Marco, advocated the hiring of Sansovino for five state 
comissions, and had selected the architect for the church. After his death in 1558, however, 
his younger brother, Zuanne, prevented Vettor's body from being buried in his own chape1 
and aband~oed Sansovino for Palladio. Ackerman, "Geopolitics," p. 480. 

71 Tafuri, Venice und the Renaissance, p. 9; Barbieri, "Giangiorgio Trissino, " pp. 205-07. 
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integral part of the Venetian cityscape, was originally blocked until the seventeenth 

century by a row of rnonastery buildings? Thus, at the tirne of the QUUPO libri's 

printing, his accomplishments in the Republican capital-where he had been primarily 

I o W  since 1565-could be deemed modest, and consequently, his ambitions for Venice 

probably played a role in the publication of the treatise. 

Palladio's didactic intentions, however, should not be dismissed. As previously 

discussed, his emphasis on ilhstration in combination with the consistent use of 

orthogonal projection, unified measurement, and direct terminology, confirm his concern 

that he would be widely understood. An examination of the layout of Book 11, with regard 

to the relationship between text and image, reveais that Palladio felt that certain designs 

best embodying the ided characteristics of a dornestic building type warranted more 

thorough exposition. 

With the addition of this final chapter and the relocation of the woodcut for the 

Villa Mocenigo, Palladio would have been lefk with a blank page in Chapter 15. Turning 

to page 66, the original designation for the design of the Villa Mocenigo as indicated by 

its incorrect page number, we find an exceptional woodcut among the two chapters 

devoted to villa designs. Page 66 features the text of the wo-page layout of the Villa 

Sarego at Santa Sofia in Pedemonte; it faces the corresponding full-page illustration on 

page 67 (fig. 32). This is the only full-page illustration in the two chapters devoted 

exclusively to villas. But upon close examination of the illustration for the ViIIa Sarego, it 

is evident that the ground plan and elevation do not correspond. The plan is printed 

" On the original siting of San Giorgio Maggiore, see Howard, Archirecturol HLrrory, p. 
165; Ackerman, "Geopolitics", p. 481. 



upside down, on a slighrly larger scale than the elevation. and shifted slightly to the 

lefi." This incongmity is anomalous among the villa designs in which al1 ground plans 

and elevations correspond in alignment and scale, and suggests that the ground plan may 

have been hastily drawn to meet a publisher's deadline." Although it cannot be 

deterrnined with certainty whether the relocation of the Villa Mocenigo's design allowed 

Palladio to include this hiil-page illustration, or whether this full-page illustration 

necessitated the rearrangement, the fact remains that Palladio chose to draw aîtention to 

the Villa Sarego, one of his most recent and arnbitious designs. 

Although Palladio employed full-page illustrations throughout the Q m r o  libri for 

his depictions of the orders of architecture, classical buildings and bridges, he used 

mostiy half-page illustrations for the plans and eievations of his domestic projects in Book 

11." Palladio's other designs presented in hill-page illustration are the Palazzo Antonini 

at Udine (Chapter 3, pp. 4-5). the Villa Rotonda (Chapter 3, pp. 18-19), the Pal- 

Capra (Chapter 3, pp. 20-21) as welI as the unexecuted Palazzo Trissino (Chapter 17, pp. 

While the span of the columns is aligned, the overall width of the courtyard is 86mm in 
the plan and 8 1 m  in the elevation. The distance between the outer side walls is 129mm in 
the plan and 1 2 2 m  in the elevation, and the distance between the outermost walls of the 
forecoun is 140mm in the plan and 130mrn in the elevation. Ackerman, on the other hand, 
anaiyses the problematic relation between the plans and elevation: "The elevation shows the 
inner colornade of the entrance wing as seen from the forward part of the court--the section 
cuts through the first room of the rooms to the left and right (which ought to have been 
rendered as square). It is difficult to read, because the end walls inside the colonnade should 
have been shaded, and the balcony shoutd appear in section. The major error is that the two 
pennant-bearing towers behind the facade wing have no corresponding foundations in the 
plan." James Ackerman, Palladio's Villas (New York: J .J .  Augustin, 1967) p. 66. 

74 Ackerrnan also draws this conclusion: "The inclusion of the design in the Q u m o  libri 
places it before 1570, but 1 believe just before: perhaps the inordinate number of errors in 
the illustration was due to last-minute preparation. " Ackerman, Palladio 's Villas, p. 67. 

75 See above, Chapter 1, p. 24. 
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73-74) discussed above. Unlike the layout of the Paiazzo Trissino, the texts and 

illustrations for these projects are on facing pages. Moreover, the lengthier than normai 

descriptions and ample images of the Pal- Antonini, Villa Sarego, and Villa Rotonda 

suggest that their two-page layout was not accidental. Rather, these designs were accorded 

prominence in the book because they were meant to be exemplars. The Pdauo  Antonini 

presents the essential, compact palazzo; the Villa Sarego provides an example of a less 

formal, rustic villa; and the Villa Rotonda, more academic than practicai, epitomizes the 

villa suburbana. Not only do the large, full-page illustrations impart these designs with a 

greater significance, but each building is also accompanied by an unusually insightful text 

that reveals Palladio's more theoreticai considerations. In his descriptions of his domestic 

projects, Palladio typically restricted his comments to a flattering tribute to the patron, a 

mention of the site, followed by banal details about the building's design. 

The Palazzo Antonini (c. 1552?-56)--the first iI Iustration in Book II--demonstrates 

the prototypicai organization of his domestic projects (fig. 33). The central block 

constitutes the residential space. Superimposed porticos on the principal facade lead to a 

large, four-column atrium through to a double loggia at the rear facade which creates a an 

area of transition between residence and property. Symmetrically planned about the focal 

atrium, with doors strategically placed to create unintempted vistas between the rooms, 

its functional areas are relegated to the basement and wings so as not to mar its ideaiized 

fom. In the discussion of the organization of city houses in Chapter 2, "On the planning 

of rooms and other places, "'' which irnmediately precedes the Palazzo Antonini, 

Palladio commenu on this arrangement: ". . . [wej should place the most impoknt and 

" "De companimeruo M e  staanze e d 'alrri luoghi. " 



prestigious parts in full view and the less beautiful in locations concealeci as far from our 

eyes as possible, because al1 the unpleasant things of the house are placed in them as weIi 

as ail those that could be a nuisance and tend to make the most beautiful parts ugly."" 

Renato De Fusco has recognized Palladio's intention to use the Palazzo Antonini 

to elaborate on the comments of the previous chapter, and notes that the author draws 

attention-both in text and image-to the "less beautihil" rooms of the house." "The 

kitchen," Palladio writes, "is ouuide the house but is still very convenient. "79 On the 

plan, it projects from the left of the house and is unmistakably identified as "cucina. "'O 

The two-hole latrines are also included on the p h ,  the only such instance in Book II. 

Accordingly, Palladio explicates the practical aspects of their location: 

The Iavatories are at the side of the stairs, and although, they are in the body of 
the building, do not smell much because they were put in a place away from the 
sunlight and have some vents, leading from the bottom of the pit through the 
thickness of the walls, that let out at the top of the house." 

77 " [noi] collocheremo le parti principale e riguardevoli in luoghi scoperti, e le men belle in 
luoghi piir ascosi agli occhi nostri che sia possibile, perché in quelle si riporranno tutte le 
brutezze della casa e tutte quelle cose che potessero dare impaccio et in parte render bmtte 
le parti più belle.' Bk. 1, ch. 2, p. 3. From Palladio, I q m o  ZibB, 1980, p. 96. 

" "...Palladio da una sorta di relazione tecnica della fabbrica in esame, toccando quei punti 
che aveva anticipato corne nozioni generali ne1 libro precedente.. .Ne1 caso del pal- 
Antonini 17eccezione è indicata nella cucina fuori della pianta quadrata e in quella descrizione 
particolareggiata dei cessi, argomento che tuttavia egli affronta qui una volta per tutte, 
tacendoIo negli aitri esernpi di questo III capitolo. " De Fusco, p. 553. 

79 "La cucina e fuori della casa, ma perb commodissirna." Bk. II, ch. 3, p. 4. Palladio, I 
qumro libri, 1980, p. 98. 

The only other such label which appears in the Quamo libri, is on the ground plan of the 
Palazzo Valmarana (Bk. II, ch. 3, p. 16) in which the garden is labelled "giardino". 

" "1 cessi sono a canto le scale e benchb siano ne1 corpo della fabrica, non rendono perb 
alcun cattivo odore perche sono posti in luogo lontano d d  sole et hanno alcuni spiragli, dai 
fondo della fossa per la grossezza del muro, che sboccano nella sommità della casa. " Bk. II, 



ui the woodcuu of the Villa Barbaro at Maser (p. 51) and the Villa Mocenigo at Marocco 

(p. 54), Palladio similarly reinforces a function described in the text-making wine--by 

indicating barrels on the plans. Also unique is the asymmetry of the Palazu, Antonini 

design, which presumably was intended to indicate that the cubic plan could be expanded 

by adding extensions to the central block, and may represent a last-minute change of 

Palladio's policy towards illustrative 

in the second example, Palladio expounds on the appropriate architectural 

character of a rural villa. Witb its large, central courtyard and boldly msticated columns, 

the VilIa Sarego differed markedly from the other villa designs which mostly feanired 

projecting wings and formal p o n i c ~ s . ~ ~  Certainly, Palladio was aware that what are now 

among his most celebrated projects, the Villa Barbaro at Maser and the Villa 

Malcontenta, were too elegant to express his ideas about villa life. The villa was to be 

sparingly adomed, modest in character, and harmonious with its mral surroundings. Of 

the heavily msticated Ionic columns unique among Palladio's villas, he writes "...the 

columns are Ionic and made of unfinished Stone, as seems appropriate here, since farms 

seem to require things which are rather plain and simple instead of refined. .. "" Given 

its fusion of an ambitious scale with an unembellished and informal design, Palladio rnay 

ch.3, p. 4. From Palladio, I quamo Zibri, 1980, p. 98. 

Boucher, pp. 24647. 

" Ackerman describes its style as "radically different from that of earlier villas. " Ackerman, 
Palladio's Vilhs, p. 67. Unfortunately, only the U-shaped loggia, which corresponds to half 
of the rectangular courtyard, was ever cornpleted. - 

" "...le colonne sono di ordine ionico, fatte di pietre non polite, corne pare che ricerchi la 
villa, alla quale si convengono le cose più tosto schiette e semplici che delica te..." Bk. 11, 
ch. 15, p. 66. Frorn Palladio, I quanro libri. 1980, p. 169. 



have seen the Villa Sarego to epitomize his most recent conception of villa architecture. 

As James Ackerman argues, not only does the description of the Villa Sarego conflict 

with the refinernent of Palladio's villa style, but the design "must be regarded as the 

initial statement of the powerful late style of Palladio's last decade. "'' 
The text accompanying the Villa Rotonda, on the other hand, ernphasizes the ideai 

location of this suburban vilIa, rather than the building. Since the villa was not planned as 

a iarming centre, but rather as place of leisure and entertainment, it was designed with 

four loggias in order to take best advantage of the spectacuiar views. But in his almost 

poetic description of the site, one senses Palladio's pride in designing a building worthy 

of its breathtaking site: 

The site is one of the most pleasing and delightful that one could find because it is 
on top of a small hill which is easy to ascend; on one side it is bathed by the 
Bacchiglione, a navigable river, and on the other is surrounded by other pleasant 
hills which resemble a vast theatre and are completely cultivated and abound with 
excellent fruit and superior vines; so, because it enjoys the most beautiful vistas 
on every side, some of which are restricted, others more extensive, and yet others 
that end at the horizon, loggias have been built on ail four sides? 

Along with the Villa Sarego, the Villa Rotonda is now generally believed to be Palladio's 

most recent villa to have been included in the Q m r o  /ibn. Its rigorously cenualized 

plan, syrnmetrical about both the horizontal and vertical axes, and topped by a 

hemisphericai dorne did more than show-case Palladio's considerable architectural talents. 

us Ackerman, Palladio 's Villas, pp. 67-68. 

'II sito i? degli ameni e dilettevoli che si possano retrovare, perche & sopra un monticello 
di ascesa facilissima et k da una parte bagnato da1 Bacchiglione, fiume navigabile, e dall'altra 
e circondato da altri amenissimi colli che rendono l'aspetto di un molto grande 
theatro ...p erche gode da ogni parte di bellissime viste, delle quali alcune sono terminate, 
aicune più lontane et altre che terminano con I'orizone, vi sono state fatte le loggie in tutte 
quattro le faccie ...' Bk II, ch. 3, p. 18. From Palladio, I quuttro libri. 1980. p. 114. 
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La Rotonda was the ultimate expression-the ulrima maniera-of his interpretation of 

domestic architecture all'ann'ca. Indeed, in the centuries since the Q- libn' appeared 

in 1570, the seemingly universal admiration held for the Villa Rotonda by architects and 

connaisseurs aiike has made it perhaps the most influentid architectural wwàcut ever 



Conclusion 

The study of Andrea Palladio's I quamo libn' dell'archifenwa as a physical object has 

shed light on the later stages of its development. By considering the production of books 

in sixteenth-cenairy Venice in conjunciion with the content and format of the Q w o  

&ri, new insight has been gained into the possible editorial decisions Palladio couId have 

made as his book was about to go to press. 

Based on the assumption that the book was published under rushed circumstances, 

the examination of the book's errors has strongly suggested a last-minute reorganization 

of the treatise, in which a supplernentary chapter of Palladio's domestic designs was 

appended to Book 11, perhaps in an effon to appeal to a Venetian readership. A design for 

an unidentified villa lefi over from the 1570 edition, which first appeared in Roland 

Freart de Chambray's French translation of 1650, cm be related to other projects in this 

chapter. The woodcut was probably intended for publication but removed as the 

manuscript was being prepared for printing due to an unforeseen shortage of space. 

Indeed, the inspection of the QUZWO libri's woodcuts has suggested that some of the 

wwdblocks were designed too large and that, as a result, material had to be removed as 

the book went to press. Finaily, the analysis of the correspondence between text and 

image has demonstrated that Pailadio chose to emphasize his designs for the Palazzo 

Antonini, Villa Rotonda, and the Villa Sarego at Santa Sofia with NO-page layouts, 

fcaturing full-page illustrations and especially descriptive texts. That the Villa Rotonda 

and the Villa Sarego were his most recent dornestic designs further reinforces the 

hypothesis of an eleventh-hour reorganization of Book II. Al1 of these observations, in 

turn, help to create a more complete picture of Palladio's intentions as an architect-author: 
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specifically, they confirm the self-promotional agenda of the Q w o  libri proposed by 

Hellmut Lorenz and Giorgio Bellavitis, and illuminate the marner in which Palladio 

adapted the work of previous architectural writers to create a treatise of unprecented 

clarity and practicality that could be widely understood. 

Aithough this study has focused primarily on Book II, the entire book warrants 

further examination. The woodcuts of the Temple of the Pie& in Fréart's edition, in 

particular, indicate that Book IV also underwent a 1st-minute reorganization. In addition, 

other aspects of the Q u m  Zibri's production require study. Research on the Franceschi 

farnily of printers is sorely needed. Even if documents related to the prinuhop are scarce, 

other illustrated books published by the Franceschi, particularly those on architecture and 

other scientific topics, should be examined. Similarities between the Quattro libri and 

other Franceschi editions could indicate possible editorial contributions to Palladio's 

treatise. These and other Venetian illustrated books could also be exmined with a view to 

identifjing the block-cutters of the Quam libri.' Even if the woodcuts c m o t  be 

co~ec ted  to known block-cutters, several hands can be discerned. particularly in terms of 

- 

' Georg Nagler has proposed that Johan and Christofer Chrieger and Christoforo Coriolano 
as the block-cutters on the bais of their previous associations of the Franceschi press. 
Nagler, Neues allegemeines KGInstfer-Lexicon, 25 vols. (1 84 1 ; Leipzig: Schwarzenberg & 
Schumann, 1924) vol. 12, p. 43. Cfr. J.G.T. Graesse, TrPsor de livres rare et prkciewr, 8 
vols. (1898; New York: Hacker, 1950) vol. 5, p. 108; Lawrence Hall Fowler and Elizabeth 
Baer , nie Fo wler Archirecrural Collection of The Johns Hopkim Universify Cmiogue 
(BaItimore: Evergreen House Foundation, 196 1) no. 2 12, pp. 175-76. Licisco Magagnato 
rejects this attribution on the basis that the style differs markedly from that of the woodcuts 
in Barbara's 1567 editions of Vitruvius, which Johan Chrieger CO-published. Magagnato, 
introduction, I quanro libri dell'architenura, by Andrea Palladio (Milan: Polifilo, 1980) pp. 
LMII-LXIV. 
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their calligraphy, hatching, and depiction of acroteria, and other statues.* Links drawn 

between the block-cutters and their respective iilustrations might provide further insight 

into the preparation of Palladio's treatise. 

More important, I believe that the indepth investigation of the Q ~ a n r o  libri has 

significant implications for other fields in Palladio studies. Specifically, treating the 

Quuttro l i b ~  as a starting point for research into Palladio's buildings and drawings--as 

opposed to using it as a reference for such studies--offers a fresh approach to these areas 

of inquiry. Palladio's drawings, for exarnple, shouid be re-examined with a view to their 

relation to the Q w r o  libri. As discussed above, only recently have the preparatory 

drawings for the treatise been identified. Yet the role of the Qumro libri as the rairon 

d'are for these, and possibly , other drawings continues to be neglected. For example, 

Douglas Lewis, despite correctly identifying the drawings of the facade and courtyard 

elevations of the P a i a w  Porto as preparatory drawings for the Quanro fibibn', writes that 

"these images ... show the feathery grace and incisiveness of [Palladio's] late style" (fig. 

l8).' This "style," however, was dictated more by the practical requirements of creating 

a design for publication than by Palladio's mature drawing technique. Furthemore, it is 

plausible that other drawings, which may have been prepared with their eventual 

publication in mind and later dropped from the treatise's program, rernain heretofore 

unidentified. Palladio scholars have yet to explore this possibility. 

Roberto Pane has proposed that two block-cutters worked on the Quanro libri, while, more 
recently, Magagnato has argued that there were at l es t  seven. The actual number is probably 
somewhere beween these estimates. Pane, "1 quattro libri," Bollenino del CIaA 1 1 (1967): 
p. 132, note 4; Magagnato, introduction, p. LXIV. 

Douglas Lewis in Z3e Drawings of Andrea Palladio, ex. cat. (Washington: National Gallery 
of Art, 1980) no. 67, p. 117. 
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Indeed, it is peculiar that whiIe Palladio's own designs are so prominent in his 

treatise, none of his ecclesiastical projects, with the exception of the rnonastery of the 

Caria, were represented. Two drawings at the Royal Institute of British Architects of the 

facades of San Francesco della Vigna (RIBA XIVI10; fig. 34a) and San Giorgio Maggiore 

(RIBA XIVI12; fig. 34b) appear to have been created specifrcaily for publication. 

Although it is difficult to compare hem with other preparatory drawings for the Quanro 

libn without examining them first-hand, a few observations c m  be made. They are 

comparable both in dimensions and execution to those drawings that have already been 

identified as preparatory drawings. Their style is purely linear with only the necessary 

details delineated. Like the other preparatory drawings, only the outer edges of the 

mouldings of cornice, base, and pedestal are indicated; presumably the block-cutter would 

simply connect the lines. The entablatures on the left haif of the drawing for San 

Francesco della Vigna, however, are executed in detail, perhaps indicating that Palladio 

intended the right half to be a section of the interior, as he had done in his illustrations of 

the Pantheon, for example. Both drawings display pulvinated friezes similar to those of 

the preparatory drawings for the palazzi, a feature that was later modified in the 

corresponding woodcuts in the Quanro libri. Palladio may have felt that the linear 

rendering of the friezes' convexity--without the benefit of shading or perspective--wa 

visually awkward. 

Although the absence of Palladio's church designs from the Quanro [ibn has been 

noted,' these drawings have been universally described by scholars as preliminary studies 

Robert Tavemor, for example, has recently proposed that Palladio wished to publish them 
in a subsequent book, though he does not address the existence of possible preparatory 
drawings . Tavemor , introduction, 7he Four Books on Architecture, b y Andrea Palladio 



for the buildings, despite these similarities to other preparatory drawings. This is, in part, 

because the drawings have been exarnined as documents relating to the buildings rather 

than the treatise ' Perhaps the absence of his ecclesiastical projects from the Q w o  libri 

is further evidence that the book was rushed into print, without tirne to execute the 

wdb locks  for his church designs. Since Palladio typicaily presented his own designs 

aiongside ancient monuments in order to illustrate the application of classicai forms to 

contemporary building types, his churches should have been included among the temples 

of Book IV. In the second chapter of Book IV, "On the shapes of temples and the 

proprieties that must be observed in them" @p. 6-8); Palladio even makes specific 

reference to San Giorgio Maggiore as exempliSing the Latin cross plan: "Particularly 

recornrnended too are churches that are made in the shape of a cross ... 1 made the church 

of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice this shape."' Although the relation of these drawings 

to the book remains a maner of speculation, there c m  be little doubt that Palladio, 

preoccupied with promotion and posterity, would have wanted to publish these highly 

prestigious commissions. 

(CambridgelLondon: MIT Press, 1997) p. xvi. 

Heinz Spielmann, Andrea Pallado wtd die ~ n t i k e  (MunichlBerlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 
1966) nos. 93, 95, p. 152; Lionello Puppi, Andrea Palladio: 73e Complete Works, uans. 
Pearl Sanders (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1975) pp. 347, 369-69; Howard Burns, 
"1 disegni," Mosna del Palladio, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Basilica Palladiana, 1973) p. 146; Burns 
in Andrea Palladio 1508-1580: The Ponico and the Famryard, ex.  cat. (London: Arts 
Council of Great Britain, 1975) no. 244, p. 135, no. 254, pp. 142-43; Lewis in Drawings 
of Pafladio, no. 1 10, pp. 184-85, no. 1 13, pp. 190-91. 

"Delle forme de' tempii e del decoro che in quelli si deve osservare." 

' "Sono anco molto laudabili quelli chiese che sono farte in forma di croce, ... E di questa 
forma io ho fatto la chiesa di San Giorgio Maggiore in Venezia." Bk. IV, ch. 2, p. 7. From 
Andrea Palladio, I quanro [ibn dell'archifenura, eds. Licisco Magagnato and Paola Marini 
(1570; Milan: PolifiIo, 1980) p. 254. 



Table 1: Correspondence between the Manuscripts and the Quaîîro libB1 

Biblioteca Smithiana, Venezia2 
1755 p. CCXLV 

IL PRIMO LiBRO DELL'ARCHI-TEI'I'URA IL PRIMO LiBRO DELL'ARCHITEïTURA 
DI ANDREA PALLADIO DI ANDREA PALLADIO 
ARCHïïEïTO VICENTINO 

Proemio Proemio ai lettori 

[main text] Proemio ai Iettori 

Biblioteca Correr, Venezia 
Codice Cicogna 3617 

iL PRIMO LIBRO DELL'ARCHITETIVRA 
DI ANDERA PALLADIO 

Proemio ai Iettori (fol. Ar-v) Proemio ai lenori 

[...sono le qualita delle pietre] (fol. Br) Cap. III. Delle pietre 

Dell'arena. Cap. IIII. (fol. Bv) Cap. IV. DelI'arena 

Della cake e modo d'irnpastarla Cap. V. della cake e modo d'impastarla 
Cap. V. (fol. Bv) 
11 primo libro dell'architemira di Andrea 
Palladio architeno vicentino 

Proemio (fol. Cr-v) Proemio ai lettori 

- - -  

' This table is based on Lionello Puppi's "Tavola di raffronto fra i "Tre libri" e i "Quatîro 
Iibri dell'architemira" in Puppi, Andrea PafWio: Scrini sufZ'architertura (1554-1579) 
(Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1988) pp. 103-05. Puppi, however, ornits the RIBA sheets on the 
basis that they are incongruous with the Smithiana and Correr fragments. Believing the RIBA 
sheets--which are also preliminary drawings for the corresponding woodcuts--he transcribes 
them in a separate section entitled "1 'quattro Iibri dell'architettura': Reperti di prima 
redazione (ante lS7O), " pp. 99- 100. 

This fragment, once in the collection of Consul Joseph Smith in Venice in 1755 when it was 
included in Bibliotheca Smithiana edited by Pasquali, is now lost. The text has been 
transcribed in Magrini's Memeroie intorno la vita e le opere di Andrea Pallodio (Padua, 
1845), pp. 19-21 (n. VIII). Puppi, Scrini sull'archirenura, p. 63, note 22. 



Quali cose avanti che al fabricar si pervenga 
deono çonsiderarsi e prepararsi. 
Cap. (fols. Dv-Er) 

De i legnami. Cap. (fol. Er) 

Delle pietre. Cap. (fol. Ev) 

Dell'arena. Cap. (fol. Fr) 

Delle cake e modo d'impastarla. 
Cap. (fol. Fv) 

Delle (qualità del terreno ove si hanno da 
pone le) fondamenta delle fabriche, 
Cap. (fol. 1 r-v) 

Dei piedistili. Cap. (fol. 2r) 

Delle Ioggie, entrate, sale e stanze 
e dellaforma loro. Cap. (fols. 2v-3r) 

Delli pavimenti e soffitati. 
Cap. (fol. 3r-v) 

Dell'aitezza delle stanze. 
Cap. (fols. 3v-4r) 

Del modo di ritrovare [le Iinee dell'] 
altezza de volti. Cap. (fols. 4r-Sv) 

Delle maniere de volti. Cap. (fol. Sv) 

Delle maniere delle porte e finestre 
Cap. (fol. 6r-v) 

Dei camini. Cap. (fol. 7r-v) 

De' carnini. Cap. (fol. 8r-9v) 

Delle scale e varie maniere di quelle 
e del numeroe grandezza de gradi. 
Cap. (fois. 9~-10v) 

Dei coperti. Cap. (fol. 1 Ir-v) 

Cap. 1. Quaii cose deono conseidermi e 
prepararsi avanti che al fabricar si pervenga 

Cap. II. Dei legnarni 

Cap. ilI. Delle pietre 

Cap. IV. Dell'areaa 

Cap. V. Della calce e modo d'impastarla 

Cap. VTI. Delle qualità del terreno ove 
s'hanno da poner le fondamenta 

Cap. XIX. Dei piedistili 

Cap. XXI. Delle loggie, dell'entrate, delle sale 
e delle stanze e della forma loro 

Cap. XXII. De' pavimenti e de' soffitati 

Cap. XXII.  DelI'altezza delle stanze 

Cap. XXilI. Dell'aitezza delle stanze 

Cap. XXIV. DelIe maniere de' volti 

Cap. XXV. Delle misure delle pone e delle 
finestre 

Cap. XXVII. De' camini 

Cap. XXVII. De' camini 

Cap. XXVTII. Delle scale e varie maniere di 
quelle, e del numero e grandezza de' gradi 

Cap. XXIX. Dei copeni 

D E U  'ARCHIZïWRA DI IL SECOMIO LIBRO DELL'ARCHIïXRA DI 
AADREA PALLADIO LJBRO SECONDO ANDREA PALLADIO NEL, Q U '  SI 



COMENGONO I DISEGNI DI M O L E  COSE 
ORDINAE DA LUI DEMRO E FUORI 
DEUA CI~TÀ E I DISEGM DELLE COSE 
M C H E  DE' GRECIE DE' LAllllM 
(frontispiece) 

Del decoro e della conviverua che si deve Cap. 1. Del decoro e convenienza che si deve 
osemar nef le fabriche. Cap. (fols. 12v- Ur) osservare nelle fabriche private 

Del1 scompartùnen~o Del companirnento delle Cap. II. Del compartimento delle stanze e 
stanze et altri luoghi [alla commodita d'aitri loughi 
pertinenti] Cap. (fols. 13r-16r) Cap. III. Dei disegni dele case delle cinà 

a mRZO (SECONDO) UBRO D E U '  
A R C M E ï ï U R A  DI AhZ)REA PALLADIO 

Del sito da eleggersi per le fabriche Cap. XII. Del sito da eleggersi per le fabriche 
di villa Cap. (fols. 16r-17r) di vilIa 

Del cornpartimento delle case di villa Cap. XIII. Del compartimento delle case di 
Cap. (fols. 17v-1 gr) vilIa 

De disegni delle case di villa di alcuni Cap. XIV. Dei disegni deIle case di villa di 
aicuni nobili veneziani. Cap. (fols. 1 8v-2 1 r) alcuni nobil i veneziani 

Delle case private de Greci. Cap. XI (fol. 2 Ir)  

IL ER20 LJBRO DELL'ARCHIïEmRA DI 
AMIREA PALLADIO NE QUALE SI TRA n A  
DELLE VIE. DE' POM7. D U L E  PIAZZE. 
DELLE BASILICHE E DE' XIS77 
(Frontisp iece) 

Delle piazze di Latini. 
Cap. XII (fois. 21v-22r) 

Delle piazze de Greci. Cap. XIII (fol. 22r) 

Delle paiazzo della Ragione di Vicenza 
Cap. xm p-J (fol. 22v); [II] (fol. 22v) 

Delle palestre e xisti de Greci 

Il fine del secondo (terzo) libro 
Cap XV (foIs. 22v-23v) 

Cap. XVIII. Delle piazze de' Latini 

Cap. XVII. Delle piazze dei Greci 

Cap. XVI. Delle piaae e degli edifici che in- 
tom0 a quelle si fanno 

Cap. XX. Delle basiliche de' nostri tempi e 
de' disegni di quella di Vicenza 

Cap. XXV. Delle paIestre e dei xisti dei Greci 

Il fine del terzo Iibro 



Royal Institute of British Architects 
London 

Degli oeci de quattro colonne (fol. XXIInOv) Cap. VIII. Delle sale di quattro colonne 

De gli oeci oeci corinthii. Cap. 
(fol. Xm/2ûr, right) 

Cap. IX. Delle sale corinthie 

De gli oeci egitti. Cap. (fol. Xm/20r, left) Cap. X. Delle sale egizzie 



Table 2: Preparatory Drawings for the QWO lion' 
Including corresponding catalogue numbers in Gian Giorgio Zoni, I ditegni delle 
Nchi td  di Andrea Palladio (Vicenza, 1959) and Heinz Spielmann, Andrea Palladio und 
die ANLte (Munich/Berlin, 1966). 

Chapter XIV: Dell 'ordine toscan0 
p. 17 Tuscan colonnade 
p. 18 Tuscan arcade 

Chapter XV: Dell 'ordine dorico 
p. 23 Doric colonnade 
p. 24 Doric arcade 
p. 24 Doric arcade 
p. 25 Doric pedestai, column 

Chapter XVI: Dell'ordine ionico 
p. 29 Ionic colonnade 
p. 20 Ionic arcade 
p. 32 Ionic pedestal, colurnn 
p. 36 Ionic capital, entablature 
p. 36 Ionic capital, entablature 

Chapter XVII: Dell'ordine corinthio 
p. 38 Corinthian colonnade 
p. 39 Corinthian arcade 
p. 39 Corinthian arcade 
p. 41 Corinthian pedestai 
p. 41 Corinthian pedestal 

RIBA X/8, lefi' 
lUBA X/8, rightl 

RIBA X/9, left' 
RIBA X/9, right' 
EUBA X/6r, le€t2 
RIBA X/6r, lefi2 

RIBA X/10, left' 
RIBA X/IO, right' 
RIBA X/19r, left 
RlBA Xldv, left 
RIBA X/6r, right 

RIBA XI1 1, left' 
RIBA XI 1 1, right' 
RIBA XIII/17r,left 
RIBA XIII/19v, left 
RIBA XIII/17v 

p. 43 Corinthian capital, entablature RIBA XIII/17r, right 

Chapter XVIII: Dell'ordine composito 
p. 45 Composite colonnade RIBA XIII/14, left 
p. 46 Composite arcade RIBA XIIIf14, right 
p. 48 Composite pedestal RiBA XIII/19r, right 
p. 48 Composite pedestai RIBA XIII I I~V,  right 
p. 50 Composite capital RIBA X/6v, right 

Book 11 

Capitolo III: Dei disegni delle case della c i t a  
p. 7 Palavo Chiericati, facade RIBA XVIIf5 

Zorzi Spielmann 

p . 9  PdavoPorto,facade D A  XVII/3, left 289x372 



p. 10 Palazzo Porto, courtyard RXBA XWl3, right 
p. 14 PaIaao Thiene, facade RIBA XVII/lO, left 
p. 15 Pal- Thiene, courtyard RIBA XVIIIlO, right 
p. 17 Pal- Valrnarana, facade RIBA XVn/4r, left 

Capitolo Vm: Delle sale di quattro colonne 
p. 37 Room with four columns RIBA XIII/20v, left 

Capitolo IX: DeIIe sale corinthie 
p. 39 Columns onground RIBA Xm/20r, right 
p. 4û Columns on pedestal RIBA Xm/20v, right 

Capitolo X: Delle sale egizzie 
p. 42 Egyptian room RIBA XTII/20r, left 

Book IV 

Capitolo VII: Del tempio di Marte Vendicatore 
p. 17 Cross-section: portico, cella RIBA X1/22v, left 
p. 18 Elevation: facade, lefi RIBA XI/22r, right 
p. 19 Cross-section: facade, right D A  XI/22r, left 

Capitolo Vm: Del tempio di Nerva Traiano 
p. 24 Elevation: facade, left RIBA XI/19r, right 
p. 25 Groundplan: walls of forum RIBA XI/19r, lefi 

Capitolo X: Dei tempii del Sole e della Luna 
p. 37 Facade, cross-section, RIBA VI1/9v, right 

ground plan 

Capitolo XIT: Del tempio di Giove 
p. 42 Groundplan: temple 

and ground pl an 
p. 44 EIevation: facade, left halP 
p. 44  EIevation: facade, Ieft halP 
p. 45 Cross-section: facade, right6 
p. 45 Cross-section: facade, rightd 
p. 45 Cross-section: facade, right 
p. 46 Elevation: side facade 
p. 47 Details: capital, fiieze, base 

RIBA XI/23r, right 

RIBA XI/24r, right 
RiBA XI/24v, left 
EUBA XI/24r, tefi 
RIBA XI/24v, right 
RIBA XI/23v, right 
RIBA XI/23v, left 
RiBA XI/23r, left 

Capitolo XIV: Del tempio di Vesta 
p. 52 Ground plan RiBA VIIIIlr, right 
p. 53 Elevation RïBA Vïïï/lr, right 

Capitolo XX: Del Pantheon oggi detto la Ritonda 



p. 76 Elevatioa: facade, lefi RIBA VIIIlgr, right 3 12x381 
n n 

165 73' 
p. 77 Cross-section: portico, right RIBA ViIIIgr, left 

n n 
165 73* 

p. 81 Cross-section: interior, right RiBA Vm19v. left 168* 72* 

Capitolo XXn: Del tempio i cui vestigi si veggono vicino alla chiesa di Santo Sebastiano 
sopra ia via Appia 
p. 89 Ground plan: temple, court RiBA VIWlr, left 294x405 181 79* 

Capitolo XXTV: De1 tempio di Castore e di PolIuce 
p. 97 Details: capital, architrave, RIBA Xm/18, right 282x370 198 81" 

base 

Capitolo XXV: Del tempio ch'e sotto Trevi 
p. 100 EIevation: facade, left RIBA XIIlSr, right 279x373 

n n 

185 83* 
p. 101 Cross-section: portico, right RIBA XIilSr, left 185 83* 

Capitolo XXVI: Del tempio di Scisi 
p. 104 Ground plan RIBA X1114r, right' 291x377 190 85* 
p. 105 Elevation: facade RIBA XI/14r, right2 " " 

n n 
190 85' 

p. 106 Details: capital, architrave, RIBA XI114v 192 85* 
base 

Capitolo XXVII: Dei disegni di alcuni tempii che sono fuori d'Italia e prima de' due tempii di 
Pola 
p. 108 Ground plan RiBA XI/14r, Ieft2 291x377 

n n 
1 go7 

p. 109 Elevation: facade RIBA XI/14r, left2 1 90' 

Capitolo XXIX: Del altro tempio di Nimes 
p. 119 Ground plan RIBA XI/13r, lett 297x408 196 
p. 120 Cross-section: interior RIBA XI/13r, right " " 

l n 
196 

p. 12 1 Cross-section: interior, laterai RIBA XI/ 13v, lett 197 

Capitolo XXX: Di due altri tempii di Roma, e prima di quel10 della Concordia 
p. 125 Ground plan RiBA XI/20v, right 275x370 

n n 
160 

p. 126 Elevation: facade RTBA XI/20r, left 174 

CapitoIo XXXI: Del tempio di Nettuno 
p. 130 Elevation: facade, Ieft RIBA XI/20r, right 275x370 174 
p. 131 Cross-section: façade, right RïBA XiV112, lefi 323x420 175 

* Identifieci as preparatory study for the Quanro libri. 
1. Both Zorzi and Spielmann have attributed this series of drawings of arcades and 
colonnades in each of the five orders to Palladio. More recently, however, Howard Burns 
has argued that these drawings were done by Scamoui after the illustrations i n  the 
Quarto iibri. Burns, " I disegni," Mostra del Palladio, ex. cat. (Vicenza: Basilica 
Palladiana, 1973) p. 145. Although it is  difficuit for me to make an attribution having 
only exarnined poor reproductions, given the high degree of completion of ail ten 



drawings, it seems more likely that they were not done in preparation for the book. Not 
only is it uncornmon to find a series of preparatory drawings so uniform in their 
execution, such highly finished drawings would Iikely have been used in making the 
woodcuts and consequentl y WOU Id have been destroyed . 
2. Two separate illustrations are combined in one drawing. 
3. Spielmann classifies this as corinthian. The plinth of the pedestal, however, tacks the 
lower toms of the corinthian order. 
4. Spielmann classifies this as corinthian. The double fillet in the scotia of the base 
corresponds to the composite order. 
5. These drawings dso contain the corresponding text. 
6. These drawings differ in the degree of completion. The drawings on the verso were 
executed before the more finished drawings on the recto. 
7. Spielmann does not recognize this drawings arnong the studies for the Q m o  libri. 
Similarly, Zorzi only refers to it by its type ("altro ternpio corinzio tetrastilo"). Indeed, 
the groundplan does not correspond to the illustration in the treatise; the drawing ornits 
the two outer columns between the cella and the portico. In d l  other respects, however, 
the drawing and woodcut are identicaf. In my opinion, the similarities of the drawing's 
ground plan and elevation to the woodcut cannot be dismissed. The fact that they appear 
on the same sheet as the the ground plan and elevation of the Temple of Minerva at Assisi 
--the chapter irnrnediately preceding in the Quanro libri--and are superirnposed in the 
same way, further suggests that the drawing is of the temple at Pola. 



I .  House of Virnie and Vice. Filarete. Libro archiremnico. Codex Magliabecchianus 
11.1, 140 (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale) Book XVIII, folio 144r. 





3. Vimvian man. Vitruvius. De archirecrura. ed. Fra Giovanni Giocondo (Venice: 
Tacuino, 151 1 )  folio 2Sr. 

TERTIVS. 

N Z ~  "o'p6cxdcs ullt finc Iynimcrria nt9 ,pporti& &cm h h c r c  c+& 
rionis,nifi uti ;id bois bene figunci rntbro~ Iiabucrir e x a K  r k m .  cor, 
prn .ho i s  rn natun c6~0Suit, vti oscapiris 3 mcnro ad froncé iummi & 
n d i ~ ~ ~  imas capil fi CGC decimx par~is~térnmus ~alrnri ab nrticulo ad ecx/ 
trcmii rncdiii digini t i t i idé ,~puc a, mcnco ad Gmii verticé 08nux,~.itun/ 
d m  ab  ccru icib' imis, ~b SiLiio pcfforc ad imas radiccs cnpiilop feurs, ad 
fimii ucrticé quarr;r,~pfius aïir oris tltiiudinis tcrtit pars cit ab imo mcnto 
ad iinias narcs,ndus 3b imis naribus ad hé rncdiii Iiipcrciliop: tannidé, ab . 
ca Le ad imas ndiccs capJli,vbi frons cff;cir',itern terriz p r t i s , ~  
titudinis corporis CCXCZ, Cubitus quarm, PCAUS itcm +t, ~ c l i q  ? a ucro qiiog al 
man brdiuos habcncc6mcnfus proporrioni~,~uibus ctiam anriqui pi801 
rcs & rtxutrii nobilcs ufi magnas & infinitas hudcs lunadCicuti, ~irnilitcr 
uero LcrarG adiii mtbra xi un~uer~mcotius mîqnirixdinis f iha  cxparti/ 
bus fmgulis c6ucniérifirnG dcbér hétr c6rnéfiiti ;clpolurn,~r~ corpis c i r 6  
mediîi naturdtcr cfi urnb ihs ,~ i cp  fi ho col!oc~nis fucrit iupinus mani 
bus &pcdtbiispanl;s circiniqr co1locitG cCtni,in vmbilico ciiis, c i r c i i n ~ c ~  

I 



4. Ionic order. Viauvius. Vitruvius De archirecmra. uans. and commentary , Cesare 
Cesariano (Como: Gotardo da Ponte. 152 1) folio LVIIIv. 



5 .  Pantheon, details. Sebastiano Serlio, II teno libro ne1 quai sifigurano, e descrivono 
le antiquitd di R o m  (Book III) (Venice: Francesca Marcolino, 1540) p. XI. 



House for a citizen or merchant similar to the pas< projecr in the French marner. 
Sebastiano Serlio. Sesto Iibro delle habitahoni di mm* li gradi degli huomini (New 
York. Avery Library of Columbia University) folio 8r. 



7. Frontispiece . Andrea Palladio, I quanro libri del1 'architeinira (Venice : Dominico 
de' Franceschi, 1570) p. 1. 



Wall construction. Palladio, I quanro iibri. Book 1. chapter 9. p. 12. 

piglinonirn I i lqhczzz  dcl muro : b i l  primo CO& fit in chintie. cioéchc (ivcgga i l h o  minoredel 
qu3drcIlri. il Cicondo longo, cini. col lxn rn.tc+rc di fiinri. b i l  r c n o  in cfiituc. Di qiicfh ma- 

. i i i m  fono in Kama i muri dcllt Rito.id:;, c dcIlc TCITII? rf i  Diocliti~no ,-& di riirti gli Edificij anrichi 
chcviiono. 

t 

E; Crrrfirli qudrç l l i  clic1~-pno trirro i l  niuro . 
F, 1)mt di inczo dc! iiiuro h n d i  cciiicnri tk I'vn corfo c I'drro8 i qiirzdrclli ctçriori . 1 

G . Ccniciiri, ù cuocoii di fiuinc. 
H , Corli L11 qtiadrcfli C ~ I C  I C ~ I O  tutto il  mur0 . 



9. Temple of Jupitor Stator. details of capitai, base. entablature. and soffits. Palladio. I 
quartru Mn', . Book IV, chapter 18. p. 69. 



97 

10. Villa Pisani at Bagnolo. Palladio. I quanro [ibn. Book II. chapter L4. p. 47. 

S B C O N D O .  47 
DE 1 DISEGNI DELLE CASE DI VILLA Dt'dLCVNI 

mbili VaicauJ. Cap. XIIII ,  



98 

Villa Rotonda. Palladio. I quanro libri. Book II. chapter 3. p. 19. 



99 

12. Villa Rotonda. detail of dome. Palladio. 1565/6- 1569. Vicenza. 



100 

13. Studies after Serlio's Book III. Palladio. RIBA VTIII7 (433~273m1-n). 



101 

14a. Mausoleurn. Serlio, Book III, p. XXXIII. 



102 

14b. Mausoleum. Serlio, Book III, p. XXXIIII. 



103 

15a. Project for a villa. Palladio. RiBA XVII/2r (4 12x268rn1-n). 



1 O4 

15b. Project for a villa. Palladio, EUBA XVII/ 15 (326~290mrn). 



16. Preparatory manuscript for the Quanro libri. Palladio. Cicogna Codex no. 36 17 
(Venice, Museo Correr) folio 16r. 



17a. Frontispiece. Palladio. I due [ibri dei1 'architeftura (Venice: Dominico de' 
Franceschi. 1570) p. 1. 



17b. Frontispiece. Palladio. I due primi libri dell 'antiquirà (Venice: Dominico de' 
Franceschi. 1570) p. 1. 



18. Palazzo Porto. facade and courtyard elevations. Palladio, RIBA XVII/3 
(289~372mm). 



1 O9 

19a. Palazzo Porto. facade. Palladio. I quanro libri. Book II. chapter 3. p. 9. 



110 

19b. Palazzo Porto. couryard. Palladio. I quanro iibri. Book II. chapter 3. p. 10. 



20. Baths of Caracalla. details of capirai. entablarue. and base. Palladio. EUBA VI18 
(3 lOx385mrn). 



2 1 . The format of Palladio's I quanro Iibri deil archi~emra . 

A 
First Sheet of Folio A Gathering of 2 Sheeb Second Sheet of Folio 

of Folio Quired 





23. Unexecured design for Leonardo Mocenigo for a sire near the Brenta River. 
Palladio. I quonro IibB. Book II. chapter 17. p. 78. 

E CON qnc l t~  imitntionc liai Iatidc Ji D 1 0  poflofiic i qucfli tlirc lihri, nc' niislicon qiirlli 
I~rzititiclic fi i- poiuto iiiaggiorc.ini ïoiia inçcparo di porrc intioric , i  inG,nn~rc frcilmCrc con par0 
lc,~canfi~u-c,turtc qucllccofc.chcini h o  p~rCcpiuncccfiric,& piu iinpnrnnti pcr hI)ricîrbcnc,h 
fi~ccialinmtc cr cdicnrc Ic caG priuxc,chc in& contcnpno bcIJctz J,& lhno di n o  k di COm- 
mziici! $i c&caori. 

IL F I N E  DEL SECONDO L I B R O -  



24. Unexecuted design for Francesca 
Palladio. I q u a m  iibri. Book II. 

and Lodovico Trissino for a site in Vicenza. 
chapter 17. p. 74. 
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25. An octavo forme. locked up by wooden furniture and quouis. 



26. Villa Trissino at Meledo. Palladio. I quanro libri. Book II. chapter 15. p. 60. 

L A  FABRICA 



27. Unidentified villa. Andrea Palladio. Les quaire livres de l 'architecture. Mis en 
François, Dans. Roland Fréan de Chambray (Paris: Edme Martin. 1650) Book 11. p. 
148. 

r48 LIVRE II. DE L'ARCHIT. D'ANDRE' P A L L A D I O .  

F I N  Dr' 



28a. Temple of the Pietà. facade. Palladio. Les quatre livres. Book IV. p. 328. 
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28b. Temple of the Pietà. ground plan. Palladio. Les quatre livres. Book IV, p. 329. 

D ' A N D R E '  P A L L A D I O .  3~ 



29a. Unexecuted design for Giovanni Battista della Torre for a site in Verona. Palladio. 1 
quutrro iibri. Book II, chapter 17, p. 76. 

L I B R O  q.6 . . 

1 N V E K 0 N A J portoni dcctivolçsrmcnrc dclIa Br i  ,Tito notabilifiimo, il Conte ci o.^^^. 
tifla d3U3. Torre difcg?o gii di farc 13 fortopofln fibrica :la qualc h~urcbbcIinuuto,c giardino, Cm- 

rc qucllc pani,che liriccrcmo àl i io~oto~iimodo,c dilcncuolc . Lc prime Itsnzc hrcbbono filrein 
uolm,c ropnrune lc picciolc ui fircXbono ftati inczsti,3. qunli Iiaucrcbbono fcruito lc Sale piccio. 
le;. Lc fecondc ihnzc,cio& di foprafircbbono fixe in folaro . LiItczza dclh Sda fP&bc 
aggiuna fin 5x0 il teno,% 11 p n i  dcl piano dclls foffim ui h c b b c  h t o  rn corrirrorc, opoggiuoio, 
c daiialo@,c dalle fincfirc meITc nc i fianchi hturcbbcprch il lumc. 



29b. Unexecuted design for Giovannio Batcista Garzadore for a site in Viceriza. Palladio. 
I qwnro fibri. Book II. chapter 17. p. 77. 

. . 
S E C O N D O .  . : .  

FE m c o n  31 Caunlic 77 
ro Gio. Battiff ;r Gmadoïc 
Gcntil'huomo Viccntino 
I t~ucrx tc  inucnuone, ncl 
b qudc fano duc Ioggie, 
m3 dauanti , & m 3  dl d ~ c -  
cm di ordinc Cosinthio . 
@cffc Lo~gic  hmno i fof 
fitri, c coi1 mcho la S3h 
tcrrcna : IaauaIc i. iieIla DX 

tcpiii i dcOm AIL, 
xciochc fia ti-cfca nc11aL 
ff~rc,&Iiaducordinidifi- 
ncltrc : Lr qrtamo colon- 
ne, che dli'ucggono, To- 
ficnnno il foffitto, c rcn- 



30a. Unexecuted design for a site in Venice. Palladio. I quarrro libri. Book II, chapter 
17, p. 71. 

S E C O N D O .  78 

DI ALCVNE INVENTION1 SECOND0 DIVERSI SITL G p .  XVIL 



30b. Unexecuted design for a site in Venice. Palladio. I quunro [ibn. Book II. chapter 
17, p. 72. 

F E C I p a o n  fit0 in Venetiah firmpoflz 
inuentione :Iafaccia principale hatrc ordini 
di colonne, ilprimo èbloni;o, il fccondo Co- 

. @  * .  rinchio,& il tcrzo CompoGto. La ainata efcc 
dquuico in fuori :ha umro colonne vguali, 
c ilmili à uelledclla 3cCi3t3. Le h z e ,  the II P 
ionodai mchi hanno i uolu da Gcondo il 
primo modo dell'dtczzade' volri : olnr que- 
fie ui rono d t r c h z e  minori, c camcrini , c le 
kale, c hc fernono ai  mczsri . Rinconuo ai- 
I'cnpsta uié vn'andiro , per il qudc fi encm in 
~ ' d m S n l a  miiiore, Lzqude davnaprnc h i  
vnacorricclla, d d a  qudc prcndc Iume,c dai- 
I'dmla Gala maggiorc,~ prinupalc di fonna 
ouata, c uacuancl mczo , con le coIonnc in- 
rorno, chc tolgono fufo i gradi : più olnc pcr 
vn'aftro andito ficnrrain undog ia,lecui co- 
1omcfÔno Ionichc vgudi a que f e deli'enm- 
ta. Hi quefia loggia udappmamcnto pcr 
banda, comcquclli dell'cnman : mi qucilo, 
chënellapanc f ï i h  uiene dquyito dirni- 
miro pcr cagion dcl fit0 : apprcffo ui è vna 
corrcconcoioni~e intomo , chc h n o  corri- 
tort, iiqudc Grue allecsinere didictro, ouc 
Ctarebbonolc donne, e ui hrebbono Ic cuci- 
ne. &pure di Copra c fimile 5 quella di for- 
to,ecceno che Ia fila, che t To rak cnnm 
non ha colonna, e giugnc canla P ua alcczzs fi- 
no ïono il ccrto,& hovnconitorc,~ oggiuo- P 10 al piano dcllc rcne h z c ,  chc çruirebbe 
tiicho aiie fincftrc di hpra:perche in qucfia 
Sala uc ne brrbbono dut ordini. La SA3 
minorc hawebbela crauamn ai pari de i volri 
delicficondc ftmzc,&bbono quefi uoiu 
dti ucntin-epicdi:le ftanzc de1 terzc ordine 
hrebbono in ïolaro diatcczza di drc~ort;r 
picdi. Tune lc ponc , c finnefire s'inconnc- 
rcbbono,clarebbono unafopa i'kn. c t ~ t : i  
i muri haurcbbono Ia lor pure di  carico: Ic 
~ t i n e , i l u o g h i  Ja Iauaridrqpi,& glialni 
magazini CYC bbono It3u accouunodaci fat- 
to tara. 



3 1. Design for the Rialto Bridge in Venice. Palladio. I quaitro libri. Book III. chapter 
13, pp. 26-27. 



Villa Sarego at Santa Sofia. Palladio, I q m r o  libri. Book II, chapter 15, p. 66. 



Palazzo Antonini at Udine. Palladio, I quunro [ibn. Book II. chapter 3. p. 5. 
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34a. San Francesca della Vigna, facade. Palladio. RIBA XIVI 10 (3 14x4 13mrn). 
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34b. San Giorgio Maggiore. facade. Palladio. RIBA XIV/ 12 (S93x200mm). 
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